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Executive summary

Ten years ago, the World Health
Assembly decided that the main social
target of governments and of WHO
should be the attainment by aH the
people of the world by the year 2000 of
a level of health that would permit
thero to lead socially and economically
productive lives. People must be
healthy to contribute to and share in
social and economic development and
conversely, development goals cannot
be achieved without a healthy
population. The historie Intemational
Conference on Primary Health Care in
Alma-Ata, USSR ( 1978) eharted a new
course for the health of the eitizens of
the world. The Conference caBed for a
new approach to health and health care
to shrink the gap between the "haves"
and "have-nots" and to achieve a more
equitable distribution of health
resources. The Conference further
affirmed that the primary health care
approach was essential to an acceptable
level of health throughout the world
and--acknowledged that this could be
attained through fuller and better use
of -the wo[ld~ resources. _-

Primary health eare is essential health
care made aceessible at a cost the
country and eommunity can afford,
with methods that are practical,
scientificalIy sound and socially
acceptable. Everyone in the community
should have access to it and everyone
should be involved in it. Governments
together with the World Health
Organization in a spirit of social justice
have endorsed primary health care as
the key to attaining the goal of Health
for AIl by the Year 2000.

The Global Strategy for Health for AH,
adopted by the World Health Assembly
( 1981) stressed the close and complex

links that exist between health and
socio-economic development. Health
not only results from genuine
socio-economic development, as
distinct from mere economic growth, it
is also an essential investment in such
development. The achievement of
health goals is determined to a large
extent by policies that lie outside the
health sector and in particular the
socio-economic development policies.
The Strategy therefore emphasized the
mutual reinforcement of related
policies. These principIes were
reaffirmed during the Technical
Discussions on HIntersectoral Action
for Health" (1986) which further
clarified the essential elernents of
equity-oriented development strategies
and the respective roles of the crucial
development sectors such as agrieulture,
education and environrnent in
promoting and contributing to health
goals. The Technical Discussions also
highlighted the health-related policy
components. in the crticial development
sectors.

Political determination
for health for all

The overall efforts of governments to
develop their health systerns in
response to their national health
strategies has been encouraging, as was
revealed by the first report on the
evaluation of the Global Strategy for
Health for AH ( 1986). A high level of
polítical will is evidente There is a
growing awareness of the need for
change in the health systems. In sorne
countries impressive efforts have been
made to expand the health services
infrastructure. Sorne innovative

5
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approaches to reach underserved
population gro,ups and to strengthen
community-based health services are
also noted. The overall benefits,
however have sometimes been less than
expected beca use of factors such as
political instability, natural disasters,
and high population growth. In
addition, the intervening decade has
been marked by economic instability
tbat has greatly impeded social progress
in many parts of the world.

Implications of the
eeonomie elimate for
health for all

The global economic situation has
changed drastically for the worse since
1977 when the goal of Health for All
was adopted. The past seven years have
been the most turbulent times for the
world economy in over half a century.
The recession has had important
implications for adjustment policies
which governments have had to adopt

--;,--,-~der- -tG=maintain:-:a=t:easonable_~ -
balance'between economic growth and
social development. This has not been
an easy task for ,a majority of the
developing countries, especially the
poorest countries of the world. The
health budgets of many countries have
been severely reduced at a time when '
additional resources are required to
build and sustain national health
systems based on primary health care
to meet the priority health needs of all
people, especially the vulnerable and
the underserved.

The acceptance of the goal of Health
for AH was accompanied by the
fundamental concept ofequity in
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hcalth. Making quality health caTe
available at an affordable level
however'l remains a distant pr~spect in
many countries. Aspects such as the
impact of available health care as well
as concerns with efficiency and
cost-benefits are being balanced by
countries against a more equitable
distribution of health-related resources
in order to bring health care to the
vulnerable groups of their societies. Thl
danger ¡nherent in this balancing act is
that concem with equity can give way
to concem for Ucost-containment"
which, in practice, can be translated to
mean reductions in the social
expenditures for those who need thero
moste The manner in which the health
goal is incorporated into the overall
strategy as a goal of development also
affects the allocation of resources and,
in turo, the issue of equity.

But external economic factors cannot
be entirely blamed for the
under-achievement in the health sector.
Many governments .as a whole have nOl

seriously takenup the strategic actions
Jequired~Q$ener~.and mobiliz~ aH _
possible resources for néalth. Very few -
countries have attempted to make an
estimate of the magnitude of resources
required for their national strategies to
achieve the goal of health for al1.
Altogether, very few new initiatives
have been undertaken to mobilize
resources internally which can have
national impact. Few countries have
been able to reallocate their existing
health budgets preferentially to primar:'
health caree Inefficient use of existing
health resources persists; effective
actions to reduce waste or to improve
cost-effectiveness have been too few to
have a substantial positive impact on
the resource situation. The health secto.
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'emains a ¡'''weakpartner" in influencing
~ocio-economic development policies
)f in mobilizing cffective support from
)ther related sectors for health
lctivitíes.

Economic support for
health for all

How to finance health plan s and how
to make the best use of resources have
both become critical issues in progress
towards the attainment of Health for
.£\ll.While financial cutbacks present
major problems in the short run, in the
long run the search for additional and
new resources, particu/arly domestic
r'esources,and making the most efficient
use of a11available resources offer the
Jest options for financing health for a11.
[mproved financial planning and
management and bold administrative
lnd organizational measures would also
Je required. The strengthening of
lationªJ ..capabili~ especialtY,tllat of__tb£.
.ninistries of health or equivalent
Jodies, in developing and implementing
Jolicies based on sound economic
lnalysis and strong financial
rnanagement will be a prerequisite to
.?ffectivenational action.

The purpose ollhis background
document is lo focus attention on the
options lor strengthening and expanding
CJcono/nicsupport for national strategies
ror health for al/. The document suggests
!hat five broad needs ought to be
addressed. These needs are: (i) to
'Jroject rhe financia/ requirements
/lnposed by national hea/th po/icies and
ro assess the capacit.v of currently
l\'ailab/e revenue measures to meet

I:JU~CUuve ~unuudry

those needs: (ii) to eva/uate the qualit.v
qf resource mobilization e.tforts in terms
01their equit.v. adequac.v. reliabili(v,
ilnpact on the supply and delnand.for
serl'ices, and ease of ad'l1inistration; (iii)
to increase the productivit.v of the
resources avai/able lo governments by
.focusing attention on e.flicienc.vand
cost-e.ffectiveness o/ activities underlaken
by the health sector; (iv) to reappraise
rhe roles and responsibilities of pOlential
partners in health inc/uding the
government, community,
nongovernmental organizations and the
private sector, and (v) to strengthen
national capabi/ity in lormu/ating and
implementing sound economic policies
and approaches in support 01national
strategies for health for all.

Planning and managing
the finances

The elaboration of a well-defined plan
of_-ª,tiQn, io_cll!dinga finan~ial master
plan~ "{san essential part oí the strategy-
for attaining health for al1. The financial
implications of declared health policies
need to be assessed carefully. Financial
master planning can provide a
framework for assessing the feasibility
of implementing the plan of action
against the resource availability. It can
identify the resource gap and suggest
options to close this gap including
either increasing resource availability
or modifying the implementation
objectives.

Such plans would estímate the capital
and recurrent costs of implementing the
countrywide prograrnmes included in
the proposed plan of action and would

7
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identify sources of funds to meet these
requirements. The process seeks to
identify the boundaries within which a
health plan could be implemented.
Among the essential steps are:
estimating the costs of meeting
proclaimed health goals and distributing
these costs over a period of time
between the ¡nitiation of the plan and
the year 2000; comparing recurrent
costs with the revenues likely to
become available from existing sources
of finance; exploring aH possible'
sources of finance; and reconciling
planned expenditure with the revenue
both from existing and further sources
of finance. If resource gaps exist, either
the plan of action should be modified
or mechanisms to mobilize new
resources should be suggested.

While a financial master plan willhelp
to establish the extent to which a policy
can be implemented, programme
budgeting is required to enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of
implementation. The budgeting system .
should stress the links between
-progtarnme oojectives and the use of
resources and the relationships between
capital expenditures and recurrent costs.

Sound financial planning and
management are thus essential to the
implementatio'n of national
health-for-all strategies. Decisions on
mechanisms to finance health plans are
inevitably political. The task of
planners is essentially to develop
optións for polítical decision-making.
Ministers of Health need to encourage
their planning staff to engage in creative
thinking, even if sorne of the options
presented prove to be politically
unacceptable.

8

Mobilizing resources

The desired increases in coverage, an
the maintenance and improvement o
content and quality of health servicr~
will require additional resources in
many countries. Available goverñmc'
revenues in most cases will not be
sufficient to cover the requirements.
New and altemative options will ha'
to be considered. Strategies for
financing health for all will no doubt
reftect the various characteristics of
national economies.

In choosing a strategy, however, cert~
criteria should be applied. These
include equity, adequacy, reliability,
impact on supply and demand,
intersectoriality and administrative
feasibility.

Many options for financing health
services are now being widely
considered. First, govemments may r
for health care from public revenues.
This requires that additional reS0urce
be allocated for health activities.
Second, employers and employees ma
be required to contribute to a health
insurance scheme, or employers can
provide health services for their
employees. Third, institutions, public'
or privately owned, may be created t(
attract voluntary ¡nsurance
contributions and to dispense these
revenues to providers of health servic
Fourth, schemes of cornmunity
financing may bedeveloped. Fifth,
consumers may be required to pay fa
part of the cost of the health services
they use. Many variations of these
options are being devised. Each of thl
options has distinctive economic,
financial, political and administrative
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attributes which need to be carefully
examined.

Making better use
of resources

There is general concero in aH countries
that the available resources are not
being used most effectively or
efficiently. A large share of health
resources is wasted because of poor
managerial practices and use of
inappropriate technologies or human
resources. Making better use of
resources implies improved
accountability, increased efficiency in
the allocation and utilization of
resources and effective means of
cost -con tainmen t.

Accountability can be improved by
strengthening formal accounting and
management information systems and
by providing adequate and supportive
supervision. Resource wastage due to

__misappropriation, undere.mpJ.oyment '9r
deterioration must be given senous
attention by health managers. In many
cases communities can also be more
actively involved in the management
of resources at the local leve!. They will
need to be supported in this task by the
central Ievels.

Efficiency in the use of resources can
be enhanced by several means. If access
to health services were more equitable,
cost-efficiency would generalIy be
greater. The cost to the providers as
well as to the individuals must be
considered. Many options are available
for achieving greater efficiency in the
use of human resources. The main
objective should be to make rational

...,,"-'-' ...••..•...... .." - ,

use of health personnel consistent with
the functions of each level of the health
system. Appropriate training and .
supervision would need to be provlded
to ensure quality and performance.
Individuals and families can be
informed and educated to take a greater
share of responsibility for their health.
Careful choice of technologies
appropriate to each level of the health
care system would also serve to increase
efficiency. Cost-effective strategies can
be applied to specific health problems
and, finally, the strengthening of
management support services would be
crucial to sustain efficient delivery of
health services.

Cost-containment policies have begun
to emerge particularly in many
developed countries. Many new
approaches are being applied to
influence both the supply and the
demand of health services. These have
included a revision of reimbursable fee
scales, an lmposition of user charges
and a regulation of the content of care
through review cornmittees. Public
education and information on these
aspects is also receiving considerable
attention. An informed public can be a
valuable asset.

Responsibilities and
institutional relationships

Health care is a shared responsibility
which rests upon the individual, the
community and the government.
Within the government responsibility,
health goals have to be incorporated as
part of the sectoral goals of many
different sectors including health,
environment, education, agriculture and

9
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housing. Given the magnitude of the
task of attaining health for aH, and
particularly of securing adequate
economic support for tbis, concerted
and coordinated action at aH levels is
indispensable. Collective cornrnitment
of aH concerned is required in order to
ensure the equitable distribution of
resources for health caree

A lack of information precludes a
thorough analysis of the respective
share of the responsibility and
contribution of the different entities
involved in health matters. But it is
cIear that, in many developed and
developing countries, the public sector
controls only a portion of the overall
resources available for health caree
While no blueprint can be applicabIe
for organizing the institutional
relationships of the different entities or
sub-systems involved in health matters,
it is cIear that greater coherence needs
to be achieved among these sub-systems
and that aH sub-systems should reflect
primary health care as their major goal.

--Collaboration between various
---institutions and agencies is essenti~l1--and
should be based on a clear allocation of
responsibilities in order to ensure the
most efficient use of resources.
Countries need to examine what is the
feasible organizational framework in
their own national situation which
would enhance such collaboration.

5trengthening national ·
capability

Mobilizing economic support for health
for a1l has many implications for
national health policy-mákers ana

10

health administrators. The
policy-makers in health need to be
strong advocates for promoting sor
priorities in economic adjustment
policies. They must mobilize
commitrnent and support from oth,
sectors, especially those closely rela
to health. The health administrator'
must increase their capability in
defining equitable schemes of finan\
and of allocation of resources. The\
must be able to provide policy-mak
with different options for mobilizin:
additional resources. And finally, th
must manage their scarce resources
most optimally and efficiently.

These implications also suggest the
for substantive improvements in
information for health planning and
management, for the development (
capacity for research, processing an,
analysing economic data, and for th!
acceptance by senior managers and
policy-makers of the importance of
these new inputs into the process of
decision-making.

Technical capability in the health se'
in these areas will require consideral
strengthening in most developing
countries.

Conclusions

The goal of Health for AH by the y'
2000 has been ealled ambitious. Th.
who regard it as such disregard the
fundamental principIes embodied iI
primary health care approach, whic.
the key to achieving the goal.

Primary health care emphasizes hea
as an integral part of development ~

•••••••••••••• 4C •.••• 0-_-0'- '"' •• .J$~~
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thus, a responsibility of not just what
is traditionally defined as the health
sector, but of people, other related
sectors and the community in general.
Primary health care calls for the use of
affordable, relevant and socially
acceptable technologies, and requires
that the strengthening or building up of
the health infrastructure should begin
in the home and at the community
level, the other levels of the health
system being supportive to these.

Respect for these principIes requires a
major reorientation of policies and
perspectives in the way health is
perceived, protected, promoted and
delivered.

These principIes also apply to resource
allocation and distribution policies. A
concern for the care and protection of
the poor and the disadvantaged groups,
the according of high priorities to
prevention and promotive actions~ and
the use of inexpensive yet effective
technologies to provide at least the
eignt -essen-tial elements of primary
health care, should be reftected in such
policies if choices and sacrifices have
to be made. Resource allocation policies
have to consider not just what goes to
health care, but also to other important
determinants of health such as
education, environment and food ..again
with due considerations for principIes
of equity.

The issue is not where the moncv is .
going to come from to pay for héalth
care ..but rather what broad policy
framework is required to expand the
economic support for health for all.
This support must come fronl
individuals, families ..cornmunities ..the
private sector, nongovernmental sectors
and~ of course, government sources.
The issue is not just how much more
resources will be required and how to
mobilize them, but also how can those
resources that are available be used
most efficiently and productively.

Discussions on economic support for
health for a11should not be clouded by
a narrow vision of financing primary
health care or medical care by the
public or prívate sector. They should
encompass the policy and institutional
frameworks which will provide a
coherent strategy for the full, active and
mutually reinforcing participation of aH
potential partners. No one should be
allowed to escape this responsibility.
This is not just a political or social

-dre-am, it is an economic challenge.

Achieving health for aH will require
sacrifices. The mechanisms and
methods used to finance and support
services will continue to be imperfecto
The task of finding long-term solutions
is difficult but must be faced if the
health of the future generations is nol
to be jeopardized.

11



Introduction
The world economic situation has
changed drastically for the worse since
1977 when the goal of Health for All
was adopted. The health budgets of
many countries have been severely
reduced at a time when additional
resources are required to build and
sustain national health systems based
on primary health care to meet the
priority needs of aH people, especial1y
the underserved. The reductions in the
health budgets have tended to affect key
iteros such as drugs, equipment,
communications and transport,
seriously jeopardizing the delivery of
essential health care in rural areas.
Policies and plans which have been
approved in principie at the highest
government level have not been fulIy
implemented.

The adjustment policies adopted by
governments in times of economic
crisis, as in the recent widespread
economic recession, are important
indicators of the priority which health
.care receives in the national allocation
-orresources~ ORen whe~nresource-sa'¡-é
constrained the relative low priority for
health in resource allocation and the
neglect of the social costs of
adjustments become pronounced.

Economic supportfor
health for all

It was recognized at the outset that to
carry out the Global Strategy for Health
for AH would mean generating and
mobilizing aH possible resources. This
implied first of all making the most
efficient use of existing resources both
within and among countries. At the
same time, additional resources would

need to be generated. Among actions
spccified for providing economic
support for health for aH were: careful
analysis of the resource needs for the
provision of primary health care,
particularly for underserved population
groups~ consideration of the benefit of
various health programmes in relation
to the cost, as well as the effectiveness
of different technologies and different
ways of organizing the health system in
relation to the cost; estimation of the
order of magnitude of the total financial
needs to implement the national
strategy up to the year 2000; and
consideration of alternative ways of
financing the health system including
mobilizing domestic and external
resources.

There is evidence to suggest that
governments as a whole have not yet
given serious and in-depth
consideration to these strategic actions ..
Very few countries have costed their
plans for health for aH, let alone
identified sources from which they can
15e-=tinancea:--sumeplans=which w---ere=-
costed before the worst effects of the
economic recession were known now
seem to be over ambitious. Altogether,
very few new initiatives have been
undertaken to mobilize resources
internally which can have national
impact. Few countries have been
successful in reallocating their existing
health budgets preferentiaHy to primary
health caree The role of the prívate
sector in national health-for-all
strategies has not been fully defined.
Even in countries where recent
economic improvements have been
noted at the individual and family
levels, the role of the individuals in
sharing the cost of health care has not
been reconsidered. With the economic

13
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problems affecting thedeveloped
countries as well, the anticipated
increases in health aid froro rich
countries to the poor have not come
forth.

How to finance health plans and how
to make the best use of resources have
both become critical issues in progress
towards the attainment of health for aH.
While financial cutbacks present majar
problems in the short ron, it is
nevertheless troe that, in the long ron,
the search for additional resources,
including new cost-sharing mechanisms,
can provide countnes with fresh
opportunities 'to look again at how they
are using their existing resources. The
pros and cons of strategic options for
ensuring the future funding of the total
capital investment costs and the
implied increasing burden of recurrent
expenditure are worthy of being
analysed. AIso, the health policies, the
financial management measures and the
administrative and organizational
structures may need to be reviewed for
possible adjustments.

Objectives and scope of the
Technical Discussions

To respond to the need felt by Member
States to develop and improve their
economic capability in the health
sector, the Executive Board, at its
meeting in May 1985, decided that the
subject of the Technical Discussions in
1987 would be "Economic Support for
national health for all strategies". The
aim of the Discussions will be to clarjfv
issues and identjfv options Jor action on

14

ways of mobilizing and using resou'
optimally when developing or resh~,
health systems, to ensure a bala'nce
between the cost of effective and
practical health plans and the resou
likely to be available.

The 1987 Technical Discussions arl
part of a long-term process aimed (:
following four objectives:

Firstly, enabling health officials to
communicate more effectively '"
ministries of finance and planni1
especial1y when designing their
health plans and submitting the~
for future funding~ '

Secondly, providing a better
understanding ofhealth sector jt
as well as the broad, health-rela
intersectoral issues pertaining to
economic and financia] aspects (
health for all ~

Thirdly, stimulating the use of
economic analysis as one of the
important tools for bettcr polic)'
decision-making; and

Fourthly, enhancing cornrnitment t<.
reducing the gap between curren
practice and desired actions on
priority health issues in resourcc
allocation, mobilization and
utilization.

An additional expected outcome is
greater clarity and resolve amon
the international agencies on ho'
they may most adequately supp<.
countries in their efforts to addrt
financial and economic issues
impeding the attainment of the ~
of Health for AH.

, .4 .a .,a & 1 ,L, a ¿¿ 4 (3d. ,W&I'_



Scope of the
background document

In order to support the Technical
Discussions, this background document
explores the critical issues in planning
and managing the financing of the
health sector. It also presents and
analyses alternatives for mobilizing
additional economic support for
national health-for-all strategies and
addresses the measures for obtaining
maximum impact from health
resources, with emphasis on social
relevance, equity and efficiency. Finally,
it explores responsibilities and
institutional relationships in economic
support for health for a11.

No attempt has been made to cover the
entire spectrum of issues in the
Background Document in order to
avoid becoming too superficially
comprehensive. To help Member States
to address, practically, the economic
implications of attaining health for aH

-~ in a spirit of self-reliance, -a-ndas a -
complement to the 1986 Technical
Discussions, on Intersectoral Action for
Health, a deliberate effort has been
made to concentrate essentialIy on one
vital aspect, namely domestic resources.
This does not mean that the Question
of external resources wiU not be
considered. However, the emphasis wiU
be mainly on the implications. of the
use of domestic resources on the
sustainability of activities initiated,
when countries have to support fully
their operating costs.

Given the complexity of issues and the
diversity of country and sector
situations, the document makes no
pretension of giving a particular set of

prescriptions for effective health .
financing nor does it suggest that there
are universally applicable ways of
solving the problem of health financing.
The intention is to present a balanced
picture of potential measures.

The world economie elimate and
its implications for health for all
Chapter 1 describes the global economic
climate and its implications for the
health sector. Within this
macro-economic context, health sector
issues to cope with financial problems
are pointed out in terms of equity,
efficiency and quality of health care.
The need for economic support for
pursuing equity-oriented health policies
is emphasized.

Planning and managing the
finances
Chapter II focuses on improved
financial management as a way of
increasing the etfectiveness of available
resources. Financial planning is
described as a device for determining
the financial feasibility and
sustainability of strategies and
strengthening the health sector's
position when requesting funds in the
future. Prograrnme budgeting is
discussed as a control tool over the use
of resources. Accounting practices are
reviewed to improve fiscal
management. Lastly, economic analysis
to ensure adequate financing
arrangements is explored.

Mobilizing resourees
Chapter III presents altemative ways of
mobilizing financial resources at the
cornmunity and nationallevels for
health systems based on primary health
caree These include insurance schemes,
community financing, cost-sharing and

15
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other mechanisms. The criteria by
which alternatives might be evaluated
are provided. These methods determine
the ability of the sector to cope with
financial uncertainty to meet particular
needs such as importation of drugs and
spare parts. Thus the chapter analyses
the capacity of different mechanisms to
generate funds in order to meet needs
for foreign exchange, to accommodate
growth in demand, to absorb price
inflation, and to service the contractual
obligations of the sector.

Making better use of resources
Chapter IV addresses the measures for
obtaining the maximum impact froro
health resources with emphasis on
social relevance, equity, efficiency and
cost-effectiveness. The chapter first
discusses ways of reducing waste in the
use of a11health resources and
mechanisms for improving
accountability. It then presents a
framework for the efficiency of health
services at a11levels. Altematives for
cost-effective access to health care and
strategies., including the use of

.-appropriate technology and manpower-
---- mixes,' are exarrirried.Measures foro

cost-control and cost-containment are
considered.

Responsibilities and institutional
relationships in economic support
for health for all
Chapter V discusses the broad areas of
responsibilities of different entities
¡nvolved in health matters. A central
concem in formulating national policies
on financing health systems based on
primary health care is to ensure that
resources are used optimalIy. This
requires that responsibility for
performanceis clearly defined and that
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adequate mechanisms are establisl
to bring about coordination and
effective partnership arrangements

Key issues for discussion
FinalIy in Chapter VI sorne issues
. been selected to help focus discus~
on what appears to be critical to tI
attainment of economic support f(
national health-for-all strategies. 1
are based on the analysis offered iI
aboye relevant sections.

The background document also
contains a glossary of the terms mI
cornmonly used in economics (see
Annex 1).

The economic issues influencing h~
and social developmentare vast a..
complex. They are also closely
interlinked to the polítical, social ~
economic structures and environrr.
of countries. However, there is no
doubt that the economic issues are
concern equally to the developed (.
developing countries, and to the
centralized or the market-based
decentralized economies and politi
structures. T.he composite of issue~
themselves may be different; for
example, in the developed countri\
where the rising cost ofhealth carE
of great concem, high priority ma~
accorded to issues of cost-containr
and cost-sharing, at the same time
maintaining levels of quality and
effectiveness. On the other hand, i:
developing countries, where the
provision of at least the essential
elements of primary health care to
is the central goal, issues relating t\
achieving equity through sound
planning and through efficient and
effective use of resources may be
paramount.

£.



No single document can address a11the
issues adequately or indepth, and thus
no attempt has been made to cover the
entire spectrum of issues. Moreover,
serious deficiency in information related
to the availability'l distribution and use
of financial resources poses further
limitations on any analysis offered.

It is expected that the Technical
Discussions will provide a unique
opportunity to the participants to
exchange views and experiences and to
enrich the debate on the options and
strategic actions which would serve to
improve the capability of Member
Sta tes 10 mobilize and manage
economic support for health for a1l.

17
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The world economie elimate and
its implieations for health for all

Idcntifying thc scriousness of thcse
implications and finding ncw ways to
dcal \vith them is the critical challenge
for lhe policy-makcrs. New
opportunitics for improving the quality
as \vcll as increasing the quantity of
cconomic support for national
health-for-all strategies need to be
explored and be closely linked to the
overall development policies of
countries.

There is growing evidence to suggest
that despite the economic turbulence, a
central issue of concem to all nations
of the world is that of quality of Jife, of
which health is an essential ingrediente
And many developed and developing
countries have demonstrated their

Background

Recent changes in the economic
cnvironnlcnt have scriously affcctcd the
cfforts of many countrics to inlplcment
their strategies for health for a1l. These
economic constraints can al lhe same
time create opportunilies for the health
sector to playa more dynamic role in
dealing. with them. The adverse
economic situation which still faces
sorne countries in sorne continents will
no doubt continue to challenge The ability of countries to invest in
policy-makers seeking to achieve a health and social development is no
balance between economic and social doubt influenced to a great extent by
goals. trends in their economic development.
Economic and social development are Similarly, the ability of individuals to
interlinked. The world economic pay for their own health services
climate has crucial implications both depends on their level of living.
for health and social development. Moreover, levels of living are
Where there is increasing scarcity of thernselves important determinants of
resources, adjustment efforts in health status, as poverty and .0 ••

.. macro-economic policies generally force malnutrition greatly ¡ncrease
1 the social sector to adopt stringent vulnerability to disease and are barriers

-1 --i*Íoritic~orts wmch aim tG-achieve - dO the.,.allainment ..uf..Qositive heaJth.
economic growth have to be balanced
with those aimed at protecting and
promoting human development and
pursuing equity-oriented policies.
Reduced economic support for the
health sector can have serious
implications for the effectiveness,
efficiency and equity of health services.

The economic development 01 a country is clearly limited
when one out of five children dies before completing one year
01 life, when a high population of children suffer from stunted
growth due to malnutrition, when a tenth of a lifetime is
shortened by disease, or when a significant proportion of the
adult population is beset with disability and disease.
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política) detcrmination to maintain a
l)alancc betwccn social and economic
devclopnlcnt. Hcalth care in the past
\\'as considercd a privilege for those
who could afford to pay, supplcmented
with charity for the poor; today, health
is rcgardcd as a basic human right. This
clearly arises out of the recognition that
healthy people are essential
prerequisites for economic
development.

This ehaprer briefl.vdiscusses the world
econolnic e/¡,nare, its implieations Jor
hea/th and the need Jor continued
polirical determination Jor social equit.v
in rhe .(ace ofthese trends. It contains
four sections. The first summarizes
trends in the world economy in the
early 1980s as experienced by both the
developed and the developing countries
and stresses their growing .
interdependence. Thesecond reviews
the effects of the global economy on
public sector priorities, especial1y the
extent to which the health sector has
been affected by these trends. The third
discusses the implications for social
development, pre~enting key arguments

-_._-- for equity and intersectoral actiorr for
health. Finally, there is a cal1 for
political determination for health for aH
in times of economic stringency,
providiDg sorne conclusions for future
policy directions for economic support
for health care.

Trends in the
vvorld economy

The past seven years have been the
most turbulent times for the world
economy in over half a century. Many

20

oC the governments of countrics
achievcd indcpendence follo~'in'
Sccond World War are confront
nlost difficult economic ehallcnf
thcy have evcr had to faec. Thc
changes in the economic enviro'
have seriously affected the abilil
governments in developing COUI
implement their health .progran1
. and have forced many governnl
reassess their spending prioritie~

The world's present economic c~
began in 1980 with the onset of
deepest economic recession sine
Between 1980 and 1983 per capi
production declined in country ~
country. In the most seriously al
countries of Africa south of the :
Westem Asia and Latin Americ.
recession erased a deeade or me
earlier economic development. 1
early 1980s, average living stanc
feHby 9 per cent in Latin Amer
by 11 per cent in sub-Saharan A
Even the industrialized market
economies suffered; the United
Kingdom, the USA and the Fed
Republic of Germany all record~
drop in total economic output iI
or more of tbese four years.
Un.employrnent rose to persisteI
such as had not been known for
century.

In 1984 a recovery of global eco
growth too k place but wi~h \vid\
distortion in the internatlonal p:
Growth in the industrialized COl
was nearly 5 per cent. Growth i.
developing countries was arounl

cent, but growth of nearly 8 per
Asia conceals the mucb lower g'
rates of the least developed cou
tbat continent, and growth in 01
regions was only 1.5 per cent 10



t It is anticipated that improvenlentccn . f h'n the relative performance o t e
~cve1oping countrics taken as a wholc
will continuc. Howe~er .. th~ poorest
countrics, especially In ~fnca'l are not
expected to be in a POSlllon lo nlake
desired changes in their balance o~
payments. Faced ~ith a f?od deficlt,
they need to contlnue tooImport
essential goods and serVlces, thus
incurring more debts.

The recession has bee~ ~ompound.e~ in
many countries by polltlc~1 lnstabIllty,
armed conflicts, natural dlsasters and
high population growth. I~ sub-Saharan
Africa, the worst drought In 15.years
hit many countries in 1982. ThlS
devastating drought brought to a head
the longer-term adverse tr~nd in foad
production in t~is area whl.ch has the
highest populatlon growth In the world.
In the 24 countries most seriously
affected by the drought per capita grain
produetion had beeo falling by 2 per
cent per year since 1970.

The eeonofuic stagñatlon which
emerged in the early 1980s has been
followed by a deepening debt erisis in
many countries. The recession in the
advanced economies sharply reduced
the demand for the goods exported by
developing eountries. Deprived of part
of their antieipated market and thus
confronted by a drop in earnings from
exports, the heavily-indebted
developing countries encountered
mounting difficulties in obtaining the
foreign currency needed to import
drugs, spare parts and replacements of
medical equipment, petrol and other
essential materials. The substantial
burden of servicing external debts
incurred earlier has further intensified

the economic problems of devel.oping
countries.

Over the last year, the sharp drop in oíl
prices has brought sorne respite to the
balance of payrnents problems of oil
importers. But the problems. facing
certain oil-producing countnes such as
Nigeria and Indonesia, where oil
represents a high proportion of both
export revenue and government .
revenue are formidable. Moreover, lt
has add~d to the onerous debt-servicing
problems that face such countries as
Mexico.

These economie problems have foreed
countries to embark upon economic
adjustment programmes which have
included efforts to restrain demand for
imports and to promote exports. A
major tool for achieving these ends has
been the devaluation of the local
currency.in order to make imports
more costly and exports more
competitive in international markets.
Many governments have also attempted
to balance their publie budgets by
reducing public expenditure wherever
possible. A number of countries have
reduced the burden of taxation on firms
and individuals in the hope that this
would stimulate initiative and prívate
investment. These additional
investrnents in tum were expected to
contribute to inereased produetion and
thereby lead to greater abundance of
both private and public resources.

The world economic climate during the
last decade sharply illustrated the
economic interdependence of the
developed and the developing countries.
(See Box 1.1)
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Economic Support for National Heatth for AII ~trate9.es

Box 1.1 Economic interdependence
Chang~s i~ t~e pace of economic growth and inflation, protectionism,
and shlfts In Interest and exchange rates in industrialized countries affecl
developing countries' economic performance through markets for goods
and services and through financial markets.

Trade in Goods and Services
The relative importance of the industrialized countries in world markets
tor goods has declined moderately in the last fifteen years, but these
countries still constitute the majar markets for exports and the majar
suppliers of imports for developing countries. Thus events in
industrialized countries haya a considerable impact on the prices and
volumes of goods and services exported by developing countries. A one
percent decrease in output in the industrialized economíes produces a
two percent decrease in commodity prices. Prices of metals and
agricultural raw materials which are used as industrial inputs, more
closely reflect cyclical fluctuations in industrial production than do the
prices of food and beverages~

Growth in real incomes in industrialized countries also ¡ncreases the
votume of goods importedfrom developing countries. It is estimated
that a one percentage point increase in the rate of growth in real GNP in
industrialized countries results in an ¡ncrease of about 3.4 per cent in the
purchasing power of exports by non-oil-producing developing countries.

Increased protectionism in industrialized countries also has a direct
impact on developing countries' export earnings. Protectionism lowers
the "demandiortheir exports and--thereby depresses prices as well as
lowering sales volumes. The magnitude of these effects depends as well
on the demand in foreign and domestic markets for the goods being
traded.

Changes in the prices received for exports and in the volume of foreign
sales affect economic growth in developing countries in four ways.
Firstly. greater exports raise the overall level of economic activity and
thereby increase the rate at which productive capacity is used. Secondly
greater earnings from exports may also promote domestic production
by providing foreign exchange with which to purchase scarce imported
inputs. The magnitude of this effect depends on a country's dependenc£
on foreign goods and the severity of its foreign exchange constraint.
Thirdly. an increase in export earnings alters a developing country' s
long-term growth prospects by enabling it to raise its rate of investment
Higher export earnings permit larger imports of capital goods; this offer~
the opportunity of increasing the amount and pace of investment. (Cont

22
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Box 1. 1 (Cont.)

Fourthly I an ¡ncrease in exports may shift resources from the rest of the
economy to the export sectors. This will often accelerate growth
because the productivity of the economy is greater in the export sectors
than in other parts of the economy. Faster export growth may also
encourage other sectors to adopt more productive methods and better
management techniques.

Financial Markets
The financial system also transmits economic upheavals from country to
country. During the 1970s developments in the banking industry in the
industrialized countries enabled major banks to lend more to developing
countries. At the same time the demand by developing countries for
loans increased rapidly because of sizeable balance of payments
problems caused by two oil shocks. The attractiveness of bank loans
derived from their flexibility, convenience and low interest rates.
However the use of bank loans to finance developments greatly
increased the vulnerability of developing countries to events in world
financial markets. Interest payments were due ¡rrespective of the uses
to which the original loan had been put, and the amounts due depended
on world economic conditions as well.

In the 1980s the disinflationary policíes adopted by the industrial
countries caused borrowing costs to rise. The changa in interest rates
was especially large when compared with ..the price.s receivectl?Y
developing countries for their exports. The difference between the real
interest rate and the increase in the ~verage prices of exports from
--developing countrjes was 18 par cent in 1_981-82. These changes in the
cost of servicing debt significantly affected the developing economíes.

!i For example, the debt service payments of Africa amounted to 27 per
cent of export earnings in 1983.

The availability of loans to a developing country also depends on its
creditworthiness as perceived by banks. When export earnings decline
because of a recession in the industrialized economíes, the actual and
perceived capacity of a developing country to service its foreign debt is
diminished. As a result the impact of a recession is magnified by the
consequent abrupt reduction in the availability of external financing and
the pressure to repay earlier loans.

Source: Adapted from Goldsborough" D. and Zaidi. 1.M. How peñormance in industrial economies
affects developing countries. Finance and Development. Vol 23. No. 4. December 1986.
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The economic recession arid
the public health sector

Thceconomic recession on the whole .
has had a profound effect on domestic
priorities and prograrnmes in both the
developed and the developing countries.
The reduced rate 'of economic growth
has resulted .in low growth or even a
real decline in. government revenues.

Developing countries rely heavily on
taxeson imports and export earnings
to finance the aetivities of the publie

. sector.The low-income countries
collected a smaller proportion o( their
Gross NationalProduet in laxes in
1983 than in 1973. For thepoorest
countries and the newly industrialized,
middle-income co'untries, the <;Ieeline in
the value of intemational trade between
1979 and 1984 was more thantwice as
large in percentage terms.Thus the
contraction of international trade
seriously reduced the eollection of

. government revenues in addition to
reducing foreign exchange earnings.

o ., ~ •• _

~._o . _ •. ._0' _, •••• -'-. __ ~

Many governments throughout the
world have been foreed by the
economie events to reduce public
expenditure and to consider responses
which would have the least damaging
impact on socialdevelopment.

In the market-based industrialized
countries, it is clear that there has been
a considerable reduction in the rate of
growth of expenditure on health '
services in relation to Gross Domestic
Product (GDP). For example, in the ,
OECD eountries arate of growth of 4
per cent to 5 per cent per year in the
percentage of GDP devoted to health
serviees during the penod of 1965-75

24

was followedby growth of less .
per cent per ycar more recentl\'
sorne of these countries health

W

expenditure. has been reduced i~
terms over the past two years.
Cost-containment has come la
as.a criticalo~jective. The high
supponing the unemployed, eit¡
cash benefits or on special schc
training o•.work experience, ha
constraint in other fields of pub
expenditure.In Europe, cost-sh:
increased considerably, and ceil
have been imposed onpublic h\
expenditure andon health expe
financed by social security.
Long-standing problems in the !
health sect<;>rin the developing
countries have no doubt been
aggravated by trends in the glol
national eeonomy~ These eount
faced with the. prospects of iner.
the utilizationof available reSOl

while at the same time making
adeq:uate resource al10cations ar
reducing inequities in both the '
ofcostsand in access to servicc

.-T4le_ key ~9n fór~lopi~
countries is whether per capita
expenditurein the health sectol
been rising or falling. Very few
countries are in a position to al
this question, for a number of r
First, public healthexpenditure
divided among severa1 governn
departments,levels of governm
statutory agencies (particular}y
security funds), and no data m~
available for privateexpenditul
employers, nongovernmental
organizations or individuals. Sl
aspecial price index would be
to convert current pricefigures
constant price figures, partieula
period with such abrupt chang{

• # •••• o., '.0: ."0"
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1982
%

3.0
11.7

1972
%

6.1
9.9

Economic crises and the adjustments
that result from them exacerbate the
Urecurrent cost" problem in the health
sector in many developing countries.
This problem is the lack of funds in the
public sector with which to operate
health facilities and prograrnrnes in the
manner in which they were designed.

and 1983. Conlparing thcsc figures .with
those for 1981 ~hcalth secured a higher
proportion of national budgets in tcn
countries and a lower proportion in
scvcn. (Table 3).

Thc trends in pub.lic health cxpcnditurc ..
and the widening gap between public
expenditures for health in the developcd
and developing countries is further
indicated in Table l. Per capita
variations in public health expenditures
range from below US$2.00 to well over
US$ 500.

When financial limitations-affect public
health budgets, the cutbacks in
recurrent costs mainly affect the critical

- r-Tnputs-¡equired for-rnnning Sei vices.
First cuts are on fuel, vehicles, building
and equipment maintenance,
supervision, drugs and other essential
inputs. It is easier to cut these than staff
salaries. AIso lack of foreign exchange
for imported drugs, spare or

Countries

Low Income
Industrial Market Economies

tcrms of tradc and dcvaluations of
currencics and .. in sonlC cases~
dclibcratc rcstraint 011 lhe salaries of
health pcrsonncl. Thirdly~ cven in
developcd countries thcrc rcnlain
problems of deflning the health sector
in compatible tcrnlS.

Because information of this kind is so
rarely collected it has bccn necessary to
try and draw conclusions from available
data such as those on the percentage of
GDP devoted to health services (a
narrower concept than the health
sector), or even the budget of the
ministry of health as a proportion of
total central government expenditure.

Table 1: Proportion of public expenditure allocated to health,
1972 and 1982

Source: World Bank. World Development Report 1985. New York, Oxford University Press, 1985.

Seventeen developing countries, where
central government received 90 per cent
or more of taxes, reported the
percentage of central government
expenditure spent on health in 1981

Only 20 developing countries reported
to the United Nations system on .
national accounts showing relatively
recent trends of current public
expenditure on health services.
Comparing data for 1981 with those for
1983, 10 countries show public healtb
expenditure rising as a proportíon of
GDP, five show it falling, five others

-- ---soow no-c-fiange (see-:r--able 2). --=-.
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Table 2: Current public expenditure on health services as apere
. , ........ . . H~. tage.of gross domestic product, 1977 -83

1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983
% % % % % % %

Developed countries
Australia 3.2 3.1 3.0 3.1 3.0 3.0 3.1
Austria 4.1 4.3 4.3 4.4 4.5 4.5 4.5
Finland 4.0 3.9 3.8 3.9 4.0 4.1 4.1

France 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5 0.5 0.5
Federal Republic ofGermany 5.7 5.7 5.7 5.9 6.1 5.9 5...8
.Greece 1.3 1.4 1.5 1.7 1.8 1.9 2.0

Italy 3.3 3.4 3.6 3.6 3.9 3.9
Japan 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4

Malta 3.4 3.9 3.7 3.9 4.0 4.5 4.5
Norway 4.1 4.2 4.1 4.0 4.1 4.3 4.4
Sweden 7.0 7.0 7.0 7.3 7.4 7.5 7.3
United States of America 1.1 1.1 ~ 1.1 1.1 1.1 1.2 1.2

Developing countries
African Region

,. .....•'" .. Cameroon 0.7 0.8 0.7 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.8
Kenya 1.8 2.1 2.1- 2.3 2.3 2.2 2.0
Lesotho. 1.3 1.2. '1.8 2.5 1.8
Mauritania 2.8 2.7 2.4 2.6 2.5 2.4 2.3
United Republic
of Tanzania. 1.8 2.1 1.9 1.7 1.6 1.6 1.5

.' .
Zimbabwe 1.3 1'.6 1.4 1.6 1.6 1.8 1.7

Region 01 the Americas
Colombia 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.9 0.9 0.9

Ecuador 0.6 0.7 0'.6 0:8 0.9 1.0 1.0

Honduras 1.9 1.8 1.8 1.6. 1.5 1.4 1.5
Panama 1.8 1.6 1.8 1.5' 1.5 1.7 1.7
Peru 1.5 1.5 1.6 1.8 2.0 2.1 2.2

Saint Vincent
and the Grenadines 4.2 4.7 3.9 3.8 5.0
Venezuela 1.9 2.0 1.6 1.5 1.9 1.9 2.5~,. South East Asia Region,.....: ......,~t:~~ India 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.6

Sri Lanka 1.2 1.2 1.1 1.1 1.0 1.0 1.1
Thailand 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.6 0.7 0.7 0.7

European Region
Israel 1.6 1.6 2.0 1.9 1.8 1.8 ,.8

Eastern Mediterranean

. _.~: ..,~~:'~.;.;.~:~.~' ~~
Region
Cyprus 1.3 1.2 1.3 1.5 1.6 1.7 1.7
Islamic Republicof Iran 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.5 1.3 1.2 ' 1.0
Jordan 1.0 0.9 1.0 1.2 1.3 1.3 1.2

Kuwait 1.4 1.4- 1.1 1.4 1.9 2.8 2.5
Pakistan 0.7 0.7 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.5

Western Pacific Region ~.3
Fiji 2.1 2.1 1.9 1.9 2.1

Republic of Korea
0.2 0.2 0.2 0.2

Tonga 2.9 2.7 2.9 2.t? 2.9 3.3

Notes: • A 'Ieast developed country'.
Source: United Nations National accounts,

statistics,main aggregates, and detailed tables, 19;

comp.uter tapes. New York, United Nations, 1985.
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Table 3: Percentage of central government expenditure spent on

1

health in countries where central government received
90 per cent or more of tax revenue, 1977 -84

'"'
1977 1978 1979 1980 1981 1982 1983 1984 1985

% % % % % % % % %

Developed countries
1.70 1.65Belgium , .78 1.79 1.86 1.65

France 14.59 14.83 14.99 15.01 14.72 14.60
Greece 8.09 9.89 10.48 10.34 10.54
Italy 7.55 10.47 12.55 10.70 10.64 11.52 11.49
Luxembourg 2.07 2.27 2.02 2.15 2.37 2.23 2.21
Netherlands 11.79 11.87 11.71 11.68 11.63 11.62 11.29 10.97
New Zealand 14.98 15.04 15.21 15.17 14.24 13.52 12.65

Developing countries
African Region
Kenya 8.16 7.45 7.23 7.83 7.81 7.33 6.96
Lesotho 5.43 7.18
libería 7.89 8.21 6.13 5.20 7.61 7.17 7.27 6.20
Malawie 5.40 5.27 5.30 5.53 5.16 5.23 6.77
Mauritíus 7.98 8.15 8.04 7.48 6.97 7.10 7.84 8.10
Swaziland 6.48 4.91 6.29 7.15 5.41 7.12 7.37
Zarre 4.01 3.94 3.22 2.47 2.61 3.20

Region
01 the Amerieas
Chile 6.86 6.85 6.54 7.37 6.54 6.80 5.95 6.18
Costa Rica 3.31 25.44 25.00 32.76 22.48
Dominican Republic 8.98 9.43 9.07 9.30 9.70 10.66 10.55
Mexico 4.38 3.97 3.90 2.37 1.86 1.29 1.20
Panama 14.50 15.08 12.15 12.71 13.24 13.14
Paraguay 2.73 2.64 3.67 3.59 4.51 3.67
Trinidad and Tobago 7.79 6.86 6.36 5.78 5.91

South East
Asia Region
Burma 5.88 6.73 6.39 5.28 6.09 6.96

---Maldives. - 5.06 3.46 4.45 5.83 3.80
Sri Lanka 5.95 4.19 5.17 4.88 3.54 3.35 5.12
Thailand 4.69 4.39 4.54 4.09 4.23 4.94 5.11 5.45

Eastern
Mediterranean
Region
Cyprus 5.42 5.92 6.02 6.07 6.73 7.26 6.79
Jordan 3.58 3.71 4.10 3.75 3.76 3.63
Kuwait 5.90 5.89 6.25 5.12 4.89 5.38 6.25 6.27
Dman 2.65 3.17. 3.24 2.92 3.04 3.09 3.47 4.13
Sudan. 1.45 1.71 1.46 1.40 1.34
Tunisia 7.03 7.27 6.43 7.20 7.65 6.66

Western Pacific
Region
Philippines 5.08 4.74 5.54 4.54 5.01 5.28 6.80
Singapore 7.37 8.50 7.01 6.88 7.18 6.39 6.41

Notes: • A .Ieast developed country'.
Source: IMF Government financial statistics yearbook. Washington OC International Monetary Fund
1985. · · ,
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replacernent parts and oil have often
becn scrious. As a result of the trends
in the increased proportían of the
recurrent budgct for salaries, the
etfectiveness of staff as well as their
moraJe dccreases. Bccause of Jack of
quality, facilities are under-utiJized,
especially in the rural areas where a
large part of the population is living.
The referral and supervision system al
the district level has been seriously
jeopardized in many countries by
cutbacks in recurrent costs, and
consequently the delivery of essential
health care in rural areas has been
curtailed.

The aboye brief review of the financial
problems of public health services
should be completed by an analysis of
other sources of financing and provision
of services. Central governments in
many countries rarely contribute more
than half of the total funds spent on
health activities. Very important are the
contributions from the state and local
governments, nongovernmental
organizations (profit or non-profit
making), cornmunities and households.
Over the lastdecad~th-e- proportion of
central government expenditures for
health care declined in many
developing countries while it increased
in the developed countries. Data on the
allocation of such expenditures from
these other sources are neither complete
or reliable. But it seems that the largest
pan of these resources is spent in the
private sector on high-cost, mainly
curative, careo

On the demand side there are nationa}
and regional variations. Overa)l,
however, the demand is increasing for
demographic, epidemiological,
economic and socio-cultural reasons.

28

Thc absolute numbers of children and
young pcoplc in developing countries
havc becn rising. Aging popuJations an(
urbanization are increasing the demand
for curative services. In many countrie~-
infectious and communicable diseases
continue side by side with emerging
chronic diseases and health problems
related to the environment,behaviour
and life-style. An increased awareness
of problems through the mass-media
and education, especia 11y remale
education and improved access to
services are creating a huge potential
demande

Given the lack of uncommitted
recurrent budget resources at all levels
of the health sector, the feasible scale
of reallocation within the public health
budget will in most countries be too
small lO allow major, short-term
improvements in effectiveness and
efficiency. More resour~es, and the
possibility of different sources of
finance for health activities, must
therefore be s0ught as a matter of
urgency although this may, in sorne
cases, entail a reconsideration of the

- scópe and responsibilities of
governments.

The recession and
social development

The impact of the economic recession
on the industrialized market economies
was clearly indicated by the growth of
unemployrnent lo an average of around
10 per cent with one country as high as
21.5 per cent. Hardships are particularly
severe in countries which have not yet
developed elaborate social security and
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socia) wclfarc schemes and where most
fanlilics havc only one breadwinner.
Evidcncc is accumu)ating of the
diffcrcnt ways in which unemployrnent
can danlagc health. Thc relationship is
complcx and' rnultidimensional.

Urban unemployrnent has also reached
high levels in developing countries
nearly all of which lack unemployment
insurance. The unemployed join the
overcrowded informal sector in an
attempt to make sorne sort of living.
Moreover, the unernployed lose their
right to use health services financed by
social security schemes and the income
with which to pay for prívate services.
This adds to demands on the
overstrained government health
services.

The emphasis on export crops has
diverted land from local food
production and the increase in the cost
of imports, inflation, high housing -
costs, the abandonment of food
subsidies as well as high unemployment
'and underemploymenthave made
poverty more severe and more
widespread in Latin America and the
Caribbean. Low birth weights are on
the increase in Brazil and children
treated for rnalnutrition have tripled in
Costa Rica. Surveys in 6 Latin
American countries have aH indicated
increased inequality and poverty.

Poverty has also increased sharply in
rural Africa, particularly as a result of
the deterioration in terms of trade,
increased protectionism and the recent
famine. Certain Africa n countries have
sutfered outbreaks of yellow fever and
cerebrospinaJ meningitis as well as the
etfects of the massive dispJacement of

rcfugccs. Surveys from Botswana and
Ghana sho\ved a clear downward trend
in the nutritional status of children and
in Ethiopia around half of children aged
1-3 are bclow the standard wcight for
agc. Thc infant mortality rate rose to
200 or more pcr 1000 live births in
Burkina Faso, Chad, sorne parts of
Ghana, and in Mozambique.

At least half of the world's poorest
people live in South Asia where the
growth of poverty has been greater in
the rural than the urban areas. The
recession hit the least deveJoped
countries the hardest.

Sorne national studies on the social
impact of the economic deterioration
have pointed out increased infant and
child mortality, such as in Chile and
Costa Rica, aggravated nutritional
status of children as in Ghana and
Zambia and adverse health etfects on

_adults having lost employrnentand
¡ncome. Of course, the effects of the
economic deterioration have been the

--most evident among the developing
countries and within those countries
among the poorest people. The health
etfect of a given total decline in ¡ncome
depends on how the decline is
distributed and how the quantity and
quality of available health-related
services are reduced. Because health
determinants are a combination of
factors, the health effects of recession
and policy readjustments are poorly
documented and canDot be easily
in terpreted.

In general it can be said that the main
impact of the recessioD has been borne
by those least able 10 sustain it, simply
because they have neither the polítical
muscle lO prevent it nor the economic
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Box 1.2 Impact of the world recession on thehealth
. of the children

In 1982 UNICEFinitiated a study on the impact of the world recession
on thehealth of.children. T~e findings of that study were reported in a
specialissue 01,WorldDevelopment in March1984. The world economy
had undergone two years of what has since beenrecognized to be the
deepest recessionin the memory ofmost living people. The recession
persisted' fornearly two more years. Itwas then followed by.a .
deepening debt crisis in much of the developing worldoutsidelndia and
China. In many of the poorest.countries, the recoveryfrom the recession
has been painfully'slow.ln a number of.African countries, economic
. growth has notreturned to arate thatmatches the rata af population
growth. -

Twelve countries were selected fordetailedinvestigationunder the
UNICEF study. These countries ¡ncluded all regions of the world and a
widerange oflevels of economic and social development. B'ecause the
recession was only half through when the study was initiated, its effects
werepresumably not fully manifest. The studyfound that the greatest
suffering seemed to have occurred in Africa.Countriesin EastandSouth
Asia appeared to weather the first half of therecession with little
notable effect on health. A few countries strengthened their programmes
topromotehealth during this' period and appear to have. registeredgains
in health in spite of worsening economic conditions.

TheUNICEF, studyunderlines the fact that sensitive indicators of
detérioration of health are not available even for smaU children.The

_-=~~,,::~-::=_ -=-,=-~i_o~abjlityJPid~lItjf¥ changª~jn mort~ljtV._andJDO¡bjdity isjhpart a .-
consequence of the inability ofroutinely collected data to reflect -
changes. The countries studied reported only a limited number of
diseases and thus it is possible that problems .were not captured which
are nonetheless importante In addition many of the consequences of
economic deprivatianare likely to become manifestonly aftera
significant period of time, a longer periad than the recession had yet
experienced at the time of data collecti~n.

Amare likely. explanation for the lack of dramatic resultsis that the
quantity of care did not. decline as markedly as might have been
assumed from reductions .in the ¡nflation adjustedbudgets of health
ministries. Instead,governments reduced non..;critical expenditures and
allowed staff salaries to decline in purchasing power. Chile for example,
had cut its public outlaysfor development ofnew health facilities by
nearly four-fifthsbetween 1969 and 1980. In addition1payments to
5taft declined in real terms by about 15 per centoverlhe same period.

. (Cant.)
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Source: UNICEF. The state of the world's children, 1984.

fat to absorb it. Children have almost Polítical determination for
certainly. suffer~d most of aH.i!1terms health for all in times of

f~~~~n~~f ~~~~~,:~l~~~~t::~tal~'=- economic aOjUstments
and physical growth.

Box 1.2 (Cont.)
Expenditures for supplies over the same period increased by about a
quarter. Thus the UNICEF study suggests t~at considerab~e s~ort-term
adjustment can be made in health budgets In order to malntaln levels of
services. 80th public institutions and households appear to be able to
reallocate their resourceS in order to cope with short-term problems of
funding. The principal underlying device is to run down equipment,
vehicles and buildings by neglecting routine maintenance. These
practices may prove costly in the longer term but in the short run allow
essential services to be provided on a reduced budget. Moreover, these
expedients are only workable for a short period of time.

The conclusion that one can draw from the UNICEF study is that the
world recession of the early 1980s did not reduce health status
significantly but rather delayed further progress in improving coverage
and the quality of services. 11 this failure to increase the supply of health
services were to continue for several years, a widening gulf between
needs and responses to those needs would become apparent. The
challenge then is to resume the proc~ss of expanding the supply of
effective health care.
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The achievement of healthgoals is
determined to a large extent by policies
that lie outside the health sector and in
particular by policies, whatever their
nature, aimed at ensuring universal
access to the means of eaming an
acceptable ¡ncome. But merely
increasing income will not guarantee
health. Health authorities will have to
display vigilance in identifying aspects
of development which can threaten
health status and in introducing
elements that are essential for health
development in their socioeconomic
development plans. The linkages
between health and development have

Very few countries have incorporated
their health goals into their adjustment
policies, in order to minimize the
impact of damage to health and protect
high-risk groups, most vulnerable to the
adverse effects of austerity measures.
There is no available evidence that the
health sector has suffered from budget
cuts more than other social sectors.
However, adjustment strategies
designed to promote stable economic
growth have not taken sufficient
account of minimum social needs and
equity in the distribution of austerity
measures.



Box 1.3 Thalland -lncorporating healthimprovements in
social development

Thailand, which is in,the lower middle-income category (asdefiried by
~heWorld Bank), had 'an estimated infant mortality rate of,50 per 1000
In 1983 and a lifeexpectancy of 63 years. It had enjoyed an
uninterrupted period of.economicexpansion during the previous 20
years, sustaining an annual average rate of growth between 7per cent
and 8 per cent. National planners, however, .noted that '''the social gap
between the rich and the poor has beenincreasing" andthat "social
services suchas health and education" have not been developed
appropriately and ,sufficiently "'to reach ,the lowincome population,
especially in the rural areas". .

The regionaldisparities in ¡ncome ári'd-~ivingconditions have remained
. high. Between 1960 and 1980 thedisparitybetween.the poorest region,
the north~east,and the richest, the central region, widened. In 1979, the
percapita income in the north-east was40per centof thenational
average' and 'approximately one-sixth of that' 01 the' central region. The
mainpoekets of povenyare in the north-east andnorth, where the
proportions of the population' below thepoverty line have. been

- estimated at 52 per cent and 23 per cent respectively.

The Prime Minister' 5 office organized the Rural Poverty Eradication
Programmein 37 provinces through the 'country, assigning to four key
ministries, (agriculture and cooperatives, educatio:n, health,interior) the
joint respon5ibílity for formulatingand executing the programme under
theoverall coordinationof the National Economic and Social
DevelopmentBoard(NESDB). Akey strategy in the' prograrnrne was job

-.. _-,,~~=-~' 'creation for 'the',"ruralpo-ór tonarrow 'ineome 'disparity. "At this juncture
the NESDB establishedthe Social Developmen~ Project tosupport the
Rural Poverty Eradication Programme in problem~dentification,
operationalplanningand management at the viUage, sub-distriet and
district level5. The Social'Oevelopment Project formulated basic
mínimum needs and their indicators and elaborated methods for their
use as tool5 for identifying gaps andproposing priority activities at the
villagelevel. TheProgramme wasnotinitially incorporated in the
National Social and Economie DevelopmentPlan.

When the Fifth National Social andEconomicDevelopmentPlan was
forrnulated, the RuralPoverty Eradication 'Programme was incorporated
and renamed the Rural Development Programme, the formulationqf
which was based on experienee gainedin the application of the basie
minimum'needs,mentioned above.Examples are 4'hygenic nutrition to
meet physical needs", "'adequate shelter and environmental conditions",

(Cont.)
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Box 1.3 (Cont.)

and "development of pre-school children". The four key ministries were
5till jointly responsible for the preparation and implementation of the
programme plan, with the continued co?rdína~ion of the NESOB.Job
creation was 5tíll its main strategy, but In a wlder scope and framework,
and a larger proportion of the government budget was allocated to the
programme. The Social Development Project wa5 terminated ~t the .
beginning of 1985. The Government u~e? o.utputs of the pr?Ject, partlc-
ularly the basic mínimum need5 and thelr Indlcators, as a basls for or9an-
izing the National Campaign for the Quality of Lite ( 1985-1986), and they
have since been incorporated in the Sixth National Development Plan.
Sources: (1) National Economic and Social Development Board, Thailand. (2) Gunatilleke, G., ed.
Intersectorallinkages and hes/rh developmenr. Geneva" World Health Organization, 1984 (WHO
Offset Publication No. 83).

been amply demonstrated both by the
~xperiences of developed countries and
t)y the improvement in the quality of
'ife in severallow-income countries.
fen years ago, the Member States of
he World Health Organization
lnanimously resolved that their main
,ocial target should be the attainment
)y aH citizens of the world of a level of
lealth that would permit them to lead
.1 sociaIly and ecoºomi~ally Q!9ductive
-¡fe.This resolve arose out of a concern
o achieve equity in health, shrinking
he gap in the health status of the
>eople and countries and ensuring
'quitable distribution of health
.-esources. This caBed for a concerted
>olitical wilI and response.

rhe recent evaluation of the nationaI
.trategies for health for aH undertaken
lY 147 Member States of the World
-Iealth Organization has provided
.vidence that a positive start has been
nade by countries in their quest for
ealth for a11,against a background of
eteriorating economic and social
onditions (see Annex 2: Evaluation of
le Strategy for Health for AH by the

Year 2000: Global indicators on
resource allocation). No doubt, the
prevailing and forecasted economic
situation will continue to challenge
policy-makers seeking to achieve a
balance between economic and social
goals.

To protect the pOor and vulnerable
during the process of adjustment,
strategies of adjustment-with-equity are
required. Health for a1l is such a
strategy. The reduction of prevailing
disparities will require an equitable
distribution of health-related resources
10 bring health care within the reach of
vulnerable groups. The causes of
disparities in health status can only be
removed through intersectoraI actions
involving the health-related sectors as
welI as resource allocation policies
which give preference to the poor and
. vulnerable segments of the population,
as has been demonstrated by sorne
countries. These aspects were amply
discussed during the Technical
Discussions on Intersectoral Action in
Health (World Health Assembly, 1986).
No doubt, the combination of equity,
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Box 1.4 Prospects for the health-for-all strategy

Member States in their reports have reaffirmed the validity of the basic
principies of the Strategy. None has mentioned the need to modify the
Strategy; for sorne. regions in which substantial progress has been made
there has been a call for review and modification of the global indicators.

The Strategy is equally valid for the developing and the developed
countries; the laner have adapted it to their particular situation and
needs. In the final analysis, national and regional variations will become
even more apparent as implementation proceeds.

Three scenarios for the application of the Strategy can be distinguished.

A t the top end of the scale are the developed countries and a few
developing countries which have made substantial progress in improving
health status aswell as in making available health services for their
populations. These countries are now coping with health problems
related to increased lifeexpectancy, to life-styles and to the
environment, and. their attention is turning to measures to reduce the
remaining .socioeconomic disparities and to cost-containment policíes.

In the middle is perhaps the largest group of countries, those which have
made significant progress in establishing a health infrastructure based on
primary health careo Their situation is changing, but for thetime being
they have to deal with both traditional and new health problems. They
inevitably find. themselves facing new demands with strictly limited

-'~'resources .and at.the same time-tryingto -improve the coverage of
. essential primary health care services. The critical challenge for them is
to make maximum use.of their resources through strengthened
management and improved efficiency. They will also have to mobilize
additional internal and external resources.

The third groupof countries, that with the most critically difficult
situation, is still struggling with very high mortality and morbidity,
deteriorating socioeconomic conditions and very limited resources to
expand the health infrastructure. These countries will require concerted
strong support from the international. community. They will be called
upon to make a serious reappraisal of their national development
policíes.

Source: Document A39/3 of the Thirty-Ninth World Health Assembly, UEv-.rion of the Global
St,ategy fo, Health for AII by rhe Yea,2000, Seventh repon on 'he world hMhh situarion

u

, 1986,
paragraphs 476-481.
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Box 1.5 China, Kerala, Sri lanka - The interaction of health
and development

In all these areas there was a strong commitment to the goals of equity
and concerted efforts to ameliorate the conditions of the disadvantaged
and poorer social groups. In all important sectors, the development
strategies contained elements aimed at realizing these goals.

The state and public agencies assumed an important role in meeting the
basic needs of the people. In China, this was the norm, while in Kerala
and Sri Lanka, the supply and distribution of certain goods and services
essential to basic needs occupied a central place in public policy and
was not left to market forces.

Development policíes avoided the urban bias common to the strategies
of most developing countries in the early phases of their planning.
Consequently, resources for the social and economic infrastructure and
investment in development were more equitably distributed. The
differences in living conditions between rural and urban areas were not
worsened by development. Civic amenities spread to the rural areas. Sri
Lanka, for example, was able to maintain a rural/urban balance that
limitad the internal migration to metropolitan areas.

The polítical' processes were designed such that demands could be
formulated and responded to at the community level. In China this was
-achieved with structures of decentralized decision-making in-the
communes and lower units. In Kerala and Sri Lanka a highly competitive
democratic parliamentary system helped to give forceful expression to

'-community needs and elieit responses'-from the state.

In economic development programmes, strategies for raising
productivity and income in the backward parts of the economy, which
contained the poor majority, received priority. Examples are the
diversification of the rural economy, and the ¡ncrease of productivity and
output in agriculture, fisheries, energy, and small-seale industry in China,
and the drive for food self-sufficiency through programmes for the
improvement of peasant farming and small-scale fisheries in Sri Lanka.

In all three areas high priority was given to education. The strategies
pursued brought education within the reach of the whole school-age
population through a system that provided free or heavily subsidized
education. Here again, policies were aimed at the equitable distribution
of facilities to provide the rural population with access to education. In
all three cases, there was a very high level of female panicipation in the
school system. In China, female participation in primary education was

(Cont.)
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Box 1.5 (Cont.) I
97 per c~nt in 1982; in Sri Lanka, itwas 101 per cent.a According to I
data avallable for 1978 tor Kerala, the rate was 86' per cent as against
55per cent for the whole oflndia.

The improvementin the status ofwomen and the removal of forms of
discrimination against females.as in the case of.ed.ucation played an
important role in enhancing the capacity 01 the population as a whole tor
social advancement.

Food security tor .all segments of the population became an.essential
objective ofpublicpolicy . Different policy instruments were used in each
caseand ¡ncluded statemanagement in the trade instaplefoods (China
andSri Lanka), foodrationing with food subsidies .(Kerala,SriLanka),
free food supplements tor target groups (Sri. Lanka), and land reform to
provide scopefor tood production in small allotments (Kerala).

Note :. Percentage enrolled in primaryschool as 8 percentage of the age group. It can exceed 100
per cent if some pupils are below or aboye thecountry.s standard primary schoot 8ge.
Source: (1) Gunatilleke, G., ed. Intersectorallinkages and heslth development.Geneva, World
Health Organization, 1984 (WHO Offset Publications, No. 83). (2) Halstead, S. B. et aL, ed.Good
health atlow cost. New York, Rockefeller Foundation, 1985.

effectiveness and e'fficiency in the value, and national polítical
contextof economic support emerges decision-makers cannot isolate
as a key challenge to the national themselves or avoid responsibility for
policy-makers. The alleged trade-off decisions which have a profound
between efficiency versus equity needs influence on the level of equity in the

..-c ...." __ "to':.be".reea5t,lO demonstrateefticiency '-C-:~=' ~~assignmentofresOttfeeS an~ .-
as complementary to equity. Equity distribution of health benefits. The
represents a highly significant social making of health policy is a critical task

For the policy-makers in the health sector, the implications
are obvious. They need to be strong advocates for promoting
social priorities in economic adjustment policies. They must
mobilize commitment and support from other sectors,
especially those closely related to health. And finally, they
must develop their capabilitV in defining equitable schemes of
financing and of allocation of resources. Their responsibility
will be evengreater in managing scarceresources more
efficiently.
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for any socicty. It is an integral part of
lhe polítical, cconomic, legal and social
structurc and is but one part in the
dccision-making process whereby scarce
resources are allocated.

Conclusions

A review of the efforts that have been
made to cope with stable or declining
resources underlines a senous lack of
contingency planning. Little emphasis
appears to have been given in the past
to planning for variations in economic
support for health activities. Instead,
governments have approached the
management of public finances with
considerable optimism about the future
availability of funds. Improvementsin
economic conditions often have been
regarded as i[.they would continue

..:----without.1nteffuption;:--A~t-the sametime, -
major reversals such as those that
accompaníed the oíl shocks of the
1970s have been treated as transient.

Recently, officials in the health sector
have had to intensify their demands for
both government funds and foreign
assistance. The failure to mobilize
additional funds has been reflected in
the ad hoc deferral of maintenance for
equipment and facilities; failure to
supply adequate quantities of drugs,
chemicals, medical equipment and
other essential supplies; and in sorne
countries delayed payment of staff
salaries. These problems and responses
are similar to those that have appeared
in other sectors. Perhaps the most

important Icsson to arise from the
prcscnt economic crisis is that more
thorough nnancial planning is needed
than has been practiced in the recent
past by public sector agencies. In
particular, lhese experiences suggest a
nccd lo devise methods for financing
public services that are less vulnerable
lO short-term economic fluctuations,
and a need to develop plans for coping
effectively with financial problems
whenever they do arise.

Progress towards health for all is not
furthered by over-ambitious policies
which cannot be financed and faH into
disarray when economic development
does not progress at the rate which was
earlier anticipated. More modest plans
which can be sustained are more likely
to reach the desired goals. The main
aim should be to protect the poor and
vulnerable if sacrifices have to be made
in response to an economic crisis. But
what must never be overlooked is that
good health is one of the purposes of
economic development and that, in the

ng rUfl,-health prometes ec-enemic
development.

External economic factors must not be
allowed to become the scapegoat for
under-achievement in the health sector.
There is much that the health sector
itself can do to make better use of
available resources and, by sound
financial planning and stringent
managerial procedures, reduce waste
and increase efficiency. The health
sector needs also to create stronger
partnerships with other sectors of
developement, with nongovernmental
organizations and the private sector,
and draw upon the support of local
communities by involving them in aH
its activities at the local level.
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cnapter JI

Planning and managing
the finances

Background

Thc elaboration of a well-defined
national plan of action, including a
financia) master plan, is an essential
part of the strategy for attaining health
for aH. The sources of finance for the
implernentation of the plan of action
differ widely among countries according
to their own particular circumstances.
But the need for a national framework
to deal with the implementation of
strategies and plans of action or their
readjustment is especially evident in a
period of economic austerity. The
recession and the succeeding debt crisis
of the 1980s bas revealed that the
arrangements now being used to finance
health-for-all strategies are inadequate
in many developing countries.

Chapter I has discussed the impact of _
the world economic climate on the
public sector, especially the public

-- ._- -- health sector. The facts. re-veal that-the
quantity of resources being devoted to
health programmes is not expanding as
rapidly as was anticipated a few years
ago. Sorne of the poorest countries have
relied on continued and even expanded
concessionary assistance [rom others to
finance the development of facilities
and their operation and maintenance.
It is also evident that the developed
economies cannot be relied upon to
meet tbese needs, particularly on a
long-term basis.

The Global Strategy for Health for Al)
caBed upon Ministers of Health 44to
present to their governments a master
plan for the use of a11financial and
material resources". In January 1986,

the Exccutivc 130ard of WHO'l noting
the subjcct for the prcsent Technical
Discussions'l urgcd Uthosc Membcr
Statcs which havc not alrcady done so:

a) to dcvelop furthcr thcir national
strategics for health for all by the
year 2000 by producing costed
plans for health services and health
related activities;

b) to investigate a1l possible sources
of finance, including the
deployment of existing resources;

c) to ensure that the plans can
realistically be contained within the
resources expected to be
available".l

This chapler jocuses on ¡,nproved
financial planrzing and Inanagel.nent as
a M'aJ'0..( increasing the ejfectiveness of
available resources and o/ reducing the
\'ulllerabili(v o/ the sector to e.,x:terna/
econolnic events. The chapter contains
five sections. The first discusses
financial master planning as a device
for determining the financial feasibility
of implementing strategies for health
for aH. The second sets out different
possible ways of closing the resource
gaps. The third considers the need to
improve budgeting and, in particular,
to introduce programme budgeting in
order to improve budget preparation
and control ayer the use of resources.
The fourth examines changes in
accounting practices which would
strengthen the management of the

1 Resolution EB77.R 11.
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day-to-day opcrations of the sector. The
fifthdiscusscs choiees of sourccs of
rcvcnues to try and ensure the stability
of financing arrangcments. Finally., the
main conelusions of this analysis and
their inlplications for national poliey
deeisions are surnmarizcd.

Financial master planning

The financial implications of declared .
health policies need to be estimated.
National plans of action for health for
aH which are found to be financially
unfeasible should be modified, while
still ensuring that the compromises and
changes are consistent with national
health policies. NationaI health plans
typically elaborate the investments in
manpower facilities, equipment and
training that would be required in order
to achieve, by a prescribed date,
targeted levels of coverage or of access
to services. Often the implications of
these investments for recurrent outlays
are not assessed systematically.
Est-imates of-the futu.re--costs of paying
staft: maintaining buildings and
equipment, providing drugs and
supplies, and replacing obsolete and
worn out capital items are needed in
order to ensure.that funds are
adequately budgeted. Moreover, there
are often competing commitments and
promises to provide new hospital s,
rebuild hospitals or develop specialized
units of which the fuIl long run
financial implications have not been
calculated. While national health plans
specify the expansion of capital and
human investments required, they
rarely ¡nclude calculations of the
recurrent budgets needed to make full
use of these investments. Instead, the
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conlmitments of governments to
providc spceified services have beeo
convenicntly interprctcd as inlplying a
plcdgc to providc the corresponding
funds as wcll.

The events of the past few years havc
revealed that the financial feasibility of
national health plans needs to be
appraised in much greater detail. In
nlany countries national health plans
have been found to be impossible to
fund, and hence to implement.
Commitments to provide services often
could nOl be honoured with the
financial resources available from
government budgets and from such
other measures as governments have
contrived to generate funds for the
health sector. The short-fall in funding
has manifested itself in delayed
implementation of policies to provide
everyone with reasonable access to
services, and in a compromised quality
of care due to inadequate provision of
vaccines, drugs, supplies, statI: transport
and maintenance of existing facilities.
Hence, well-intentioned commitments

-10 -provide universal access to essential
health services remain to be fulfilled.
In order to meet these pledges
improved financial planning and
management and better mechanisms for
mobilizing funds are needed.

The preparation of financial master
plans is an essential step towards
ensuring that health policies which are
reflected in a national plan of action to
achieve health for.all can be
successful1y implemented. Such plans
would anticípate the capital and
recurrent costs of implementing the
countrywide programmes included in
the proposed plan and would identify
sources of funds to meet these
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requircments. The proc~ss s~ek~ on1X
to idcntify lhe boundarles wlthln WhlCh
a hcalth plan could be inlplenlented.
Hcncc ..a master plan nlay be based on
fairly rough cstinlates of the costs of the
plan and conlpared with modes~
projcctions of the growth of natlon.al.
¡ncomc" tax revenues and other eXtstlng
sources of finance uscd to support the
hcalth sector.

Among the essential steps are, first, to
calculate how the health plans have
been financed over recent years,
including the contribution of the private
sector. The second step is to estimate
the costs of meeting proclaimed health
goals and to distribute these c.o~t~0:ver
a period of time between the lnltlatlon
of the plan and the year 2000. This
projection of capital and recurrent costs
would then be compared with the
revenues likely to become available
from existing sources of finance. The
third step is to explore all possible
further sources of finance. This is
discussed further in Chapter 111. The
final step is--to reconcile 'planned
expenditure with the revenue both from
existing and further sources of finance.
Any gap must be eliminated - if
necessary by recasting planned
expenditure so that it fits the available
revenue by, for example, finding
efficiency savings, a less costly
manpower mix or using more
appropriate technology.

Experience with financial
planning

A few countries have developed full
financial master plans. Box 2.1 gives
sorne brief examples ..

•••...•••••••• ::1 .••.••• - •. "_ •.•..• ." ...•• .., •....

Closing the resource gap.

While the aboye countrics havc found
it financially fcasible to finance their
health plans, many othcrs will find a
gap bctwecn thc resourccs likely to be
availablc fronl aH possible sources and
their first draft of a costed plan. Several
options for achieving financial
feasibility need to be considered. First ..
the period over which sorne parts of the
policy are to be implemented may be
extended. By taking a longer time to
achieve the goals for the content of
health care, the extra funds required
each year for capital investments and
consequential recurrent costs can be
reduced. Analysis may also reveal that
a greater coverage might be obtained
more rapidly if the expansion of
coverage to meet the needs of various
groups is scheduled more carefully. The
cost per person generally will be largest
where population densities are lowest
and social infrastructure is least -- .--
developed. Thus coverage can often be
accelerated by phasing the expansion,
slarting with areas most populated.
However, considerations of equity and
of absolute need may argue for an
implementation strategy that maximizes
the impact of the government's health
activities rather than coverage.

Secondly, the gap between needs and
resources may be closed by lowering the
goals for the content or extensi<?n of.
services. The gains [rom reductlons In
the content of health care are likely to
be small since deleting a particular
service will significantly affect costs
only if it permits the system to o~rate
without a category of staff or a maJor
item of equipment. Targeting the most
vulnerable group is also a way to reduce
the gap.
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Box 2~1

Costa Rica plans toachieve Health for AII by theyear 1990~ Despite
average income par hea.d ofUS$ 1,334, the expectation of life atbirth
exceeds 73 years and the infantmortality rateis 18 per 1000. The
hospital system is .already weUdeveloped and theuseofbeds is steadily
adjusting to the aging population. Oile of the main thrustsof policy from
1980 onwardshasbeen to integrate the mainly curative services
providedby ~ocial Security with the .preventive services provided by the
Ministry of Health. In 1985,65 per centof thepopulation were serviced
by integrated primary health care units: this will rise to 100 per .cent by
the year 2000. From 1988itis planned that each member of the
population will be able to choose a general practitioner who wiU provide
a 24-hour service asa member of a multidisciplinary team. Services are
to bedecentraljzed,lo~al participatioh increasedandintersectoral
coordination is to be strengthened.Piped water is to be ex"tended from
88 per.cent of the rural.population to 100 per cent. The plan envisages
anincrease of 79 per cent in the current cost of the preventive service
provided .by .theMinistry of Healthand of 45 percentin the mainly
curativeservices .provided by. Social Security. Within thelatter I

expenditure on out of hospital services is to grow taster than
expenditureson ho.spital services. The percentage of GNP devoted to
health services is to fall from 7.3 per cent in 1987.to 6.7 per cent in
1990 mainly due.to a decline in capital construction.

The Netherlands plan is based on a policy document submitted to
parliament i.n 1986 which sets out national policies, targets and
strategies up to the year 2000. The plan envisagesan annual growth of

~..-:-~_::~~-;;;~~~~cchealt~expend¡t-ü~s.-óf1.2~per.cent-'nresponsetO the changing- _ .. "....
morbidity.pattern, particularlycausedby the agingpopulation ..The
different growth rates for the differentparts of the healthcare system
are shown below.

Administration
Specialist care
Drugs
Hospital care
Collective preventive care
Primary health care

Expenditure
in 1986

(Guildermillions)
2.5
1.8
3.7

20.5
0.8
5.9

Annual
Growth Rate

0.5
0.5
0.8
1.3
1.5
1.9

The share ofhealth care in GNP ,is expected to decrease from 8.3 per
cent in 1986 to 7.8 per cent in the year 2000. (Cont.)
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Source: Detailed case studies in finanging health development - options, experiences and
experiments, WHO document HSC/87. 1.

Zimbabwe plans to complete the coverage of the population by rural
health centres supported by upgraded and new district hospitals by the
year 2000. Among the targets are the reduction of infant mortality to
less than 50 per 1000 live births, childhood mortality to less than 20 per
2000 and maternal mortality to 100 per 100 000 with 90 per cent of
deliveries attended by trained personnel. The percentage 01 children
immunized is to be raised to SO per cent. The Financial plan was- built up--
by costing capital dev"elopments and their recurrent costs and manpovver
tratniDJl requir~m~~n~5,a!lº-~_05ting the plan 01 action 50 as"to add any
further expenditures not ¡nCluded in th-e-mainprogramme. i\bout-g~er
cent of the additional expenditure required is for primary health care.
Health sector spending is planned to grow by 80 per cent by the year
2000 financed by the estimated growth in tax revenue, with the crucial
addition of a new compulsory health insurance scheme.
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may ¡ncrease the travel and waiting
required for at least sorne consumers of
"the health services and thereby
discourage their utilization. Whether
this wiU have a serious effect on the
health of the people will depend on
which demands are left unsatisfied.

Box 2. 1 (Cont.)
The plan in Sweden is based on a new Act which carne into force on 1 .
January 1983. The policy is to .secure good health and health care on
equal terms for the entire population. The plan takes account of the
growth in the elderly population and provides for effective collaboration
between the medical and social sectors. A larger proportion of
resources is to be devoted to the prevention of disease and injury, to
primary health care, to care in the home and small institutions, and
improving the environment. County hospital beds for secondary and
tertiary care are to be cut by 28 per cent and psychiatric beds by 50 per
cent. Despite these reductions, the cost of the health care system is
planned to continue to rise, although at a far more moderate rate than in
the previous decades. Health care represented 7.8 per cent of Sweden's
GNP in 1983, and will reach 8.0 per cent in the year 2000. Secondary
and tertiary care (other than psychiatric) as a share of the total health
budget will drop from the 1983 figure of 60 per cent to 48 per cent in
the year 2000; psychiatric care will fall from 17 per cent to 13 per cent
and primary care will rise from 23 per cent to 39 per cent of the total.

A third option for reducing the gap
between demands for resources and
their availability is lo reduce the
accessibility of caree This option implies
either locating facilities further apart or
constructing and operating smaller
facilities. These reductions in services
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A fourth altcrnative forclosing the gap
is lO changc the nlix of manpowerand
usclcsscr trained slafffor primary
hcalth caree A fifthpossibility is to
reduce the ratio ofstaff working in
prinlary hcalth eafe to' the population
so as tobe able lO extend coverage al a
faster ratc ..This may require a tighter
definition of the tasks tobe performed.
Plans vary widely in theirmanpower
complements. Forexample,one country
in sub~Saharan Africa ptans to provide
primary healthcare with 6 paid 513ff
per IOOOpopulatión and. another with
3 paid staff per 1000. Both plans
envisage providing a11the eight essential
elements of primary healthcare.

The ultimate objective ora financial
m~ster plan is to establish mutual
consistencyof the health goals and
'funding policies.'By establishing the
financial feasibility of an overall policy
for the sector, governments may avoid
inadvertently providing care in a
manner which is inequitable and
unsustainable.

Programme budgeting

A comprehensive prograrnme to
improvefinancialmanagement also
ineludes strengthening the' budget
functionin order 10 enhance the
efficiency and effectiveness of health
caree Stri ving to increase. the efficiency
of other public sector progr~mines
would also be useful, but health
,authorities have little direct influence
over them. While a financial master
plan willhelp lo establishwhether a
policy can be implemented, annual
budgets identifying those particular
investmentsand activities which
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rcquire financial support during the
ycar are required for the
inlplcmentation of prograrnmes. The
budgcting system should stress the links
betwecn programmeobjectives and the
use of rcsources and the relationships
betwcen capital expenditures and -
reeurrentcosts.

In order 10.introduce programme
budgeting concrete programme
objectives are first specified.Detailed
plans for.achieving those objectives are
then devised, and finally the expected
a~complishments andthe detailed costs
of these. plan s are estimated. During the
implementation ofthe prograrnme
objectives, acco,mplishments and costs
are carefully monitored to ensure that
plans .are realized.andlor any necessary
modifications are made in the light of
experience.

This approach to budget formulation
and expenditure control emphasizes
achievements rather than resource
inputs. It departs from traditional
public sector budgeting and accounting
in two important respects. First, it
stresses the preparation of budgets and
summarization of expenditures by
objective (~'product"or Uoutcome")
rather than by item of expenditure.
Thus the primary breakdown of the
aceountingsystem is into categories
such aS"Usupply of drinking water to
homes" or Ucare ofpregnant women",
rather than upipes", uvehicles", or
Udrugs".Secondly, the accounting
system associated with programme
budgeting enables managers to monitor
the relationship between the costs and
the achievement of a particular
objective.By recording expenditures
according to the purpose for which they

.



are to be uscd, managers can oversec
the ctficicncy of a programnlc rathcr
than nlcrcly the cxtcnt of its conlpliance
with budgct authorizations.

SystcnlS of budgeting that stress the
rclationship of expenditurcs to activitics
nlay be further elaborated in order to
produce estimates of the costs ¡ncurred
by each management unít in meeting
defined objectives. The performance of
individual management units and
providers of services may then be
evaluated. For example, the quantity of
drugs employed by each rural
dispensary in the treatment of a case of
malaria might be identified and
analysed. Those dispensaries reporting
exceptionally high or exceptionally low
rates of drug use might then be followed
up by supervisors. The effective use of
budgeting and cost-accounting in order
to strengthen management requires the
collection of information about the
activities as well as the finances of the
sector. In addition, management
applications require that information
onhealth activities be collected and
assigned to organizational units which
have sufficient autonomy and authority
to be held accountable for both their
performance and for their use of
resources.

Improving financial accounting

Conventional governmental accounting
systems provide a basis for budgeting
and help to ensure that expenditures
have been sanctioned, and to guard
against the unauthorized use of funds.
These purposes may be met by simply
recording aH spending under the
headings used in the government's
budget documente However, in order 10
determine the cost of providing a

.. _ :;;, ,... _ .._~ ;'" .- - .

particular product or scrvicc, addilional
infornlation is nceded. NOl onlv must
outlays bc associated with prog~amnlc
outputs but cxpcnditurcs nlust bc
adjustcd lo ensure that thc quantity of
rcsources uscd is distinguishcd from
quantitics purchased. Resourccs that are
totally consumed during the period in
\vhich they werc purchased (the services
of a hcalth worker, for example) may
be charged directly to costs. However,
those expenditures which are expected
10 contribute to output over several
rcporting periods (such as a hospital
bed, a vehicle or a stock of drugs)
should be recorded separately and
distributed over the activities or periods
for which they are inputs. In addition,
the replenishment of stocks and the
withdrawal of goods from inventories
for use should be distinguished. The
accounts should identify the purposes
for which items were withdrawn, as
well.

A well-conceived accounting system
\vill permit managers to determine the
full cost of carrying out an activity or
meeting an objective. They then may
compare the costs experienced over
time, at various locations and under
different supervisors, in order to
identify both good and bad
1l1anagement of resources.

Coordinating revenues
and expenditures

The current economic crisis has
demonstrated that reliance on periodic
appropriations from governments for
all or cvcn a substantial part of the
funding on health programmc-s places
the sector al the mercics of evenlS
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bcyondits, and even national
govcrnment"s" controL Thus there is a
nccd to plan ways in which funds are
obtained which, as far as possible"
avoid these risks.

In planning how funds are to be
obtained, severa) principIes and
distinctions need tobe kept in mind.
First, interruptions in the ftow of funds
to an agency can have a catastrophic
impact not only on its operations over
the short term but also on its capacity
to perform in the future. The lack of
funds will normally be accornmodated
by negJecting those expenditures that
may be delayed with the smallest legal
or polítical consequences. Formal legal
obligations to repay foreign and prívate
domestic debts, or to pay s13ft'salaries,
are likely to be honoured, while
relatively inconspicuous failures to
spend in order to service vehicles or
maintain buildings are likely to be used
to reduce cash requirements. A deferral
of maintenance and a reduction in
service quality are the most common
responses to financial short-falls.

Authorities in hospitals and clinics
delay the maintenance of buildings and
equipment in order to save money.
Water supply authorities often reduce
the use of the chemicals required to
clarify and disinfect drinking water
while continuing to pay salaries and
electricity charges so that the
production and distribution of water is
not ínterrupted. Most agencies continue
to provide services although the service
may no longer be effective or safe.

In the long term such efforts to cope
with .financial problems are likely to
destroy public confidence in a service,
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to erodc the morale of staff" and to
undern1ine the traditions of health care
institutions. The deterioration of
facilities and reductions in service
quality are eventually recognized by th(
clicnts and customers. Perhaps more
seriously, the professional staft' of the
service or agency typically suffer a 105s
of professional confidence and
self-esteem as service quality and
customer satisfaction deteriorate. This
105soften results in a permanent
reduction of professionalism and
cornmitment to technical standards.
Moreover, in those instances in which
salaries cannot be paid or long periods
elapse without adjustments i.n salaries
to compensate for increases in living
costs, trained s13ft'are likely to leave
the service, thereby wasting earlier
investments in their training.

In many of the sub-sectors related to
health, the costs of inadequate
operation and maintenance can be very
high. For example, the failure to
lubricate the principal bearíngs on a
large water pump may result in
irreparable" damage to the shaft of the
pump; thus, a saving of less than a
dollar may eventually force the agency
to replace an ítem of equipment costing
tens of thousands of dollars. Similarlv~
a failure to paint buildings or to repa1r
leaking roofs may irreparably damage
the structures.

In a long-term financial plan sources of.
funds, their likely yield and their
adequacy for meeting the future needs
of a prograrnme should be identified.
As indicated aboye, a reliance on
periodic appropriations from legislative
bodies is an unsatisfactory method of
meeting these needs. Competing public
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sector priorities and short-term
financial and ccononlic crises are likely
to rcsult, fronl tinle to time, in
inadcQuate allocations to the health
sector. These reductions may not be so
nluch the rctlection of the prioritics of
governmcnts as the legal and diplomatic
options available to thcm. For examplc,
in the present debt crisis, countries
would lose their access to intemational
credit if they defaulted on their external
debts. While reducing the scale of a
domestic programme may be very
painful, becoming isolated from foreign
suppliers would be catastrophic,
especially for smaller countries
dependent on imports and exports to
meet their many needs.

The methods used to secure funds
should be coordinated with the
requirements for financing. Often
governments have found it more
expedient to have services, which
should be their direct responsibilities, -
paid for by foreign or domestic lenders,
and to pay their external debt
-obligatíons instead. The authorities of __o
water supply services have negotiated
agreements with governments whereby
the cost of providing free services to the
poor through public standpipes is
financed by a one-time contribution to
the capital development prograrnmes
of water authorities. The servicing of
the debt arising from the contribution
then becomes the direct responsibility
of governments rather than an
obligation of the water authorities,
which has to be met from periodic
appropriations from the government.
Whencver a practical justification can
be found, health agencies should
minimize their obligations to repay
long-term debts.

A sccond nlcasure for nlanaging the
tlnancial rCQuirenlcnts of an agency is
to link rcvcnuc gencration to the
dclivcry of scrviccs. Evcn countrics
\\'hich are not faccd with the problcnls
01' cxtcrnal dcbt or a sluggish donlcstic
cconorny may face problems in paying
for public serviccs becausc ¡nRation and
incrcasing demand outstrip the yield of
the taxes or fces dedicated to financing
the service. Local governments face this
problem most frequently; often
municipalities are unable to pay for
conservancy services, salid waste
management and sewage disposal with
the revenue generated by taxes and fees
dedicated to financing these activities.
Because higher levels of government
establish tax rates and often reassess the
value of properties on which tax
liabilities are calculated as well, local
authorities have little control over the
yield of their tax system. As a result,
revenues may remain constant as costs
rise due to inflation, creating a financial
crisis. ..-

__Where the revision of fees must be
approved by the polítical authorities,
similar problems confront authorities
which provide services on afee basis.
For example, attempts to finance water
and sewerage services from fees
frequently have been frustrated by
governments' refusal to approve rate
¡ncreases in order to meet the cost of
¡nflation. Several countries have
authorized the periodic recalculations
of fees to reflect changes in the prices
of ¡nputs.

A good financial plan seeks to meet the
need for additional funds by relying 00
rcvenue measures that may be expected
to expand in parallel with a
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prograrnme's expenditures. The general
sales tax and the value added tax, for
cxamplc, produce revenues which keep
pace roughly with both ¡nflation and
the growth in ¡ncomes, since these laxes
are calculaled on the basis oC the
nlarket values of goods and services. A
social security contribution related to
earnings keeps pace with the growth of
earnings. This group of taxes and
contributions is therefore ideal for
financing services the demand for
which is likely to grow with incomes.
User charges are attractive ways of
financing services where the cost of
providing the service depends very
much on the volume of services
demanded. On the other hand, services
whose costs are almost unrelated to the
rate of use may be paid for with taxes
or fees that provide stable amounts of
revenue. Sewerage provides an example.
The bulk of the cost of waterborne
sewerage is a consequence of the initial
capital investment. This investment is
usually financed on terms and at prices
established for the entire life of the
system. Financing these costs from a
b.ellerment le.yy or additjon to the real

~-'--property tax--is therefore- practical-since
the financial requirements are known
with considerable precision decades in
advance. The additional costs of
repairs, energy, labour and chemicals
are relatively modest. These recurrent
operating costs can be met by a
surcharge on the water charge or from
a separate assessment.

Several important distinctions need to
be borne in mind in examining the
costs that must be financed and how
these costs might best be mete First, are
the costs fixed for long periods of time?
Costs may not vary where they were
incurred in constructing facilities,
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training staff or devclopJng a
p'rograrnmc. If thc annual outlay is then
known \\,ith contldencc nlan\' vears .in
advancc'l the nlcans oC flnanée* onlv
necds to be reliable and does nOl ñeed
10 cxpand with inflation or economic
growth. The general property tax is a
good example of sucha revenue devicc.

Second, are the costs of the prograrnmc
likely to increase in a systematic
manner over time? If the answer is yes,
then a financing mechanism that grows
for similar underlying reasons is
desirable. For example, a prograrnme
such as for rural health care has costs
which are likely to expand roughly in
step with ¡nflation and the growth of
population. This pattem of costs reflects
the dominance of salaries, drugs and
supplies in the overall costs of
dispensaries. Therefore, the sub-sector
should ha ve a financing mechanism
that is responsive to these underlying
forces. A tax on ¡ncomes or the value
of production would meet this
requirement. Third, are costs closely
linked to choices made by households?

-Jhe quantitr.ofwater..d!sed v~._
-widely among households, by season
and by income class. Charges. based on
the volume demanded provide a means
to coordinate revenues and costs.

Conclusions

The planners" task is essentially to
develop options for polítical
decision-making. Deciding on which
mechanisms will be used 10 finance the
health plan is inevitably a polítical .
process. Many of the issues are highly
sensítive and will require discussion
between Ministers of Health,
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shift to a nl0rc cquitablc allocation'l
distril)ution and utilization ol' hea1th
rcsourccs.

Thc cffcctivcncss of the planning
proccss dcpcnds on the cxtent to which
it rcsults in a nlorc cfllcicntand
equitablc use of rcsourccs. Decisions are
dctermincd by various interacting
faclors such as internal political
conlmitnlent, external influences,
nongovernmental initiatives, and
government planning processes.
Throughout the various stages from
policy forrnulation to the practical
implementation of a designed plan,
polítical cornmitment needs to be
steadily reaffirmed.

hcalth-rclated sectors and those
rcsponsible for national planning and
flnance, with rcpresentatives of
cI11ploycrs and employccs and othcr
organizations'l and will finally nced the
approval of the President or Cabinet as
a wholc. Ministcrs need to encouragc
thcir planning staffs to engage in
creative thinking, even if sorne of the
options presented prove 10 be politically
unacceptable. .

Good. financial planning and
management are essential to the
implemention of national
Uhealth-for-all" policies and strategies.
The total financial requirements
implied by the strategies have to be
compared with the expected flow of
resources. Mechanisms for adjusting,
either the programmes to be Planners and managers have to provide
implemented or the financing of the relevant information and propose
plan, are complexo A continuous options for political decision-making so
dialogue is therefore required between as to make the government's .
statf at many levels of the health ~. health-for-aIl policy a coherent whole,
system, socioeconomic development reflecting the critical social value of
planners, the cornmunity, the private equity. A close relationship between

..- ..---=sector--3mlnongo¥emmental--.:..- _.-==--plan-RuS-oand de~-make.J:-S;=and a----~-
organizations. The planning process is clear understanding and recognition of
an essential tool in policy-making and their respective roles, is a prerequisite
in re.alizing political cornrnitments to for successful planning.
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Lnapter tll

Mobilizing resources

Background

Chaptrr II has stressed that financial
nlastcr planning and inlproved financial
111anagenlcnt can reduce the
\'ulncrability of a nation"s hcalth plan
to 1113cro-cconomic problcnls and lo
shifts in polítical prioritics. Increases in
coverage, and the maintenance and
improvement of content and quality,
however, will in many cases, require
that additional resources be cornmitted
to health prograrnrnes. But the amounts
of money that can be allocated by
governments to health prograrnmes will
depend not only on health needs but on
the competing priorities of each
country, as well as its economic
resources. Even the developed
countries, faced with escalating costs of
health care, the aging of their
population and the questionable value
and effectiveness of sorne technologies,
are reassessing their strategies \0
provide adequate health care to all.

This chapler presenls and evaluales lile
OptiOI1Sthat are arailable-.~to -
governlnenls in order lO mobilize
resources Jo,. heallh. It first outlines the
issues and criteria that should be
considered in choosing a financial
strategy. It then reviews dífferent

options for nlobilizing rcsourccs.
including comnlunity jlnancing.
discllssing thcir pOlcntial f()r flnancing
hl'alth for all.

Criteria for choosing a
financing strategy
Stratcgics for financing hcalth for all
\vill rcflcct the various characteristics
of national economies. Where the
governmcnt is predominant in the
production and allocation of goodsand
services, and where the econorny is
monetised" the level and composition
of health sector financing are both
identifiable and, in principIe, easily
controllablc. Where, on the other hand,
there are multiple agencies of
governrnent, together with important
private and nongovernrnental sectors ..
the role of the public sector is more
complcx. Government financing
strategies.-will alrect not only -
publicly-provided services, but also
those of the prívate sector and
nongovernmental organizations.
Harmonization among the different
agencies contributing to health for aH
\vill necessitate the following criteria
being considered not only for
government prograrnmes, but for each

Box 3. 1 Criteria for choosing a financing strategy

Equity
Adequacy
Reliability

Impact on Supply
Impact on Demand

Intersectoral Linkages
Administrative Feasibility
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quasi-indepcndent healthsub-sector
individually.Regulation anQ
coordination'l often with the ministry of
hcalth cnjoying onlylinlited statutory
authority'l bccome cssential additio.ns
to scrvice provision.

Equity
Any stralegy for mobilizing resources
for health [orall must be concemed
withequity; this implies that
policy-makers mus! be concerned with
not only who gains from but also. with
who pays for health programmes.
Government-financedand operated
prograrnmes affect.the distribution of
services and benefits among
individuals.'Plans for providing public
services whichare over ambitious
cannotbe fully implemented andhence
part of the public may be denied access
to them, which is .inequitable.

The issue .of equity also arises in
cooneetion with the rnethods used to
obtain inputs for public prograrnmes.
Government revenues are obtained
ultimately from individuals and
.h-o-useh.QJ~slhroQgh v-ªriQJlS, __fo.rm~. º_(,..~~._.._
taxation, suchas taxes on: income;
business; production (including the
value'added tax); land, buildings,
vehicles, animal~ and personal
property; feesand licensesimposed on
professions and businesses; import and
export duties; and excise taxes on
entertainment and luxury goods.

Most taxes affeCl sorne groups more
than others and therefore redistribute
after-tax ¡ncomes. In considering the
impact of a tax on the distribution of'
income,one mustrecognize that many
taxes can be shifted from the person
legal1y required to pay it to .customers,
workers, lenants of land orsuppliers of
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raw nlaterials. Such shifting of laxes
nla)! lhen result in a vcry different
inlpact on the distribution of econonlic
wclfarc than was origi~ally intended.

The dcvclop~ng countrieS relyn10st
hcavily on laxes on imports and exports
and on ,sales because these .taxes are
casy and inexpe.~sive toadminister.
Export d.uties reduce prices paid .10
producers, regardless of who is legal1y
.responsible for making payrnents to
governments ..As prices are set by
internationalmarkets, laxes reduce
what will. bepaid to producers.Since
basic, raw commodities - agricultural
goods, timber, ore, fish, and so on - are
the principal exportsof most .
developing countries, the burden of
finaneing government services falls
mostly on farmers, timber harvesters,
mine operators and fishermen. Taxes
on imports are also an important source
ofgovernrnentrevenues inrnany
developing countries. Th.ese.taxesaffect
prices paid byconsumers. for foreign
manufactured goods, and thus falI most
heavily on persons who spend a large
sha~e of their inco~eson these imports .

Inflated exchange rates also produce
revenues for governments by, in effect
taxing exports. Produeers of export

. goods reeeive less local currency from
their sales and importersobtain more
foreign goods per unit of local currency.
This relatively inconspicuous form of
taxation falls especially hard on the
rural poor.

Taxes on ¡ncomes and wealth( real
esta te or personal property) are not as
readily shifted on toother persons and
thereforepermit governments .to impose
taxes ina less caprieious and more
equitable manner, but such taxes are
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dif1icult to administer in developing
countrics and nlay also be casily
c\'aded. Social security contributions,
on lhe othcr hand" which take a
pcrcl~ntagc of earnings (often subjcct to
a J11axinluln income bcvond which the
"lax" is not lcvied) are éasier to
adnlinister bccause: (a) the task of
collcction falls on employers, and
(b) thcrc are no complicated allowances
varying bctween individuals which
exenlpt the first part of income from
taxation. Such taxes can, however, only
be readily collected from those with
regular jobs working for larger
employers. In developing countries
these are generally a minority of the
\vorking population, but their incomes
are on average higher than those in the
informal sector or subsistence
agriculture. Social security contributions
are widely used to finance health
services in developed countries and are
often retained as a source of ¡ncome
\vhen the same rights to services are
extended to the whole population by a
'national health service . They are also
a major source of income for the health
sector in sorne developing countries -
particularly in Latín America - often
contributing more revenue than taxes.

In the least developed countries
governments rely heavily on indirect
laxes, which faH especially heavily on
those who must spend a large share of
their incomes on taxable goods. Thus
usualIy the poor are affected adversely.
For this reason, laxes may be an
inequitable way of raising funds lO
finance national strategies for health for
aH. This is of particular importance
\vhcre services are unevenly distributed.
Those without access 10 services may
be paying taxes to finance services

Mobilizing resources

cnjoycd primarily by the urban
population.

Adequacy
The sccond issuc in considcring
tinancial stratcgics is whcther the dcvicc
for producing revenue will yicld enough
nloncy to nleel the needs. This issuc of
adequacy arises frequently in the least
developed countries where those taxes
which are administratively feasible
often do not produce enough revenue
to finance essential government
services. Ir the taxes on goods are raised
too much, the underlying activities may
become unrewarding. The yield from
the tax will then vanish. For example,
in one West African country high taxes
on exports of cocoa made production
unprofitable for farmers, who then
stopped cultivating it. The country lost
its share of the international cocoa
nlarket.

The adequacy of revenue-raising
systenls also arises as the revenue needs
-nf-a health prograrnme develop and
mature. A revenue plan that is
serviceable now may be inadequate a
few years hence unless its methods of
revenue generation produce a
corresponding growth in funds. In
recent years" this problem has emerged
primarily because inflation has
escalated costs and the yield of taxes
did not grow with inftation. Social
security taxes, payroll levies, excises on
farm cornmodities, proceeds of lotteries
and laxes on tobacco, alcohol and
entertainments have been dedicated to
financing health activities in sorne
countries. These revenue sources differ
widely in their responsiveness to such
factors as inflation ..population growth
and social development. Sorne may be
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inadcquate solutions to the provision
of sustaincd financial support for health
scrvices.

Reliability
The revenues produced by a tax" or fee
or foreign assistance" may vary
considerably with economic conditions.
For example, if the revenue system used
10 support health services is based
largely on taxes on the export of a
cornmodity used in industrial
production, then its yield is likely to
rise and faHwith econornic conditions
in industrialized countries. The funds
available to pay for salaries, drugs,
spare parts and maintenance of existing
vehicles and facilities may become
severely inadequate during a recession.
(This sequence of events was
encountered by a number of developing
countries in the early 1980s.) Reliability
is likely to be a particularly serious
problem if funds are obtained from
general government revenues by
periodic legislative appropriation.

Impact on supply
'-"'-~c-~-=::=Revenue-:.-systemsproduce incentives - -._-

which may influence tbe decisions and
attitudes of both managers and
providers of health services. The
principal mechanism for transmitting
incentives from the revenue system to
the health care institution is the
formula used in determining its budget.
For example, if additional funds are
provided to institutions with a heavy
responsibility for specialized problems
or endemic diseases, the staff is likely
to be more vigilant in identifying these
problems. The incentives inherent in a
revenue and budgeting system may be
harnessed to promote desirable health
outcomes. This requires that the
.incentive mechanisms are fully
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rccognizcd and understood" and that the
organization of and rcsponsibility for
serviccs and for the management of
resourccs be dcsigned to take advantagc
of thesc eflccts. Even ir institutions are
thoroughly conlnlitted to the public
intercst the incentives need to be
scrutinized to ensure that thev confirnl
and reward desirable behavio~ur.;

Impact on demand
Revenue mechanisms also affect the use
of services by the public. User charges
link directly the use of services and
responsibility for financing the system.
This link clearly discourages the
utilization of services. The magnitude
of this incentive effect clearly depends
upon the wealth and income of the
potential user of services as well as
his/her illness. If consumers are very
well informed, the effect will be to focus
scarce resources on the most serious
problems: however, the capacity of
most consumers to make such
distinctions in assessing their health
care requirements is particularly weak.

A large fra~tion of the~cost oflllllizing--==O;'
health care facilities is now borne by
households in the forro of travel
expenses" and earnings lost while
seeking care. Often several family
members accompany seriously ill
persons to hospitals and clinics, thereby
increasing the cost of health care to the
family. The magnitude of these costs
depends on proximity to health care
facilities, the number of referral steps
that must be made 10 obtain drugs or
competent care, season, and the age ano
sex of the patient.

The impact of policies on the siting of
health care facilities, the range of
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services offcred al each installation and
the rcferral of paticnts should be
recognizcd. Thcsc factors affecl both the
costs of supplying scrvices and the
burdcn on houscholds of utilizing the
hcalth care system.

Intersectoral linkages
Prinlary health care ¡neludes not only
personal medical services but also such
activities as health education, water
supply~ sanitation, nutrition and vector
control.. Several of these services are
provided jointly with services that are
not directly under the responsibility of
the health sector. For example, sorne
health education is provided
concurrently with primary education,
and water for drinking and washing is
often supplied together with water for
industrial processes, landscape
gardening and fire-fighting. Health
sector financing strategies should
stimulate intersectoral action in favour
.of health, even though responsibilit~js
not assumed for activities in which
health is a joint output.

Administrative feasibility
The successful introduction and
operation of any mechanism for
generating revenues requires that
practical rnethods be available for
assessing the obligations of each person,
enforcing payrnent and safeguarding the
revenues collected. These requirements
are most demanding in countries where
the formal bureaucracy and traditions
of compliance with tax laws are not
highly developed. Tax compliance
depends frequently on people
rccognizing that the burden of paying
for government and for specific .
programmes is being fairly distributed.
In addition, the public generalIy accepts
laxes more readily if they are convinced

that lhey are bcing administcrcd
conscicntiously. User charges can be
I1lore acccptable than laxes bascd upon
inC0I11C'lwcalth or ccononlic activity'l
since user charges are linkcd to gaining
benefits fronl a progranlmc. Social
sccurity contribulions nlay be nlorc
acccptablc than taxes bccause people
know what thcy are p.aying for.

If local officials are not highly
accountable to the cornmunity or
carefully supervised, funds may be
diverted to personal use and collections
may be unevenly enforced. The
administration of a revenue system is
less subject to abuse if the scope and
quality of services available locally
depend on the funds collected.
However, tax-payers and users may
refuse to make payments if they suspect
that others are avoiding payment, or if
services are not available.

___OptiQD_~for f.inªncing~
strategies for health for all

More than a dozen options for
financing services are now being widely
considered. These may be grouped into
five majar categories. First,
governments may pay for health care
from pub/ic re\'enues. These revenues
are obtained from sorne combination
of income taxes~ sales taxes, export
levies'l import duties, lícense fees,
foreign assistance, and so on. Second,
a variety of insurance schemes for the
sharing of risks are possibl~.
Compulsory and voluntary shares are
discussed separately. Third, schemes of
COI1111l11niIJ'.financing may be
developed. Fourth'l consumers through
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Box 3.2 Options for further financing

• Attract more tax revenue, possibly from earmarked taxes;
• Attract more external cooperation;
• Introduce or extend compulsory health insurance;
• Require employers to provide defined services;
• Introduce charges or raise charges for government services;
• Encourage fund-raising by nongovernmental organizations;
• Stimulate community financing and voluntary health insurance;
• Find savings from a more efficient use of resources;
• Reorient priorities within existing services, or select less cost1v

methods of services delivery.

user charges may be required to pay for
part of the cost of the health services
they use. A large number of variants of
these themes .has been devised, each of
which has distinctive economic,
financial or administrative attributes.
Final1y, the roles of nongovernl11ental
organizations and e.xternal cooperatíon
are considered.

----0-=-.- Dir1!_~:tgovernment financing
Direct government financing of health
activities is perhaps the most
widespread approach to health
financing in the developing world.
Governments either provide periodic
allocations from general government
revenues or assign the proceeds of a
designated tax to the health sector or
both.

Public revenues are obtained from
various sources and then generally are
added together. Thus the source of
financing for a particular public
programme cannot be identified.
However, in sorne cases" governments
dedicate the proceeds of a particular tax
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instrument to the health sector. A
dedicated tax provides the sector with
a relativelyreliable source of income
whose likely yield can be estimated
several years in advance. Governments
(especially in Latin America) have
chosen to allocate the proceeds of taxes
on tobacco, alcohol, gambling and the
like to the health sector. These taxes
have produced revenues that expand
with incomes and inftation but
generally they have not produced large
amounts of money. In several countries
in the Americas and in Asia, lotteries
have been organized to benefit social
welfare programmes such as health careo
slum upgrading, and primary education.
Dedicated taxes should be evaluated on
the basis not only of their contribution
to the budget of primary health care,
but also for their impact on the
econorny and their administrative costs.

Direct government financi.ng of health
activities alone has beeo inadequate in
many countries. While in theory one
might beable 10 develop a system of
taxation that would provide sufficient
funds to meet public needs, few
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dcveloping countries havc the
administrative apparatus to make such
a system function. Expcrts estímate that
as nluch as 70 pcr cenl of the ccononlic
activity of sonlC South Asian countries
is not recorded or recognizcd for tax
purposes. In addition, as DOled aboye,
governments of less developed countries
rely heavily on indirect taxes which
adversely affect the poor who must
spend a large share of ¡ncome on
taxable goods.

Health insurance
A variety of insurance mechanisms can
be used to help finance the health
services rendered to individuals and
families. These entail collecting funds
directly from potential users of the
health care systern, either to pay the
providers for their services or to
reimburse users in full or in part, for
payrnents made to providers.

The advantage of insurance is that it
converts unpredictable future expenses
into payrnents which can be budgeted
for..in _advance. A rrtIDºI_ oºjection to __
charging the sic'k for -the services that
they require is that the need for health
services is a random event. The outlays
required to treat even relatively simple
diseases may often exceed the cash
savings of most households. In order to
reduce the financia) crisis that accidents
or illness rnight impose, households
pool these risks. The agreements
convert large, ¡nfrequent and
unpredictable expenditures into smaller,
periodic payments. These payments are
collected to forro a pool of resources
that can be drawn upon to meet the
needs of a participant who encounters
nlisfortune.
Mechanisms to share risks and to
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facilitatc the financing of routine
scrvices are nceded regardless of the
nature of the health care system. Where
serviccs are provided by public
facilities" these needs are met implicitly
by colleetion of taxes and disbursement
of public funds to pay for the costs of
providing caree On the other hand,
privately-operated health care~ fi.nanced
by fees from patients, requires an
explicit programme to promote
risk-sharing. This programme must
attract persons with a range of risks and
needs if it is to succeed in its objective
of pooling risks.

Membership in health insurance
schemes can be compulsory or
voluntary. Thease can be operated by
government, by statutory agencies, by
profit-making organizations (including
company schemes for their own
employees) or non-profit organizations,
such as cooperatives or benevolent
societies. Those prívate organizations
may be tightly regulated by government
or loosely regulated simply to try and
ensure actuarial soundness. The
-insuring agency may employ the
providers of health care and own
facilities, such as health centres and
hospitals (the direct method), or
contraet with health care providers -
public or prívate (the indirect method).
Nearly aH developed countries which
now provide the same rights to health
care to the whole population went
through an evolutionary stage of
voluntary followed by compulsary
health insurance.

Compulsory health insurance or
social security
These schemes are generally financed
by employers and/or employees
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Box 3.3 Main advantages 01 compulsory health
insurance of employees

• The money is administratively easier to collect than an ¡ncome tax;
• The compulsory contribution varies with ¡ncome and is thus

preferable in terms of equity to many of the indirect taxes used
in developing countries for a high proportion of revenue;

• Contributions are more readily paid than taxes because the benefit to
the payer is readily visible;

• It can be used to negotiate favourable terms for the provision of
services from the private sector and require cost-effective
provisions such as a limited list of essential drugs;

• If the insured can be made to pay for the full costs of the services
they and their dependants use, tax money has only to provide tor
the non-insured. Thus the introduction of a compulsory health
insurance scheme can release tax money to develop and improve
services for those unserved or underserved.

contributions, calculated as a percentage
of pay roll. There may also be a subsidy
from taxation. They rnay extend also to
cover the self-employed on a
compulsory or voluntary basis. But in
developing countries it is extremely
difficult, if not impossible,~to collect
compulsory contributions from the
self-employed and difficult even in
developed countries. The persons
covered by the cornpulsory insurance
may be the employees or their
dependants (spouse and children) as
well.

The introduction of a system of
collecting compulsory health insurance
contributions is a major administrative
operation. Several countries have
covered first the larger employers, and
then gradually have extended the
scheme lo smaller employers. Many
developing countries are already
collecting money from employers for
provident funds or schemes covering

industrial injuries. The additional
administrative cost of expanding this
collection system to cover compulsory
health insurance as well...is much less.
than where health ¡nsurance is the first
or only social security scheme.

Countries experience with compulsory
insurance has revealed a number of
cornmon problems. In sorne countries
funds have been used to develop
separate health systems, owned and
operated by one or more social security
funds for insured persons and their
dependants - the direct provision of
services. This can lead to wasteful
duplication of hospital s, lack of equity
and problems of coordination as the
social security system expands. Services
run by social security funds can also,
likc government services, become
inefficient, particularly due to restrictive
practices developed by employee
organizations.
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Whcre scrvicc provision is eontracted
out (the indirect rncthod),
adnlinistrative effieiency depends on
the tcrms of the contraet and methods
of paying providers or reimbursing
users oC serviecs. A poorly dcvised and
supervised system can lead to false
elaims by providers, incentives for
exeessive. services and a whole series of
corrupt practices on the part of both
providers and users.

Social security services, whether
provided by the direct or the indirect
method, can also generate financial
incentives for scarce trainedhealth
manpower to leave government services
and concentrate on providing curative
services in urban areas. However, this
can be avoided if terms of service are
devised by or in close coordination with
ministries of health. Thereare examples
throughout the world of social security
financed schernes, using both the direct
or indirect rnethods or sorne
combination of the two, which provide
comprehensive, good-quality care
efficiently and at an acceptable cost.

Ministries of finance may be opposed
to the introduction of compulsory
health insurance on the grounds that it
wilI raise prices, generate inflation and
damage exports. It may be argued that
employers are likely, at least in the
short run, to add the cost of their
contributions to the prices of the goods
they produce and that ernployees may
be induced by the payrnent of
contributions to seek higher pay. These
arguments however assume that
employers are spending nothing on
health care and that employees are not
already buying health care in the
prívate sector. To be offset against the
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cost of compulsory health insurance are
the savings to employers from reducing
thcir existing cornmitments for the .
health of their employees and the
savings to employees from purchasing
in the p~ivate sector. Surveys may well
need to be made lo quantify those
savings and convil)ce ministries of
finance that these savings really will be
made.

Sorne countries may not yet be in a
position to undertake the complex task
of establishing a formal compulsory
health insurance scheme. Instead they
may require by law certain designated
larger employers either to provide
defined health services or to ¡nsure their
employees in designated schemes of
health insurance where they exist or can
readily be established. Such legal
requirements have been imposed for
many ycars in sorne developing
countries in the case particularly of
mines and agricultural estates. The law
may specify that a stated proportion of
the pay ro11must be spent on the health
care of employees. Care is needed to see

_,_~lhat the~~~visio~.ºonot ~onfti.ct
with national priorities, are nof wasteful~
of scarce resources, are not socially
divisive in local cornmunities, and are
coordinated with national
developments.

Voluntary Insurance
People can be allowed to be voluntary
contributors to a social security scheme,
run by government or statutory
agencies, which is compulsory for
others. Altematively, they may insure
with profit or non-profit agencies or
they may join a group scheme.

Groups may be formed by the
employees of a firm or the membership
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Box 3.4 Singapore's family savings scheme

Faced with mounting costs of the medical services, the Ministry of
Health started looking at various options to change the health financing
system. The problem was to keep the balance between demand
pressures and supply capacity. With growing affluence and greater
health consciousness, many people are wanting more and batter
services.

These considerations formed the underlying basis for the National Health
Plan formulated by the Ministry of Health in 1983. Its key proposal, the
Medis~ve Scheme, attempts to impose compulsory savings and
restructure the present system of health care financing.

In addition to promoting individual responsibility for maintaining good
health, it aims to build up financial resources so as to provide the means
to pay for medical care during illness.

Compulsory savings for medical care are regularly set aside by the
transfer of six per cent of earnings into a personal Medisave Account.
The Medisave Account can be withdrawn to pay for hospital charges
and sorne outpatient procedures, such as minor surgery, which are
costly but do not require the patient to stay in hospital. Medisave does
not cover general outpatient treatQ1ent, for which the cost in_Singapor(;!_
is considered affordable. Nor is it intended to cover long-term chronic
¡lInesses, since other modes of care already provided through subsidized

'-'-=govern'ment programmes and-by voluntary'bodie5l*ay a rnajef4ole.

Medisave can be used to pay for the medical expenses of immediate
family members. It covers spouses, parents and children. So there is a
shared family responsibility to look after the welfare of its members. It
is hoped that Medisave will act also as a financial incentive for the entire
family to remain fit and well together, and to avoid incurring medical
expenses for individual members.

The Medisave Scheme was first implemented in all government hospitals
from April 1984. In essence, Medisave serves as an additional source
of personal financing for medical expenditure incurred by individual
families. With this shift in public cost-sharing, government tax revenue
has been freed to meet other priorities and to improve the public health
services, especially as regards preventive and chronic health care.

Source: K. H. PhU8. 'Singapore's family savings scheme', World Health, May 1986, pp 11-12.
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of a social organization'lor may be
determined by the insurer on the .basis
of age, occupation'l sex or other
characteristics of thc member. An
employer rnay insure aH his employees.
These characteristics of the group are
used to predict the volume of claims
likely to bepresented. Private insurers
must recover the total cost of providing
care, as well as the adrninistrative costs,
frorn participants.Thus insurance .
companiesmust guard against enrolling
only those who are likely to need
expensive health caree Insurance
schemes typically require the patient to
make an initialpayment for care before
applying for benefits (the "deductible"),
and many also require the patient to
paya small share of the additional
amount (the "co-payrnent"). These two
devices are intended to discourage
over-use of health -care services.

Health insurance schemes can operate
by reimbursing the consumer, or the
insurer maycontract and pay selected
providers (the indirect method), or
employ providers in facilities it owns
(the direct method)~ Where tb~scheme

.-~-operates-sim.ply by--=-reimbursingthe "
consumer for part of the cost of bilis
submitted by private providers, claims
can becomecostly. Sorne insurance
programmes--have therefore set standard
rates for coromon procedures, and have
defined a limited number of uservices"
for which payment will bemade. These
moves are intended to control-the
claims against the insurance funde The
principalcriticismof health insurance
schemes is that by distributing the risks
and costsof care over large numbers of
people, the schemes dilute thefinancial
incentives to use health services
sparingly and to resist high prices for
services.A further criticism is that
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individuals with poor health records
and thus major health care needs are
unable to obtain insurance.

Sc.hemes which offer comprehensive
care for a fixed annual charge expect to
profit by using preventive services and_
early detection and treatment in-order
to reduce the ri~ed for rnore"costly'
institutionalcare. Thus they expect to
be able to offer a wider rangeof health
services at a lower cost. If a number of
organizations compete among
themselves for members, then theone
that is most successful in minimizing
the costsof providing acceptable caTe
and thus can survive on the smallest
fee, is expected to flourish. Higher cost
competitors are expected to be driven
from the market. Competition for
customers is expected to impose
discipline and accountabilityon the
provider organizations. However, for
competition to contín'ue to impose this
discipline, it mustbe possible for new
organizations tocontinue toenter the
l1?arket easily. But again there Is the
problem that persons with major health
rteeds are likely to be denied admission
iirto the programmé.

In developing countrie's with little
practi,cal experience \\:'ith the concepts
and structuresof personal insurance. . .'partlclpants have tended to withdraw
[rom a scheme if their benefits did not
equal their payments over a fairly short
period of time. This has left schemes
with participants who have greater than
average needsand has forced up the
cost of premiums ..This problem i5
likely to be greater if insurance i5
confined to really majar expenses such
as a hospital stay ofover a week.While
such insurance may be relatively cheap,



Box 3.5 Community financing in Senegal

Community financing has truly persuaded people to take much more
responsibility for their own health. To give just one example, the funds
raised by the system of self-management amounted in 1983-84 to 80
per cent of the budgetary appropriations, excluding staft, of Senegal's
Ministry of Public Health.

At the national level, receipts during the first year of the project
amounted to 303 million CFA francs or US$ 800000. Community
participation was responsible for the building of 115 maternity units and
49 health posts. In effect, the people and state of Senegal doubled their
health care purchasing power.

It is the people themselves who manage this system, which is.financed
by patients' contributions. It covers all hospitals-health centres
(department level), health posts (rural community level) and health huts
(village level). The charge is 100 CFA francs per adult ($ 0.26) or 50
CFA francs per child for treatment in hospitals and health centres; 50 or
25 CFA francs for adults or children attending health posts.

These receipts are administered by health committees which include
representatives of every health hut in the village, so they have to learn
the intricacies of management; 60 per cent of the receipts are used to
buy drugs, 30 per cent for 5taft expenses (female birth attendant,
community health worker) and ten per cent for operational expenses.

The village came into its own again, so to speak, around the health hut.
The council of elders, the rural council, the mothers' committees and the
health committee all meet under the palaver tree to discuss their
problems of health, hygiene and cleanliness. They consider how to
replace their stock of drugs, the sale of tickets and collection of receipts,
and how to pay, in money or in kind, the community health worker
whom they themselves have chosen.

Human resources, community labour and other resources have never
been lacking whenever the need arose. Community participation finds
expression in a thousand and one ways, including the building of health
huts, and payment for care and essential drugs.

Sorne 90 per cent of the villagers were making use of the health huts.
'Consequently less time, money and effort were wasted than before,
when the villagers had to go to a distant health post.

Source: Séne, P. M., Community financing in Senegal, World Health, May 1986, pp 4-6.
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it is likely to be difficult to attract and
keep policy-holders.

Community financing

The involvement of individuals and the
cornmunity, in both developing and
developed countries, has been
increasingly seen as an important rneans
of decentralizing decision-making in
health matters, promoting life-styles
conducive to health, and improving
effectiveness of health caree A variety
of mechanisms have been developed
often reinforcing traditional systems.
Village development associations,
welfare groups, cooperatives and .district
health comrnittees have been
established in order to provide services
thatcornrnunities demand but cannot
obtain from governments.

The emphasis of community support in
most developing countries has been on
providing resources, either financial or
material and human, for the

__ ..__~establishment Dr -impro~_e:m_e.nJ__of health __
and sanitation infrastructure, for
example, health facilities, wells, latrines,
drug cooperatives, feeding centres - or
for payment of parts of health service
operations. Sorne community health
programmes - rural water supply,
"clean-up campa'.igns", immunization,
nutrition, diarrhoeal diseases and
malaria control - have been financed
from funds contributed by the
beneficiaries.

Spontaneous cornmunity efforts to
develop or sustain health prograrnmes
indicate people's willingness and ability
to pay for better services. People who
invest substantial energy and resources
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in creating a local organization and then
contribute the funds needed to sustain
its activities have demonstrated their
enthusiasm. Cornmunities are likely 10
develop programmes spontaneously
only if they recognize needs that are not
covered by government prograrnmes
and have the necessary resources.

Where the government requires the
payrnent of user fees for the services it
provides, sorne cornmunities have
established funds into which village
families make regular contributions and
the fund pays directly to the health
services the cost of those user charges
which would otherwise be levied on
contributors to the funde In Thailand,
health cards are sold by village
volunteers which give defined
entitlements to exemption from user
charges.
Sometimes cornmunity efforts have
been motivated by discontent with the
reliability or quality of services
provided such as availability of drugs
in local health centres. Cornmunity
pharmacies staffed by volunteers have

_been established which calle_ctfunds
from beneficiaries and maintain a stock
of essential drugs. Alternatively, the
government provides an initial stock
which is kept replenished out of the
revenue from sales (a 'revolving drug
fund'). These pharmacies are often
operated on a commercial basis; drugs
are priced slightly aboye cost in order
to recover the cost of transport and of
losses frorn pilferage.

Communities may obtain' the resources
needed to sustain prograrnmes by a
very wide range of methods. Many
projects have irnposed fees and charges
for the services and cornmodities they
provide. These fees may be paid at the
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'11C services are rendcred, or nlay be
dlcctcd in advance. Fees for simple
-alth activities and for the services of
Jditional birth attendants may be
,llccted in the form of produce, dairy
oducts or chickens, for example. Cash
:ynlents are generally expected by
odern health workers. Providers of
,re throughout the world accept
iditional compensation from patients
r special services.

¡formal insurance schemes have also
~endeveloped to collect subscriptions
)m persons enrolled in a health
.ogramme or to imposc taxes on
.oduction activities. The subscriptions
e based either on the incomes of the
.ember or more commonly on the
1mber of family members enrolled .
.oduction-based schemes levy charges
ughly in proportion to the income of
~ beneficiary. Because the
ntributÍon is demanded at the time
at people are receiving cash for their
)PS, coltection is greatly simplified.
arketing cooperatives, such as a coffee
)wers group in Colombia and a mil k
operafive in lnaia, have"withheld a
Jre of each member's sales as a tax
support health programmes for
~mbers. Cooperative rice-polishing
ills in Bangladesh and the Republic
,Korea have imposed a surcharge on
- processing fee, based on the volume
paddy submitted.

,rnmunity health projects also use
)uts contributed by beneficiaries.
tese inputs include labour and local
nstruction materials as well as cash.
-kind contributions have been used
)st frequently and successfully in
lstructing facilities. Sorne projects
ve employed volunteers to carry out
ltine aetivities, but most of these

projects have encountered difficu)ties
in sustaining the cornmunity's interest.

Cornmunity financing of health
activities requires community
organization. The most serious
problems have arisen in trying to
sustain contributions to pay for the
recurrent costs of programmes and
especially for the provision of sufficient
logistic suppon. People frequently have
been unwilling. to continue to pay for
prograrnmes from which they were nol
benefitting at the time. Recovery of
costs has been most successful where
charges were clearly related to benefits
received. For example, user charges for
water supply and waste disposal are
widely accepted .

Decentralization of responsibility and
allocation of the necessary resources
(especially logistics) is a prerequisite for
successful sustained community
involvement. While the trend is
encouraging in many countries-,
resources stiH remain largely
centralized. With the current budgetary
consltaifits, there appears to be an even
greater tendency than before to
decentralize decision-making on
priorities and allocation of resources.
Because of the critical importance of
administrative decentralization, sorne
countries have created new local or
district administrative or legislative
bodies, such as community councils or
village community-reliance institutions
with well-defined responsibilities and
resources.

Confiiet within community
organizations can be minimized by
keeping organizations small, restrieting
membership to persons with similar
interests, and pursuing narrowly defined
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The choice of chargeable items is
crucial in determining how user chargc
affect the provision of health services.
At one extreme, patients might be
required to pay precisely the cost of
services rendered. The cost of supplyin
a unít of the services of each health
worker and each facility, and the cost
of supplies and drugs might be

.charges for water supp)y are nlade to
vary with the importance of use and
roughly in proportion to the ability of
families to pay for the servicc.
Water charges may also be levied on
the basis of the number of taps or
water-using devices in the household~
or by the value of the property as
determined for rates or property taxes.
Property owners are frequently made 1,
pay for the cost of pipelines and
production facilities for watersupplies
as a part of the price of a building plo1.

Water is often supplied by a public
distribution system through metered
private connections. The customer is
then charged on the basis of the
quantity'consumed and a schedule of
rates. These rates are often designed to
permit families to obtain al nominal
cost a sufficient quantity to meet basic
health needs. Much higher rates are
imposed for water used for nonessential
purposes such as irrigating a garden or
filling a swirnming pool. In this way the

Governments can help local groups to
organize workable community financing
schemes. Assistance can be offered in
setling up the organization and in
establishing its system of records and
its practices in handling money. Local
organizations can be given authority to
hold property, and audit systems can
be provided to ensure that funds are
used properly. In addition, women's
clubs, organizations of school children,
cooperatives and the like, can be
encouraged in order lo give community
membersopportunities to develop skills
in operating local organizations.

objeetives. Large organizations are more
susceptible to conflict than small ones
because the larger number of
participants ¡ncreases the diyersity of
interests and hence the likelihood of
disagreement.

Fees for medical services are even mOl
diverse. First, the definition of the iten
for which a charge is to be levied varie
widely. A 'fee may be required for an
encounter with the health care provide.
an episode of illness or a fixed number
of contacts with the health care systenl
A single encounter may be broken
down into a number of items

User charges representing tests or procedures or
goods supplies such as drugs. The rate~

A fifth w.ay of ~nancing health care is applied to each of these may also vary
by charglng patlents. These charges are widely. A uniform price may be chargt
levied on those who use services and for aH patients or for aH except the

~ .~~~~ .~h~reestlo~f:~TIi-"c~~~~-t¿: ~f -~'. ~-~~eo~~:~le~r o¡ s~t9~g c:~fe~~r~a7~O-=-
applled l~ every country In Western may be applied which imposes lower
~urope, eaher un~er compulsory h~alth fees on persons of lesser means. Prices
¡nsuranee or a natlona1 hea1th serVlce. may be adjusted by the provider of

health care or may be based upon a
eertificate of low-income from a local
official.
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nlultiplicd by the number of units of
cach ítenl that a patien1 used. This
nlakcs the patient kcen to ensure that
nlorc scrvices are not provided than are
rrally nceded. It also makes the
provider aware that his or her aetions
are throwing eosts on to the patien!. A
set eharge per visit would alternatively
reward the health system for reducing
lhe cost per visit, but would at the same
time encourage further visits. Similarly,
a system that charges for an episode of
illness or broad activity, such as the
management of a normal pregnancy
would shift additional responsibility on
to the provider. If fees are based upon
the procedures offered or the diagnosis,
providers may benefit from excessive
treatment or reporting multiple
diagnoses or complaints.

User charges have the advantage of
providing a link between financial
responsibility and the provision of
services. This link has generally
enhaneed willingness to eontribute to
the cost of health programmes and has
encouraged both consumers and

--,:froviders lo-ne costconscious. In
addition, user charges help to control
the use of health services by imposing
financial disincentives on the consumer.
Whether this reduction in health care
utilization results in a better use of
health resources requires careful
evaluation.

The administration of user charges
presents serious challenges. The
majority of studies in developing
countries show that the largest
reduction in the use of services as a
result of charges occurs among the poor.
In this respect charges are in conflict
with the aim of health for all, of equity,
unless effective safeguards can be

dcveloped to protect the poor by
cxemption. But ir charging for services
where they are providcd cnables money
10 be rclcased to develop services for
those not currcntly provided with then1,
then equity is increased. The major
problcms are to develop effective
systems. for exempting the poor and lO
linlit the extent to which bad debts
occur which are hard to colleet.
Checking on people's incomes when
they seek health care is very difficult in
societies where there is substantial
illiteracy, people do not keep records of
their income and much of it is in kind.
Systems of requit:"ingcertificates from
local officials may work reasonably well
in rural areas but are much harder to
apply in an urban situation. Moreover ..
the need for health care services can be
sudden and urgent with no time to be
spent on bureaucratic procedures.
Where need is urgent, health care
systems are obliged to provide care first
and seek to recover any charges
afterwards. Hence the costly process of
trying to collect debts.

Nongovernmental organizations

Relatively unbound by the legislative
and policy framework of governments ..
nongovernmental organizations
(NGOs) have the flexibility to
experiment with innovative and
alternative approaches to solving health
problems, often achieving cost-effective
breakthroughs which could provide new
rnodels for national planning.
Nongovernmental organizations in
many countries have made significant
éontributions to human resources
development in health and are often
able to mobilize critical financial and
material resources which can be crucial
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Box 3.6 Protecting the poor in Seoul

The Medical Assistance Scheme is a programme for the needy,
supported 80 per cent by the central government and 20 per cent by the
local authorities, except in Seoul where the cost is shared equally. The
Ministry of Health and Social Affairs sets the standards of eligibility for -
benefits, and the local government. is responsible for assessing cases
and for day-to-day management.

There are two categories of beneficiary, the ¡ndigent and the low-income
group. The indigent are those aged over 65, the disabled, children under

. 18 without parents or with parents over 60, and people residing at
welfare facilities; they receive yellow identity cards. The lower-income
group consists of those with an average income less than a certain
amount and subsistence farmers. The level was set at 40,000 WON
(about US$ 50) per person per month in 1985. People in this group are
provided with green identity cards. The selection of eligible persons is
made once ayear.

The yellow card holders receive medical care free of charge, whilst the
green card holders have to pay 20 per cent of the in-patient fees (except
in Seoul where they pay 50 per cent). The Scheme enables.them to
receíve primary health care at prívate clinics designated by the Ministry
of Health and Social Affairs or from health centres and community health
practitioners, and they are referred to secondary and tertiary hospitals if
necessary. About half of the medical facilities nationwide are designated
for this purpose.

Though there have been oecasional delays in payrnent owing to the
shortage of local government funds, the Seheme has been operating
smoothly to the benefit of 3.3 million people - 600,000 indigents and
2.7 mili ion low-income people. This is eight per eent of the total
population.

Source: Moon, O.R., Towards equity in health care, World Health, May 1986, p 20.

to many developing countries. Often
dealing with specific health problems
or areas, they can offer a possibility for
concrete technical support to
government health strategies. Sorne
national NGOs have been able to
mobilize substantial prívate, local and
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international financial resources as we'
as human resources (volunteers) whic
otherwise would not be available for
health programmes. Family planning
associations, organized women's grou}
and associations for disabled persons
are sorne illustrative examples of the



hidden potential for mobilizing
resources in the community. Often a
snlall government subsidy can enable
the setting up of a voluntary movement
\vhich can more fiexibly mobilize
rcsources for specific deprived groups
or a health problem which otherwise
may not receive the attention it
deserves.

While the overall contribution of NGOs
in financial terms may be small in most
cases, their potential for rnobilizing
people and strengthening their
self-reliance should not be overlooked.
They can particularly support primary
health care efforts by taking up
innovative actions, especially at
community level.

External cooperation
Of the approximately US$ 35 000
million annually available for external
financing of general development,
between eight and ten per _cent is
devoted to health financing. External
financing is generated mostly through
development-oriented institutions such
as bilateral agencies, multilateral
organizations and banks, and NGOs
(for simplicity and uniformity these are
referred to as udonors"). Financial
cooperation is generally channelled to
a central authority in the recipient
country, such as the ministry of finance
or central planning organization, which
coordinates foreign aid. In sorne cases,
funds rnay be routed directly to
particular ministries, agencies or NGOs.
Conventions differ among countries on
the extent to which external cooperation
rcceived from government services is
shown in government accounts.

Considering the large volume of
external funds involved and the
multiplicity of donor agencies" there is
a nced for coordination between donors
and recipients to develop realistic and
cffcctive health sector strategies at the
country level ..and for both to abide by
these strategies. Where donor efforts
have not been well-coordinated
recipient governments have been
confronted by co~tradictory
requirements and approaches by
donors. Donors have, in sorne cases,
disagreed among themselves on
necessary sector reforms. However,
there has been sorne movement towards
consensus positions on issues such as:
the importance of sector planning; cost
recovery; institutional and human
resource development~ community
participation and the role of women;
sanitation; and health education.

Where donors sponsor similar projects
in a recipient country, coordination of
training efforts-and strengthening- of
national capacities by collaborative
institutional development are essential
to secure better returos on investments.
Countries with well-formulated
proposals rooted in a cIear, national
strategy, and with plans scrupulously in
line with declared national priorities,
are more likely to be successfuI in
attracting external financing.

Because externalofinancing is more
readily available for capital investments
than for recurrent costs, recipient
countries which have already received
assistance for capital expenditures may
later find themseIves facing substantial
recurrent cost obligations. This becomes
a critical problem when current budgets
are suddenly reduced due to economic
stringency.
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The nlobilization of external resourees
requires a working knowledge and
adaptation of the development
financing procedures which have
cvolved over a period of more than 30
years. Donor agencies note that the
health demand has by no means yet
reached its eventual potential. However,
the health sector must organize itself
effectively for the task of mobilizing
external financial resources to realize
the goals of health for all.

Conclusions
In so far as tax revenues for the health
'sector are likely to be tightly limited in
aH countries irrespective of their level
of socioeconomie development, possible
sources of finaneing inelude charges to

eertain eategories of users or for
particular services, eompulsory health
insuranee (where it has not already .
been extensively developed), formal
voluntary ¡nsuranee and informal local
insuranee, revolving funds, and
voluntary eontributions in cash and
kind. Local finaneing as a part of
community involvement can effect
change'l and decentralization can
strengthen managerial capaeity al the
local level. .AH tbese finaneing
mechanisms to provide economic
support to the national strategies for
health for a11shouldbe considered and
deeisions taken on the' basis of the
critería that 'has been suggested aboye.
The search for further finailcing is, as
shown in Chapter 11, an integral part of
the construction of a financial master
plan.

r _.-
I
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What is clear is the overwhelming importance of examining
eyery po~sible new source of inter!'1al}inancing andofin~ing
.'more cost-effective ways .01 us'ing re~ources to achleve ..
health-for-all goals. . "' ' , .' . ' ..
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~hapter IV

1V1aking better use of resources

3ackground
¡Jrinlarv health care addresses the main
lcalth problems in the cornmunity and
lccords priority to those health
nterventions that are most effeetive,
,cientifically sound, affordable and
:-csponsive to the felt needs.
~onsiderable energy has been devoted
)vcr the past deeade to refining those
lealth technologies which are applieable
\t the family and eommunity level
~ither by people themselves or by
lealth personnel with limited yet
ldequate training. An essential
:haracteristic of a health system based
)n primary health care is that the
lystem should be organized in such a
vay that it provides the essential
.'Iements of primary health care to the
'ornmunity level. More complex health
lroblems and specialized health
.ervices should be dealt with at
ntermediate and central levels.
)rganize_d in this fashion, health
esources can be effectively and
)roductively used. Furthermore, a
'rimary healtlT ca-re strategy requires
'oordinated efforts with other relevant
ectors, such as agriculture, education,
nd environmental health. Thus,
~dverse impacts on development
)rogrammes can be mitigated; and
ctivities can be synergistic, thereby
ncreasing overall cost-effeetiveness.

v1akingbetter use of resources thus is
n implicit objective of primary health
are. This is equalIy true for developing
s well as developed countries. Health
are systems in the latter have becorne
omplex and costly enterprises. The
ffectiveness of their impressive health
1frastructure and high technologies for
.1ceting the emerging health problems
f their people is debatable.

Cost-containment policies have begun
to surface in many countries'l reflected
in health promotion strategies which
emphasize and support individual
self-reliance.

There is general concern in aH countries
that the available health resources are
not being used most effectively or
efficiently. Comprehensive, seientifically
sound studies of the cost-effectiveness
of resource use in the health sector are
needed. A large share of health
resources (up to fifty per cent in sorne
countries) are wasted beeause of poor
rnanagement practices, use of
inappropriate technologies, excessive
and unnecessary routine care norms or
other factors and forees, not aH of
which are amenable to rapid change .

The issucs are not only managerial but
also ethical, political and attitudinal.
However, the magnitude ofthe problem
demands that urgent attention be _
devoted to this area in order to increase
the impact of available resources on
heahh -outcomes.-.

This chapter first describes sorne of the
major causes of resource waste and
suggests how better control of the
resources devoted to health care can be
established. Proposals are then made
for improving efficiency in the
utilization of human resources,
technologies and disease control
strategies. The third section is devoted
to cost-containment. The final seetion
focuses on policy issues and
responsibilities in this area.
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lubricants and fuels for motor vehiclr
can be stolen or sold for private ga.in.
In remote rural areas where these gO(

are particularly scarce and
administrative supervision is often
weak'l these ¡teros can be easily
misappropriated. Drugs, bandages an
dressings supplied by the governmenl
for free distribution or al nominal co
can be diverted, either by health
workers or by patients to private
markets, where they are sold to the
public or used in licit or illicit private
practice. Where unwarranted resale Oj
goods works well, its major effect is t(
enrich those who divert and resell the
goods. However, control over the
prescription and quality of drugs
typically deteriorates when unqualifie(
and unregulated retailers assume .
responsibility for the distribution and
the value of drugs is partially wasted ~
well.

The delivery of health services requires
inputs which are valuable for other
uses: they can be used for other
purposes or readily sold in grey or black
markets. For example, motor vehicles
provided to the health sector can be
diverted to personal use by health
workers or unauthorized use in the
transport of goods and passengers.
While these altemative uses can be
valuable to the community or
individual they nonetheless diminish
the supply of transport available to the
health sector. Stocks of spare parts,

The major causes of waste of health
resources are their misappropriation,
underemployment and deterioration.

Improving accountability

Misappropriation
The magnitude of waste due to the
diversion of health inputs is difficult to
assess. However, managers know in
general terms how important this waste
is, especially in the case of drugs. In
somecountries, the loss of imported
drugs can ~e as much as 70 per cent
from the time they are delivered to the
country to the time they are supplied
to the peripheral health posts for
distribution. Inadequate transport
systems cripple both the supervision
and the distribution of drugs and
supplies. Lack of regular provision of
drugs and other supplies not only
undermines the functions of services,
but also discourages the utilization of Underemployment
peripheral health facilities, such as
dispensaries and health posts. Despite the scarcity of health care
Relatively minor gaps in supplies can availability in much of the world, ma

=ftave a~substantial-negative effeet-onthe~~ ~ealth ~ers andJlealth faQ1i.ties
productivity of the entire health care (including village health posts) are
system. seriously underutilized. In many

instances in rural areas, health faciliti
operate for only two or'three hours a
day, serving a fifth or less of those
people needing caree Part of the
explanation for underutilization of
peri pheral facili ties is tha t too fe\v
people live within a reasonable distan
of a health facility to fulIy OCCupYthe
facility and its s13ft:Where transport
not available (or perhaps not
affordable), rural health posts and
dispensaries can serve only those whe
live within a reasonable walking
distance. However, self-referral to
higher level facilities (district hospital

,.; ,...•..
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tvpically) is also a major explanation
for underuse of local health facilities.
This by-passing of local facilities is
often a consequence of the public's lack
of confidence in the quality of services
available locally. Other reasons ¡nclude
lack of supplies and equipment; harsh
and uncaring attitudes from health care
providers; high costs or imposition of
unofficial ~~surcharges for services";
decentralized decision-making; poor
managerial capacity al the local level;
and inadequate support and supervision
services.

Deterioration of resources
Delays and/or bottlenecks from
procurement to distribution, may cause
health workers to receive unusable
medical supplies and equipment,
including out-of-date drugs. Because of
the lack of an adequate operating
budget, health facilities can also suffer
from insufficient maintenance and
deficiencies in hygiene as well as
substandard storage of materials. Local
and intermediate levels of health care
systems often lack the expertise

---.equi red-for-proper :.:mai-ntenanee-llnd
repair of equipment and vehicles which
eventualIy become unfit for use.

Formal accounting and management
information systems can be
implemented to enable supervisors to
detect waste and misuse. Such systems
are designed to record the quantities of
goods made available and the activities
undertaken by health facility or health
worker. These systems must be
integrated in order to cross-check the
accuracy and credibility of reports and
allow rapid analysis in order to identify
anomalies for follow-up by managers.
The development of inexpensive
personal computers has made

..._ .... ";, - _ ..-

computerization of these tasks a
practical option. Computerized
accounting and cost-control have had a
major impact on the management of
hospital s, drugs supplies, and distric~
health programmes. Formal accountlng
and nlanagement information systems
are also essential tools in the
assignment of health manpower and the
distribution of facilities and medical
supplies.

Another means by which resource
accountability can be improved is
through the cornmunity. Cornmunity
involvement in health services
management can take various forros,
from the simplest at the primary health
care level to the most sophisticated (e.g.
consumer unions; representation of
local people in management
committees) close direct supervision of
providers of care by the formal
bureaucracy is difficult, irregular and
costly. However, communities through
their representatives can successfully
oversee sorne aspects of the operation
of health facilities such as hours of

-~~ervice;-me- of vellieles, ava-ilaDHity of--.----....---
drugs, management of funds collected
or allocated, maintenance of facilities,
and so on. For such management to
succeed, the authority of the group
responsible must be recognized by the
cornmunity and respected by higher
leveIs of the health administration.
Prompt, effective follow-up of
complaints froro the community by
higher authorities is essential.

The third point at which accountability
can be improved is at the level of the
"health worker. Based on a clear
definition of his or her professional
responsibilities, the health worker has
to be both accountable to the
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Bo?< 4. 1 Kenya - a new drug management system
forrural health facilities .

Efforts to strengthen the drug distribution system in Kenya 'illustrate how
~mprovementsin. organization, record-keeping and management can
Improve the quahty and reduce t~e cost of health care ..

Onlya few years ago, many rural health facilities (RHFs) in Kenya -
heal~h centresand dispensaries -.were prevented fromgiving a proper
servlce by severe shortages of basic, life-saving drugs. Sick patients
mightbe forced to trave.1 100 km or even more to the bigger hospitals,
suffe~ingbothphysical and financ'ial hardship.

In 1980, the Ministry of Health selected a list of essentialdrugsfor the
RHFs and tested a pilot drug supply programme in two regions - one at
the coast andone in the highlands.ln 1985, the rural drug distribution
programme functioned well all over Kenya. serving all ruralinhabitants
within a much shorter distance of their homes.

To save money, the quantities of drugs supplied must correspond as
closely aspossible to the needs of the RHFs. Standard drugrations have
been worked out for a workload of 3000 new cases at a health centre
and 2000 new cases ata dispensary. Th'ese quantitiesform the basis of
the drug ration kits. .

Ration 'kits
Toavoid wastage andloss, the standard drug rations are packed at the

.. ~fac!º!YJnto stf.-Q.Qg!seale,Qcardboard cartons which are opened by no
- -- ó'ne until' they r~ach their' final destination:' The headquartersdrug

management team is responsible for dispatching the kits tothe district
hospitals by government-chartered lorries. The district health
management team usesits own vehicles to transport the kits toRHFs,
the health centres anddispensaries" in its area.

Health centres receive two kits containing a total of 38 drugs;
dispensaríes receive two kits containing a total of31 drugs. The
difference reflects the fact that clinical officers who are in chargeof
health cen~res,have a more advanced training than community nurses,
who are in charge ofdispensaries. Since the system of kits was
introduced, wastage and los s have been negligible.

Control
Drug supplies for the rural' programme are subject to strict controls at all
stages of their journey from supplier to user. The suppliersreceive (Cont.)
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Sox. 4.1 (Cont.)
precise instructions as to the drugs to be supplied, their packaging,
labelling and quality. Random sampling is also performed by the
headquarters management unit, which regularly takes out one package
of each item in a kit received at the Central Medical Stores, for
independent analysi~ organized by UNICEF.

Out-patient Register . .
Registers kept at every RHF record how the health worker IS managlng
the patient. They include all the patient' ~ particulars, the diagnosi.s, ~he
treatment given and details of any posslble referral. Part of the Dlstnct
Clínical Officer' s responsibility is to check the register and discourage
symptomatic treatment (treatment should be given only for a specific
diagnosis and provide on-the-job training of health workers).
Polypharmacy - giving more than one drug at a time - is also
discouraged.

Benefits
The new drug management system has cut down the cost of supplying
drugs to the entire population of Kenya to US$ 0.29 per person, due to
such factors as bulk procurement in generic form, standardized
treatment schedules which reduce the number of drugs prescribed, and
the virtual elimination of wastage and 1055.The 5ervice given at RHFs of
which there are over 900 has improved and the staft find greater
satisfaction in their work.

Control of each individual drug on the essential drug list for the RHFs has
beco me possible for the first time. Finally, the supply to the RHFs is
constant. Evan the prob-lems of the rainy season can be overcome by
making extra deliveries in advance.

Adapted from "Kenya: rural drug distribution programme", WHO Action Programme on Essential
Drugs and Vaccines, 1985
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~ommunity and report to his or her
')upervisor for delegated responsibility.
This managerial requirement is
20mmon for aH types of service delivery
]nd at any level in the hierarchy of the
'iystem. In primary health care, this
requirement is particularly important
1S health staft: including village health
1gents, have to work in areas where
~Iose relations with their supervisors is
limitedand irregular. Thus, much of

..•.s,..,.. 4•••"~nIl.~!Q888f~~"~"""'.

the responsibility for overseeing
resource use and quality of services
remains with the health worker. Efforts
to recognize their performance" to instil
pride in services and develop skills are
likely to enhance professionalism and
a sense of personal responsibility and
accountability. Support services
required to improve effectiveness in
primary health care are developed in
greater depth later in this chapter.
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The success of aH these measures will
depend on the extent of delegation of
responsibiJities in the health
management system. Appropriate
delegation of responsibilities requires
decentralization in decision-making,
adequate managerial capacity at the
local level, and a strong support and
supervision system. The crucial point
here is to give sufficient authority to
health managers to achieve
accountability for responsibilities
assigned to them.

Improving efficiency

The factors which affect efficient use of
resources by the health sector are many
and varied. Sorne of these are discussed
in this section.

Cost-efficient access
If access were more equitable, the
efficiency of health care would generally
be greater. The importance of this issue
varíes widely. Where people have no
access -la sery.ices, the fust-ehallenge is--
progressively to provide to the majority
of people at least the essential health
services which have a low cost but are
effective. When coverage has increased,
efforts should focus on the
underprivileged and the most
vulnerable risk groups. Priority-setting
for health programmes and the
allocation of funds and resources should
be based upon judgements of political
viability, financial feasibility, technical
efficacy, socio-cultural acceptability,
and administrative and managerial
capacity.

Decisions about the location and the
scale of new facilities are based

generally on the costs to the responsil
agency. The costs to households of
travel.. food and lodging required to
obtain health services or drinking-w3:
are usually nOl considered" though tht
nlay be very large in relation to
incomes. If these costs are recognized
in planning investments" higher level~
of service are frequently found lo be
justified. For example ..the labour COSl
of collecting water for domestic use il~
arid areas of Africa and South Asia
comprise several hours a day.
Inlproving the accessibility óf supplie~
by increasing the number and proxim
of wells would substantially improve
the well-being of households" even if
they were required to pay the additioc
costs. Public standposts in urban area~
are often too few in number and
inconveniently located. Increasing the
nunlber of delivery points and reducil
the distance from the standpost to the
place where water will be used would
in nlany instances substantially reduce
lhe costs to households of meeting ba~
needs for water. Improvements would
reduce both time and transport

-requirements.~-

The geographic maldistribution of'
health services also imposes heavy co-
on consumers. Often not only patient~
but also other family members who
acconlpany the patients must be
transported to and maintained al a
health facility. le .as is typical in rural
arcas of developing countries'l transpo
facilities are limited and public servic~
are infrequent" then the costs of seekil
care may be very large for the family.
The frequent bypassing of dispensarie~
and rural health centres and over-usc
of district and regional hospitals is
largely due to the faet that the cost to
patients is generally lower despite
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greater distances. These lower-level
facilities also frequently
havc to refer patients upwards because
of lack of skills or of drugs and
supplies. Careful analyses are needed to
identify the optimal range of services
to be provided locally, and rigorous
efforts are required to ensure that local
hcalth facilities, such as dispensaries
and health centres, are supplied and
staffed adequately to be able to meet a
high proportion of demands.

Efficient use of human resources
The issues underlying various strategies
for improving efficiency in the health
manpower field are largely economice
That is, the cost of training and using
a stated type of health service may be
excessive because the service is
furnished by personnel more expensive
than necessary or because it uses
patterns of work which are wasteful. In
other words, the goal of efficiency in
health manpower implies that the cost
of providing a given service should be
no higher than is necessary or
reasonable -for. its próper performance.
Hence, if a briefly trained and modestly
salaried health worker can give an
immunization satisfactorily, it is
wasteful and inefficient to have an
expensively trained and highly paid
health professionaI do it. The use of a
less expensive health worker may,
indeed, require closer supervision and
various other conditions for assuring
that the work is properly done; and the
eosts of these factors must be
recognized.

Even in the most aftluent developed
eountries, there have been many
reasons for governments and
eommunity Ieaders to search for

maximum effieiency in the use of
health personnel as well as in their .
training. In many developing countries,
insufficient human resources on the one
hand and their inequitable distribution
on the other can create a two-edged
problem of inefficiency: poor utilization
of health facilities due to lack of trained
health personnel and underutilization
of professional health workers due to
their excess in the urban areas. In a
growing number of countries in Latin
America and Asia in particular, a large
number of physicians in urban areas are
either underemployed or unemployed.
Considering the investment in their
training, this is a serious wastage of
resources which no country can afford.

In spite of these known deficiencies,
most countries have not adopted
adequate policies or measures to reduce
waste in order to improve efficiency or
performance. Many options are
available for achieving greater efficiency
in the use of human resources. These
in faet form the fundamental principIes

_~f __primary ~ealth caTe strategy.

For example, one option is to promote
the role of individuals and family in
preventive and health promotion
measures. This requires education and
information support. In a number of
developed countries increasing attention
is being given to health promotion
aimed at improving life-styles and
health practices of the individuals thus
reducing health risks and ultimately the
demand for health care services.

A second option is to make rational use
of health personnel consistent with the
functions of each level of health care
system. For example'l at the horne and
community leveIs use of cornmunity
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Box 4.2 The Egyptian dayas

In E.gypt, traditional birth attendants called dayas, have for a long period
of time demonstrated a great capacity for providing midwifery services
among the population. In many rural places the ratio of dayas per 1000
population is 0.4-0.7 and sorne surveys have shown that they perform
roughly between 50 and 75 deliveries per year. They have a high status
in the community and their advice is highly regarded. .

Therefore, in order to reduce neonatal and maternal mortality through
improved antenatal and postnatal care and safer delivery practice, the
Government decided to develop an important programme to make better
use 01 dayas. This programme started in 1982 on a trial phase in four
districts and now the process for extension is going on the whole very
smoothly.

The objectives of this programme are:
i} 11111 to upgrade the knowledge and skills of the dayas in midwifery

techniques as well as in other areas of maternal and child
health (immunization, management of diarrhoeal diseases,
family planning, maternal/child nutrition, community health
education) ;

ii) to foster stronger and closer working relationships with the health
services personnel; and

¡ii) to promote a broader role of the dayas as health agents towards
primary maternal careo

The following are some striking characteristics of this programme as
__~:..-~_~-=~~~~obse_C'l~din a ~~~nt -asses~.!Jlent: _.__.~'--

a) The health personnel at alllevels have become extremely positive,
the doctors both in the Rural Health Unit (RHU) and in the hospital
are supportive and motivated. This is a definite sign 01 success
of the programme.

b) The dayas have been eager to participate and acknowledged the
need to correct bad practices. They have also given multiple
examples of timely referrals for complications. They have been
very willing and able to accept a wider voluntary role in health,
particularly in relation to immunization, antenatal care and family
planning.

e) The RHU supervision of dayas, the motivation of the programme and
the perceived improvements seem to have been greatly
rewarding. Receipt of certificate and distribution of midwife kits
were essential incentives. (Cant.)
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Source: EDSTROM, K. Assessment 01 the expansion phase in Beheira Government.
UNICEF-supported Dayas Training Programme in Egypt. 3 July 1986.
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The potential gains from a more
rational use of health manpower vary
.widely. In sorne countries the cost of
outpatient carehas been reduced by as
much as a third by making maximum
possible use of nurse practitioners,
midwives, therapists, surgical assistants

Box 4.2 (Cont.)
d) The process for developing the curriculum for the ?ayas ~rai~ing has

been a flexible and participatory one. The learnlng obJectlves have
deliberately been kept somewhat general in order to allow this
process.

e) The daya's training programme was not only making use of the daya
and linking her with the health team, but was also a real
strengthening of the supervision capacity and of the back-up
capacity at the first referral level.

This last result is extremely important, since it is clear that, in the future,
the number and the use of dayas will decrease with the "modernization"
and. the demand for midwifery and obstetric services from the rural
health unit will ¡ncrease. This training programme is really preparing a
much more comprehensive move towards primary care with the strong
support of the medical district team. However, the use of dayas is
currently considered as the most cost-effective way to provide primary
maternal care but also the most acceptable for the rural population.

Auxiliary health workers and
middle-level health professions (nurses,
midwives, public health inspectors)
have been used successfulIy al the local
and interrnediate level of the health
care systern. Yet in many others, these
health workers are insufficient or
inadequately prepared. Consequently,
fully qualified doctors are carrying out
activities which an adequatelY.trained
lower-Ievel health worker could
perform.
No universal formula for the most
cost-efficient health manpower mix can

health workers and traditional health be proposed. However, a health team
practitioners, such as traditional approach, especially at the '-intermediate
nlidwives (wherever applicable) can be level of health care system, can be

--=-~Ilr-Omot~is option-bas tol1e=_:_ advoca_ted._A health_Jeam Cªll facilitate
carefully costed taking into account the performance oi' functions OTan ---...----.
costs of training, supervision and personnel in the least wasteful and most
remuneration. efficient manner. The roles and

functions of each member of the team
should be clearly outlined. The training
as well as supervision requirements
should also be considered. In this
manner an adequate, appropriate and
cost-efficient health manpower mix can
evolve.
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and .social assistants. Healthpost .
attendants, dispensers and family
welfare workersoffer the possibility of
not only lesscostlycare burmuch more
rapid expansion of coverage, .
particularlyin the lower-income,
developing countries.

Increasing the use. of lesser trained
manpower requires action by
governments. Training opportunities
ha ve to be provided, and in sorne
instances, appropriate certification or
licensure have. to be introduced ..Career
opportunities would also require
expansion.Pay scalesmay have tobe
revisedand grades affixed to the new
professions. Regulations and laws
regarding the prescription. of drugs a.nd
practice of medicine may have to be
reviewed 10 ensure that the
responsibility.given to new categories
of manpower donot .violate the law.

~.Altitudinal changes are alsorequired
bothof the health professionals and the
cornmunity to achieve a more rational
use of health manpower. Opportunities

'- ...=ro lr~f¡-fflhe new'n-ealth worKers""in" - .
situations in which the fullhealth team
is presenl can help to rnodifyold roles
and assignments of responsibilities.
Health administrators anddoctors
would have toacquire respectfor the
capabilities of othermembers of the

_health care leam and support them fully
in their roles and functions.
Communities a1so need to be inforroed
andeducated about the roles and
functions of the various members of the
health team.Supervision .and
continuingeducation are alsocritical at
each level to motivate field workers to
provide a continuing service. of high
quality and toenhance their credibility.
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Cost-efficient technologies

EXl?ensive and labour-saving equipment
whlch requires sophisticated
n1aintenanceworkers and highly
controlled environmentshave often
been purchased by countries (including
developedcountries) which cannot -
afford ¡t. In muchof the developing
world the' adoption ofinappropriate
technologies has sometimes resulted
from aggressive marketing by
manufacturers ofequipment and from
foreign economicassistance
programmesthat stress capital
expenditures and tiedprocurement.
Sometimes, decision-makers have al so
actively soug'ht highly sophisticated
facilities in part because they received
their training at. prestigious
international universities. which prided
themselveson having the most
advanced facilities possible. FinalIy, in
many instances the world market for
simple low-technology equipment for
the health sector has been too small to
attracl interest among manufacturers.

'-=Excessiveinvestment in hospital
technology has attracted discussion
throughout the world. Highly
specialized facilities for preparing
angiograms, computer-assisted
tomography and the like, are examples
of facilitieswhich are very expensive to
,!cquire, operate and maintain, and
which may not be used frequently
enough by many owners to maintain
the proficiency of operators. In the
developing countries equipment has
been purchased which is difficult to
operale and maintain becauseof lack
of trained technicians, inadequate
electric power supplies, faulty
installation and high cost. Because of



adverse operating conditions and
inadequate maintenance, the equipment
has frcquently not functioned properly
and has deteriorated rapidly, thus
rcquiring premature replacement.

The choice of technologies is usualIy
nlade at high government levels.
lndeed, the purchase of an individ~al
item of equipment frequently requlres
approval at a high level because of the
magnitude of the expenditure.
Therefore, it is at this level that
pragmatic decision-making is needed.

Decision-making about the choice of
appropriate technologies should be part
of the overall planning and
management process. Its rationale is to
start with the identification of priority
objectives, feasible and affordable
prograrnmes, and then define functions
required for staffing and equipping
health facilities. Unfortunately, in many
cases, decision-makers in both the
developed and the developing countries
have to cope with a heavy inheritance
of large hospitals. It .isnot--easy to .-.
restructure the hospital network and
convert the health system towards
outpatient centres. Sorne developing
countries have changed their
investment policy by substituting health
centres for planned new hospitals. In
many developed countries, the results
of hospital planning have been to
concentrate high technology in a limited
number of specialized hospitals and to
devote new investment to ambulatory
care centres. For instance, there is a
trend towards redistributing resources
\vithin geriatric care from institutional
care to care of the elderly in their own
hornes. This is expected to lower the
total cost of the care of the elderly as
well as to improve quality of life.

-~~;~';'~\':\:'"

Within overall planning, options for.the
choice of technology should be
identificd on the basis of the following
criteria. First.. the cost of an item of
cquipment needs to be assessed over its
entire Jife in relation to its likely health
inlpact. Then cornparisons should be
nlade with other technical options
available, especially in the local market,
for carrying out the same function( s).
Thirdly, the requirements for operation
and maintenance should be examined
to ensure that these requirements can
be met in the future. If a
technology is to be applied on a mass
scale (e.g., jet injectors for mass
immunization or handpumps for rural
water supply), an evaluation of its
performance under local field
conditions should be made and design
modifications considered where serious
deficiencies are identified.

Because technical choices determine to
a large extent subsequent requirements
for operation and rnaintenance, they
must be made with these implications
clearlv in mind if maximum
performance is to be obtained.
Sirnilarly" because capital equipment
often has a lengthy life expectancy,
earlier imperfect choices may be
unavoidable for many years. Hence
dramatic improvements may not be
achievable until existing equipment
needs replacement.

Cost-effective strategies

The efficiency of strategies (curative,
pre~'entive, educative or promotional)
rnight be improved either by reviewing
the design of strategies or by
strengthening support services for their
implementation. Knowledge in health
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Box 4.3 Cost-effective treatment of tuberculosis

The cost-effectiveness of alternative treatment strategies for
tuberculosi~ has been studied in Botswana. The study compared the
co~t-e~ectlv~~ess of a short-cou.rse tuberculosis treatment regimen
uSlng rlfamplcln or ethambutol wlth long course regimens based on
thiacetazone and isoniazid. Short-course regimens were more costly per
case treated, but were half the cost per person effectively treated by
isoniazid-based regimens because of higher patient compliance. In
addition, outpatient treatment was much cheaper than a combination of
inpatient and outpatient care. The study estimated that treated 80 % of
patients through an outpatient based short course regimen would have
cost one-third of the pre-1984 treatment pattern of combined inpatient
and outpatient care and a long course regimen. Furthermore, the number
of people complying and covered by the programme would have
doubled.

Sourc.e: Barnum, H.N., .'Cost savings from alternative treatment of tuberculosis ••, PHC Technical
Note 86-11 World Bank, 1986, cited in .'Survey of cost-effectiveness and cost-benefit analyses of
key primary health care projects in commonwealth countries". (processed no date) by Drummond,
M.F. and Milis, A. page 22.

sClences and technology, with
concomitant cost and effect
implications, has been improving
steadily. Recent developments in
diagnosis, treatment-.Q.f-primary
prevention have raised the need to
reconsider the control strategies for
several diseases.

Control of diarrhoeal disease and of
schistosomiasis offer examples of what
can be done. The development of oral
rehydration therapy has revolutionized
diarrhoeal disease treatment. This safe,
effective and inexpensive treatment has
sharply reduced not only the cost of
rehydration but also the seriousness of
the disease. Similarly, the development
of an easily administered
anti-schistosomal drug has made
treatment an economically attractive
alternative to the interruption of
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transmission through the frequent
application of pesticides to the breedinf
areas of the intermediate vector, the
snail.

A large number of studies have been
made on the cost-effectiveness of
existing and new diagnostic tests, drugs.
treatment regimens, logistic supply (i.e.
materials for ensuring the cold chain in
immunization), mass screening~
excreta disposal, water pumps,
approaches to promoting healthy tife
styles and so on. Appropriate practical
research in the field of management as
well as that of technology is of great
value for formulating and implementint
nationa! health prograrnmes. What is
required through this research is
creative thinking to develop ways of
solving problems.
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IVlalung better use ot resources

Box 4.4 An innovation inmanagement
development in Malaysia

Team Problem Solving at the District Level
In 1985, the Director-General 01 Health Services in Malaysia called upon
his Institute of Public Health to develop a new style of management
training which would raise the ability of staft at State and District level
to diagnose and resolve their own problems, and thereby increase the
efficiency and eftectiveness 01 their services without requiring additional
resources.

The Institute undenook an aetion, learning-by-doing approaeh, involving,
in the first instance, four state-distriet teams in the analysis,
solution-design and, most imponantly, the implementation 01 solutions
to four assigned health service problems (immunization coverage, food
poisoning, malaria case-finding and management of high-risk
pregnancies) .

In February 1986, the teams were brought together for a ten day
workshop to facilitate their analysis of the assigned problem and to
design and plan the implementation of their solution. This workshop
included the analysis of existing data and sorne field survey activity to
obtain more information needed. At the ~_ndof thi~_workshop ~ach team.__
-presented its proposal for action to a panel of directors who critically
reviewed each. The teams were then given permission to proceed to
implem~_ntiheir J?ropC?sals. __ _ _

After a period of eight months the teams rejoined for three-day
evaluation workshop during which they reported to each other and to
the same panel of directors the results of their effons to resolve the
assigned problem. The early findings are impressive:

- aUteam.s succeeded in remaining active and were abre to imprement
their planned activities more or less as ¡ntended.

- one district was able, through special defaulter follow-up procedures,
to increase third dose OPT coverage by 50 % and triple measles
immunization coverage.

- a second district was able, through extensive health education and
promotion of general practitioners and outpatient departments, to
quadruple the amount of notification of food poisoning cases.

(Cont.)
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Economic Support for National Health for AII 5trategies

Box 4.4 (Cont.)

- a third distriet iriereased the blood examination rate of fever ca'ses in
its malarious areas by. 80 % through the use of community workers,
sehools and maternal and child health staft.

- finally, the fourth district focused its attention on priority high-risk
women and instituted an obstetric flying squad in its efforts to reduce
maternal deaths, particularly those dae to post-partum haemorrhage. At
the time of the evaluation there had been no deaths from this cause in
19 cases, compared with seven of the ten maternal deaths in 1985.

Impressive as these immediate results were, the programme directors
were most interested in the ability of the districts to keep their teams
active and working together, in addition to all the normal work to be
done. Efforts 'are continuing by the Institute of Public Health to expand
this type of management development and to assess the longer term
effects of sueh training in the first districts to be ¡nvolved.

Source: Workshop for state and district health managers. Problem solving through the team
approach. Evaluation workshop, 20-22 Octaber 1986. Institute of Public Health, Kuala Lumpur
( Malaysia ).

The modification of control strategies
sometimes requires littlemore than a
policy decision. A major overhaul of
the administration of the sector is not
typically required, and problems of
patient acceptance and compliance are

'-~-~Jdom major~inistries~~of healttr-----
should continue to scrutinize the
strategies being used to control specific
diseases. These examinations should be
especially rigorous when new
technologies emerge, such as a vaccine
or a safe drug. They should also be
undertaken whenever the cost of
supplying services changes significantly,
more qualified manpower becomes
available, or communications and
transport improve significantly.

Strengthening of management
support services
The strengthening of management
support services (in-service training,
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supervision, drugs, logistics,
transportation, organization), is crucial
to sustain efficient delivery of health
services. The provision of these support
services has been difficult in many
countries because the need for efficient

~-,nanageriat-practices-to-deli ver'these
services to numerous and scattered
health units has not been adequately
mel. Support services are highly
dependent on transportation and
distribution of medical supplies and
drugs. In many countries, serious efforts
have been made to improve the
management of essential drugs at each
of the following stages: procurement,
storage, distribution, supply and
utilization. Strengthening the
managerial capacity of health
administrators, managers and health
providers is crucial 10 make
programmes workable.
Another approach to increasing
efficiency and effectiveness of primary
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Making better use 01 resources

Box 4.5 A strategy to improve supply 01 drugs

Mast develaping countries import essential drugs, often from a few
majar multinational suppliers. WHO describes essential drugs as those
that are most needed for the health of the majority of the population.
There are about250 in a modellist developed by WHO.

An essential drugs strategy can permit existing government health
budgets the capacity to increase significantly the quantity of drugs
purehased and thus improve the availability of drugs to the mass of the
population. There are four important steps that could help lower costs:

- Selecting drugs and estimating needs. Based on the health problems
in the country and the type of facilities available to treat patients, a basic
list of necessary drugs and their quantities should be drawn up and kept
up to date by the mínistry of health. WHO's modellist of essential
drugs, whieh is revised and updated on a regular basis, can serve as a
guide in this process. The ministry of finanee, in its capacity as
overseeing fiscal agency for all seetoral ministries, must ensure that the
basie drug needs of the publie sector are met, while at the same time
being aware of the prívate sector' s demands.

- Procurement. The lowest prices can usually be obtained by
international competitive bidding, or by purchase through UNICEF. In--
both cases, foreign exchange must be made available on a regular basis
. to avoid expensive "emergency" local purchases of imported drugs.

- Distribution. Careful planning and purchase of drugs ean help meet the
basic needs of the population. However, unless careful thought is given
to distribution, the drugs may not reach the rural areas where they are
needed mosto Packing the drugs in preset amounts in tamper-proof
boxes that are then shipped direct from the central medical stores to the
rural facilities is one way to prevent theft or misdirection.

- Use of drugs. Doctors and other prescribers must be made aware of
the costs of their prescriptions, both to the community and to their
patients. The use of standardized treatment schedules for the most
common diseases is helpful, as is the publication of drug formularies and
information sheets by governments.

Source: Catsambus, T. and Foster, s. "Spending money sensibly: the case of essential drugs ••.
Finance and Development, December 1986, pp. 30-32
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health care programmes is through their
periodic in-depth evaluative reviews,
focusing particularly on the managerial
and operational aspects. Such reviews
can take managers toevery level of the
health service and into the
cornmunities, in' order tooassess
programrne performance (including
coverage, qualityand effectiveness), and
to identify problemswhich may be
hindering performance ..Such
prograrnme reviews were initially
widely employed by the Expanded
Programme of Immunization but were
soonextended to include other elements
ofprimary health care including
maternal and childhealth/family
planning, diarrhoeal disease control,
essential drugs, environmental health
and essential caree This approach of
joint programme reviews as a form of
moniloring and evaluation has been
found useful by many countries and has
enabled them to improve the
managerial efficieney in the delivery of
primary health caree

Cost-containmenthas become a major
issue in many developed countries
which are confronted with
ever-increasingcosts ofhealth caree
Reasons for rising costs of care are
many'! for example, resources may be
misdirected 'by systems of health care
financing which provide incentives for
excessive servicing. Insuranee sehemes
which payprivate suppliers of services
00 a fee-for-service basis are another
major example. If the patient is not
required to pay part of thebill, then
neitherparty to the health care
encounter has any financial interest in
controlling costs. On, the contrary,
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providers of care profit from charging
higher feesand delivering more
cxtensive procedures. Moreover, more
drugs are frequently prescribed and
more doctor-inducedconsultations are
provided. Where irtsurance has been
introduced without safeguards against
these potential'abuses, costs have risen
rapidly. In addition, the use of
ever-increasing diagnostic procedures
and greater resort to costly

. hospital-based care have been cornmon

The rising cost of health care, without
commensurate improvement in the
health of those served, has led many
developed countries to seekpractical
solutions to their fiscal crises. Recent
figures show that a markeddecline in
the growth of health expenditures in
relation to gross national product is
already visible. Many factorshave
contributed to this decline. They
inelude a decrease in hospital building,
a falloin hospital use, a relative decline
in health professionals' incorne, more
use of day surgery,a higher use of
outpatientcare and day hospitals for

_= the elderly and the mentally il1, the
control ofpharmaceutical prices, the
greater use ofpositive or negative drug
lists, changes in the pricing of medical

. proeedures, andoan increase in the
introduction of user charges. More and
more countries have beenplacing
budget limits on the' growth either of
total health expenditureor of hospital
expenditure.

Influencing t~e suppl.y si de
One approach has been to revise the
scale of fees paid byor reimbursable b:
the insurance scheme. Fee scales must
be carefulIy designed to ensure that
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Box 4.6 Publie health finanee and planning in
the Soviet Union

The Soviet Government takes full responsibility for protecting and
improving the health of the national population, under obligations set out
in the programme of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union. The right
of every citizen to health care is established in the Constitution of the
USSR. The principies underlying health service provision thus include an
emphasis on the preventive approach, the priority of making qualified
medical assistance available without payment, the planned nature of
health care, and the involvement of public opinion and organizations in
measures connected with health.

The greatest proportion of financial resources allocated to health care
comes from the State (made by the federal and union republic budgets),
with lesser amounts coming from other sources including the collective
farms, public enterprises and other public bodies. The Union Republics
contribute the majority of State expenditure on health, ¡nsofar as their
principal concerns are with financing sociocultural measures and develop-
ing the local economy. In 1960 they provided 85 per cent of all State
health funds, and this proportion rose to nearly 95 per cent by 1981.

There is a wide range of health spending among the Union Republics; in
1981 the Russian Soviet Federal Socialist Republic expended over 8
biltion roubles on health, while the small republic of Estonia spent only
106 million roubles. In 1980 Azerbaijan spent 37.8 roubles per head on
health, whi-Je-Estonia-spent 7'.-9 roubles per head; for Moscow this
figure was 57.6 roubles per head.

State management bodies have pointed for some time to the need for
improved efficiency in the use of resources in all branches of the national
economy. This requirement has been addressed in several ways within
the health sector. The principal measures ¡nvolve the refinement of
financial standards and the extension of the authority of the heads of
medical establishments over the use of budget allocations.

In 1977 the national ministries of health and finance made joint
proposals to State control bodies for changes in the financial standards,
to make them consistent with developments in medical science and the
medical industry, and in criteria for patient care. The Government
accepted these proposals and ¡ncreases were made in expenditure
standards for catering and the purchase of drugs and dressings in nearly
aU health care institutions: maternity homes; provincial, territorial and

(Cont.)
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Box 4.6 (Cont.)
republic children' S hospital s ; the clinics of research institutes; caneer
hospitals; urban' and district centre hospital s ; heart, chest, surgiealand
other specialized institutions. A further ¡ncrease in expenditure standards
was made in 1983 for the purchase of equipment and drugs and for the
feeding of patients in specialized care wards. Local health service
management bodies and the corresponding subdivisions of the Ministry
of Finance monitor the use of budgetary allocations by all establish-
mants, to ensure conformity with the standards that have been set out.

Source: Golovoteev. V.V. and Pustovos, I.V., ••Public Health Finance and Planning in the Soviet
Union," Wortd Health Statistics Quarterly. Vol. 37, NO.4, 1984. pp 364-374.

sorne procedures are not exceptional1y
remunerative and therefore encouraged.
Very high hourly rates of compensation
have been implied by fees paid for
surgical procedures as compared with
other forms of treatment and in sorne
countries may have promoted excessive
surgery. Relatively high rates for
diagnostic procedures have also
encour~ged their use.

A second possibility is to shift the basis
for payment from procedures to either
encounters with the health care system
or an-episode of illness.=,oLahospital
stay. This device pays providers for a
collection of activities from which they
may choose; thus the economic
incentive is to expend as few resources
as possible. The defect in this approach
is that providers are rewarded for
neglect and inadequate care.

Finally, direct regulation of the content
of care has been used as a way of
controlling excessive use of health
resources. Review committees have
been established by hospitals to
examine pattems of diagnosis and
treatment by individual practitioners
and to evaluate the outcomes of caree
These professional review procedures
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have not been fully successfullargely
beca use of the reluctance of peers to
accuse colleagues of abuses or
malpractice. Statistical analyses of
patterns of resource use have also been
undertaken by insurers in order to
identify excessive use or possible fraude

Influencing the demand side
One method for cost-containment and
reducing unnecessary procedures has
been to require patients to bear part of
the cost of caree A nominal fee may be
charged for access to the health care
system and a share- of all subsequent
costs may be charged directly to the
patient. This sharing of the costs of care
restores. sorne responsibility to the
patient to use resources judiciously and,
al the sarne time, heightens the patient's
¡nterest in containing costs.

Providers of health services frequently
claim that health facilities are overused
by the uworried well" and those seeking
to obtain exemption from work or other
responsibilities. Patients also fail to
complete courses of drug therapy, to
returo for evaluation of treatment, and
to follow through on referral to other
sources of careo The magnitude of losses
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Box 4. 7 Cost-containment in some industrialized countries

Cost-containment in health care is feasible and indeed, has already been
achieved in sorne industrialized countries. It is a question of political will,
acceptance by the public, eooperation of providers 'and the use of
effective methods. In a number of countries, Australia, Belgium, Canada,
Finland, Norway and the United Kingdom, health expenditures, as a
percentage of gross national produet, have levelled off.

The following have been the most important cost-containment measures
taken on demand or on supply. Measures operating on demand are
described as cost-sharing - giving the term a wider use than is current
in the United States. Cost-sharing means that the user has ultimately to
pay or have paid on his behalf part of the cost, normally at time of use.
This payment may be intended to discourage user demand or aet
indirectly on the doctor or dentist who authorizes the use of resourees
through 1he knowledge that the user will have to pay. The share the user
pays may be a flat rate charge or a proportion of the cost or both. There
may be a maximum charge and there may be exemptions. The charge
may be related to income. It may represent that part of the cost which
is not reimbursed to the patient - the ticket modérateur in France. The
extreme case is where the scope of what is provided or covered by
insurance is reduced. This throws the whole cost on the user (e.g., spas
or phamaceuticals which can be purchased without a prescription).

Systems of cost-containment operating on supply are of even wider
variety and have in recent years taken more complex and ingenious
forms when applied to contracted services ..-They include the following:

Short-term direct controls
Budget ceilings (e.g., for hospitals)
Controls on staft numbers (e.g. in hospitals or clinics)
Controls on levels of remuneration
Controls on prices (e.g., per bed/day or per pharmaceutical product)
Controls on quantities (e.g., the maximum number of items in a
prescription) .

Short-term indirect controls
Changing relative value scales (e.g., to make it less remunerative for a
doctor to order diagnostic tests).

A positive list or negative list for pharmaceutical produets or chemist
substitution (to stop the preseribing of more expensive products where
there are less expensive products considered to be equivalent).
Restrictions on sales promotían of pharmaceuticals to doctors. (Cont.)
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Box 4.7 (Cont.)
Information to doctors on relative prices 01 pharmaceuticals which are
equivalent or near-equivalent.

Doctor profiles (e.g., indicating the number 01 visits per patient, the
prescribing 01 drugs or the requesting of diagnostic tests per patient or
per consultation) with or without sanctions for excessive use.

Medium-term direct control s and incentives
Controls over the construction or extension of hospitals.
Controls over the installation of heavy or expensive medical equipment.
Controls and incentives to develop substitutes to traditional hospital
caree

Long-term direet controls on manpower
Controls over the number 01 students entering medical or dental
education or passing' into the second year of the course.

Controls over entry to specialist training.

Source: Abel..Smith, 8. Cost containment in 12 Europeancountries. World Heatth Statistics
Quarterly, vol. 37, No. 4, 1984, pp. 351-363.

due to such misuses of health resources
is not known.

~use_ oC heal1h JesoUJ~es.hy
consumers is in large part a
consequence of insufficient knowledge
of the proper use of health care
facilities. Problems of non-compliance
may also result from lack of knowledge.
Health care providers must also
shoulder sorne of the responsibility
since they often do not adequately
explain the rationale and expected
benefits [rom a course of
action. Better education in the use of
health care and improved health
. education would reduce the misuse of
resources by consumers.
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Conclusions

Making better use of resources implies
~oved aGcounta~jncrea~
efficiency in the allocation and
utilization of resources and effective
means of cost-containment.

To reduce waste, underutilization and
misuse of resources, accountability must
be improved. Information and
education of the public are important
measures to achieve better
accountability ·

Secondly, to increase the focus on the
performance of individual health
providers and of health care
institutions, a relevant accountingand
management system is required.
Information systems have to be set up
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in such a \vay that responsibility for
pcrfornlance can be clearly established.
Dctailcd, accurate information on costs
should be nlade available to the
providers and consumers of health
services. Earlier chapters of this
document have also suggested that
programme budgeting and
cost-accounting systems need to be
introduced. This implies relevant
training in accounting and management
for health care managers and better
organizational arrangements to review
costs and performance in terms of
effectiveness and quality.

Thirdly, to generate required changes
in the delivery of services, lines of
command need to be streamlined; and
real authority is required in
decision-making' at each level of
supervision and reporting. The
potentiality for the delegation of

•. _ ~ __ ~,'-" •.•..•.•......•• _' ••••. ..,...,tMe.~~<eJ

responsibilities nlust depend upon the
potential capacity of the various
partners: individuals" communities"
nongovernmental organizations, private
institutions. Public oversight is needed
especially for public health
interventions such as vector control,
cpidemiological surveillance and
immunization. In order for consumers
to oversee the performance of the sector
more effectively, formal local
organizations, such as health
committees or boards are needed in
rnany instances.

In surnmary, the use of resources by the
health sector can be improved by
increasing the availability of
infornlation about performance and
enhancing the responsibility and
managerial capacity of individuals,
cornrnunities and health managers to
evaluate and act upon this information.
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Responsibilities and institutional
relationships in economic
support for health for all

Background

Health depends substantially on
decisions made by individuals, families,
groups, and organizations, all of whom
contribute to its maintenance and
improvement. Moreover, important
roles in promoting and maintaining
health are played by the health-related
sectors such as environment, education,
agriculture, and housing. Participation
in health for all is not just a question
of democratic rights, it is an essential
requirement for the effective and
equitable planning and allocation of
resources. Cornmitment precedes
action, and the collective commitment
of aH concerned is required in order to
ensure the equitable distribution of
resources for health. Given the
magnitude of the task of attaining
health for aH, and particularly of
securing adequate economic support,
concerted and coordinated actlon at alr
levels is indispensable. Action taken
within any one component affects the
action to be taken within the others.
Hence, the shared responsibility which
rests upon the individual, the
cornmunity, the government, other
national agencies and international
agencies consists of specifying not what
is possible, but what is necessary; not
what can be done, but what must be
done.

This chapter examines the
responsibi/ities oJ different entities
ill\'olved in health matters, the roles to
be pla.ved b.veach in pursuing the goals
Qf hea/th Jor all, and the re/ationships

betu'een thel11. These include the
government health agencies and other
relevant agencies~ people~ the private
sector; the cornmunity~ the
nongovernmental organizations; and
the external agencies.

Cornmitment on the part of each entity
is reviewed in the context of providing
universal health care coverage,
particularly where responsibility is
shared. A coherent strategy for their
participation in planning and carrying
out programmes in primary health care
and in the management of those
resources which are committed to the
programmes is advocated so as to
maxirnize economic support for
national health-for-all strategies.
. Finally, the implications for the
strengthening of institutional
relationships and capability are
¡den ti fied.

Government responsibility

Governments, throughout the world
and under aH forms of political and
economic organization" have
responsibility for the health of their
people which can be fulfilled only by
the provision of adequate health and
other social measures. Therefore, much
of the action required to meet the goals
of health for aH falls within the
responsibility of government. While no
universal blueprint can be applied to aH
governments, the essential
characteristics of health systems stated
in the Global Strategy for Health for AH
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define the means of developing
infrastructures for optimum health
delivery based on primary health careo

Governments' responsibility for health
originates in the realization that
individuals, voluntary organizations
and theprivate sector ar~ unable to
meet countrywide health needs through
their own efforts alone. Similarly,
services which benefit the country as a
whole should be provided without
charge to individuals by the
government. This would, for example,
¡nclude rnass irnmunization (the
successful smallpox eradication
campaignis an excellent case in point),
and the controlof vectorborne diseases.

National profiles of health and disease
indicate the vast inequalities in health
status which exist in many countries.
The underprivileged form part of every
country's population. People may be
landless, members of minority ethnic
groups, disadvantaged because they are
oId, sick, homeless, jobless, or

_~ _'inhabitants of remote Il!_ª~g.~~al areas or
displaced persons. Mostof the-- -_..
underprivileged in health terms are
women and children whose well-being
requires special attention within
primary health care. The elderly are
also vulnerable in many countries.
Particularly in developing countries,
theseunderprivileged elements of
society are politically weak and are
often too sick, uneducated, or
geographically dispersed to become
politicalIy active. Thus, the
responsibility for improving the
prospects for these groups will faH upon
the more privileged groups. Concero for
the care, protection and promotion of
the health of the vulnerable and
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underprivileged groups must be the task
of govcrnments, which havc, after all, .
the responsibility for ensuring an
equitable distribution of society's
resources based on the principies of
social justice. .

The primary health care approach, .
focusing on the Ueight essential
elements", evolved in response to the
mis-match between the distribution of
health resources and health needs.
Disadvantaged people not only suffer
from poor health butreceive poor
health care. Conversely, wealthier
people enjoy not only better health but
better access to health-related facilities.
Development strategies which are
compatible with the primary health care
approach contrast with single-purpose
quests for economic growth regardless
of the human consequences.Strategies
which at the same time promote
economic growth and reductions in
social inequalities and ¡ncreases in
social services are consonant with the
goals of health for all.

But government money alone will not
guarantee the achievement of
h.ealth-for-all goals. Political
commitment and support is also critical
to the success of health for aH.
Indicators of the degree of polítical
cornmitment are, of course, qualitative
in nature and comprise the following:
official declaration of high-Ievel
cornmitment; allocation of adequate
resources (the most important
indicator); the degree of equity in the
distribution offinancial resources; the
degree of cornmunity involvement; and
the establishment of appropriate
organizational frameworks and
managerial processes (incl uding
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t11onitoring and evaluation) to move
stcp by step towards health for aH.

Thc importance of government
intcrvention in the distribution and
utilization of health resources varíes
\vith the service to be provided. The
cxtent to which responsibility can be
imputed to the government for
delivering medical services versus the
~xtent to which it should remain with
the individual is continuously debated.
.-\t the heart of this debate between
individual responsibility and social
20ncern is the relative desirability of
~nhancing overall Quality versus
¡mproving equality of access.

Improving the health status of the
)opulation cannot simply be achieved
')y governments expanding or
leveloping the health services.
>revention and control of disease and
he promotion of health must be part
lf a combined effort for the
mprovement of well-being as a whole.
fhus, health care must be supported by
mprovementsjn~-the overa]l social and --
'conomic structure and contributions
"romsectors other than health. The
lealth sector has the important role of
oordinating these intersectoral efforts,
)y defining major problems, by
~ggesting preventive strategies, by
roposing shifts in priorities and
~source allocations, by encouraging
ositive action in other sectors, and by
articipating in advisory committees
~sponsible for these efforts.

he main motivation for government
lvolvement in primary health care has
~en to ensure that no one is denied
lre on the basis of income or wealth.
owever, this purpose is frequently not
'hieved, since lack of funds limits the

level of medical service provided to
significant proportions of society.
AdditionalIy, the increasing pressure of
recurrent costs on public budgets is
forcing governments to review the
mechanisms used lo finance health caree

Three areas of consideration are
apparent. First, limitation of resources
tends to diminish the quality of services
provided. Next, financing through
general tax revenues may cause a
redistribution of economic resources
from the unserved to those obtaining
services. Third, those services which are
available are not being distributed
equitably.

One proposa) for mobilizing additional
resources is to impose charges on
non-emergency users of hospitals who
have not been referred by a lower-Ievel
health facility. In addition to generating
revenues, such user charges would also
discourage the bypassing of-primary
care facilities. In effect, the charge
would represent the additional cost of
managing a health problem at a hospital
rather than at a dispensary or health
centre.

Redistribution of consumption in the
health care system could aIso be
rationalized by introducing a
compulsory health insurance system for
paying for health services. Such
insurance systems would levy insurance
contributions on those with regular jobs
who generally have access to services,
but would exclude those who do note
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self-treatment, social support during
illness, first aid, etc. Another term, ulay
careH

, describes aH health care giveri by
lay pcople lo one another in both
natural and organized settings. In
addition 10 family units, self-help
groups are voluntary, 5mall group
structures for mutual assistance in
satisfying a common need,.overcoming
a cornmon handicap or problem, and
bringing about desired personal or
social change. Groups may provide
emotional support, information and
advice, direct services, social activities,
and pressure group aetivities. There is,
of eourse, a continuing debate over the
issue of self-help in both the political
and professional fields, whieh could
lead to a critical assessment of the
quality andefficiency of the health care
system in general.

People pursue good health and provide
health care themselves through a wide
range of activities. Self-eare, for
example, is the primary health resource
in the health care system. Included are
informal health activities and
health-related decision-making by
individuals, families, neighbours,
comprising self-medication,

Individual and family
responsibility

Primary health care originates with
people and their health concerns. With
this dominant role in health, people
have lo be actively involved rather than
passively receiving care "from above".
The rights and privileges of the people
inelude the right to equal opportunity
for health; the right to health care; the
right to be informed; and the right to
be involved. As partners in the
health-for-all strategy people should
have an opportunity to share
responsibilities and to contribute
actively at individual, family, group and
community levels. They should develop
the ability to define and express their
needs, with the awareness of when and
how to use health care to satisfy those
needs. They have the right to use the In many developed countries national
opportunities that exist to obtain the health-for-all strategies have identified
required information, toanalyse it and individual and family responsibility as
to draw their own conclusions. Once a key element. This arose out of the fact
people are aware of health problems that health profiles of the population
they should have access to the have changed considerably over the

_-=---¡:no)yledge_-ªmlinforJ!l_~ion whi~_ allow _ --yast three-decades;-Aging poputatfons,
people to make choices in health care.-- "health probléms related-to life~s'tyles,
The right of people to be actively changing cultural pattems, and
involved in health care ensures that burgeoning industrial development are
satisfactory prerequisites for health exist a few of the factors eonducive to rapid
for a11people~ that their environment change in health profiles. Health
is healthy; and that their health care promotion strategies under preparation
system is responsive to their needs. in developed countries aim at enlarging

the individual's responsibility in
pursuing and maintaining improved
health. Particular emphasis is placed on
hypertension, cardiovascular diseases,
tobaceo-related diseases, etc., as
conditions which are conducive to
changes in life-style. Sorne countries,
such as the USA, have achieved
significant decreases in hypertension
and tobacco-related morbidity and also
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Box 5. 1 Partnerships for health promotion -
United States of America

In 1979 the first Surgeon General's Report on Health Promotíon and
Disease Prevention, Healthy People, was issued. The report chronicled
a century of dramatic gains in the health of the American people,
reviewed present preventable threats to health, and identified fifteen
priority areas in which, with appropriate actions, further gains could be
expected over the decade. The repOrt established broad national goal s
for the improvement of the health of the Americans at the five major life
stages: specific and quantified objectives were established for the
attainm~nt of these broad goals and each of the 15 priority areas
defined in the Surgeon General's Report.

These health promotion objectives for the nation comprise the health of-
the Americans by 1990. The objectives are not primarily about disease
treatment and control, they are about preventing disease and
encouraging people to protect their health. The target areas fall into
three groupings: personal preventive services, health protection, and
health promotion.

Preventiveservices are those provided by physicians, hospitals, and
other health care providers, and the targets are high blood pressure ,.
control, family planning, pregnancy and infant health, immunization, and
control of sexually transmitted diseases. .. - ..-_.

.~.~althprot~ction jn~lyoe.s etto_r:t~by gºy.ernJTlents, industry.! and other
organizations to reduce health h"azards in the environment. -Targets ----..0== _

include the control of toxic agents, occupational safety and health,
accident prevention and injury control, water fluoridation and dental
health, and surveillance and control of infectious diseases.

Health promotion aims at educating the public about the risks involved
in health abuses and to increase public commitment to sensible
life-styles that can add years to life. Targets include the health risks of
smoking, alcohol and drug misuse, and stress and violent behaviour,
along with the benefits derived from good nutrition and physical fitness.

The implementation strategy for these objectives and targets stresses a
pluralistic process involving public and prívate participants from many
sectors and backgrounds. Health officials and health providers must be
joined by employers, labour unions, community leaders, schoolteachers,
communications executives, architects and engineers and many others

(Cant.)
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Box 5. 1 (Cont.)

in efforts to prevent disease and promote health. While the Federal
Government must bear responsibility for leading, catalysing and
providing strategic support for these activities, the effort must be
collective and it must have local roots.
Sources: "Promoting Health, Preventíng Disease, Objectíves for the Natíon", Department of Health
and Human Services, USA, 1980 (reprinted 1984). -

in traffic accidents through developing
and implementing strategies which
emphasized individual responsibility
and included active healtb promotion
measures. The economic aspects of
these modified strategies have not as
yet been given sufficient attention. On
the other hand, the benefits which have
accrued already through individual
responsibility in health make a strong
case for economic support to such
health promotíon efforts.

Role of the private sector

The private sector constitutes an
important component of the health

. system in many developed and
-~-=- devefopingcountries. It is-not just

limited to the provision of medical
care, but also involved in the
manufacture and supply of drugs, and
medical supplies and in the provision
of water supply, sewage' and solid waste
disposal services. In the new approaches
which are being designed to produce
and finance primary health care, a
broad spectrum of institutional
arrangements to involve the private
sector are possible. Different roles have
been assigned to government agencies,
parastatal organizations and prívate
firms. The suggestion that autonomous
and profit-seeking institutions might
play an important role in primary
health care may seem surprising.
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However, profit-seeking organizations
already manufacture and sell drugs,
build and equip health care facilities,
water treatment plants, etc. Thus the
issue is not whether prívate and publi(
health institutions ought to work
together, since they already do; but,
rather, how can governments shape
relationships with private agencies in
order to achieve social and particularl~
health-for-all goals promptly and mor{
efficiently.

Prívate health professionals have an
important role to play in all countries.
Their expert knowledge and the
influence they have in the health secta-
relative to politicians and the general
public can be instrumental in
mobilizing support and initiating
change for the health-for-al1 movemenl
Further, they can accord hígher priorit
to health promotíon, disease
prevention, care and rehabilitation thai
is often the case at present.

Of course there are sorne training,
regulatory and information roles that
only the public sector can perform in
overseeing and guiding the activities e
prívate providers. The public health
sector needs to take the lead in trainin
health workers, testing them for
competency, and licensing prívate
facilities. The government must set
standards and regulations to protect tI-
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Box 5.2 Philippine medical care plan

The Philippine Medical Care Plan was conceived, formulated and realized
through the initiative of the private medical profession represented by
the Philippine Medical Association. The Plan was developed in response
to the realization that about 75 % of Filipinos did not receive medical
attention prior to death due to the maldistribution of medical manpower
and the lack of hospitals. In addition the low-salaried employees of
government, private business and industry were recognized to be
crowding out the truly indigent from government "charity" beds.

In 1963 the Philippine Medical Association launched the MARIA Project
(Medical Aid to Rural Isolated Areas) to settle young medical graduates
in communities who pleaded for medical assistance and doctors. The
Project entered into agreements with town officials and the people
themselves to help the young doctor in his work, provide a place for the
clinic or whenever possible to set up a 5-10 bed hospital, and to
cooperate in any health or community project that the town leaders
might embark upon to uplift the socio-economic condition of the
community. In this way the MARIA Project, invoking the cultural tradition
of "Bayanihan" or helping the member 01 the community, and the spirit
of self help, became the foot in the door for total health care and
community development. Between 1963 and 1968 the Project was able
to establish 35 medical clínics and hospitals wíthout government fiscal
and material support, but through prívate initiative by the medical
association and the people themselves.

The Committee on National Health Planning of the Philippine Medical
Association was organized in 1965. It conceived and formulated the
Philippine Medical Care Plan of 1969 which was passed by Congress in
1969 as Republic Act 6111 .

The medicare plan was a social health insurance scheme to which
members contributed according to their ¡ncome levels in order to build a
health insurance funde From such a fund contributors may be reimbursed
their expenses for medical caree In this social health insurance concept
all contributors received equal benefits regardless of the amount of their
contribution.

The plan was also designed to be comprehensive. It was to cover all the
people and possibly include sorne aspects of preventive care such as
immunization and procedures for population growth control.

(Cont.)
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Box 5.2 (Cont.)
The health providers such as the doctors, dentists, hospitals and
drugstores were tobe accredited for participatiqn in the medicare
programme. Theywere expected toabide by the rules and regulations,
andlimitations ofthe Plan. '. .

The Medicare Programme ensured free chóice ofhospit~ls and doctors
withinreason, .and ~as on a fee-for-serviee basis, although. such
reimbursable fees may be Um~tedby rules and regulations and the patient
may have to cost-share depending on the natureor gravity ofhis Ulness,
and the corresponding expenses.

It was also concj!ived for practical purposes that there were tobe two
programmes: one for the formally employed in government and the
privatebusiness andindustry sector, and the other for the self-employed
suchas the small entrepreneurs,. farmers, fishermen, ten.a'nts,etc .
.Source: Tamesis,J. v.' 'Partnership and responsibility in financing héalttí' aetivities: TheMedicare
Programme of thePhilippines". A positionpaper for the World Health Organization, 26 August
1986. .

.-" '.'.' -~.,",'

people frorn unethical or untrained
.practitioners, especiallywhere such
supervision is not yet adequate through
professional associations. Governments
need to develop a legal framework for
heaJ~h. insurance$YS1~m~,__~nd _..- ._-~_.~--_._.._.
disseminate information toOinfórm and
educate the consumers.

Precise information is lacking in most
developingcountries about the extent
of the prívate sector's involvement in
health care.Even the term "prívate" is
given different interpretations in
different countries.A vailable data show
that in many developing countries, the
prívate sector finances over half of the
health care services, especially in the
urbanareas. The role of theprivate
sector or the methods for. its full
participation in national health-for-all
strategies have not.been defined inmost
developingcountries.
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At the sarne time, new modes of
cooperation are also emerging both in
the developedcountries and in sorne o
the developingcountries. These are
generally basedon the financing

-- mechanisms being applied. in providinf
"and extendillg health care.Sorne of
these have ..been discussed in Chapter
111. These experie~ces need to be
carefu11Yreviewedby countries in orde.
to apply solutions which are
appropriate to their own socio-political
and economic situation,and which
serve to expand the real economic base
for the achievernent of thegoal of
health for all.

Community responsibility

It is generally agreed that cornrnunity
participation is an essential principIe 01
the 'primary health. care approach, and
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no declaration on the subject by a
national government or an international
organization appears to overlook this
rcquirement. However, development
proposals generated by remote
government officials often ignore these
grass-roots systems. At the same time,
thcre is widespread agreement tbat
communities can play an important role
in the identification of health problems
and in the search for appropriate and
cost-effective solutions. Where public
funds are insufficient to extend basic
health services to those without access,
communities may be ealled upon to
share the burden through contributions
in Iabour, materials, or money.
Cornmunity members have often been
¡nvolved on a voluntary basis in
defence of their own health. Sorne of
the rnechanisms being used by
communities in financing health
services have been discussed in Chapter
111.

The political- and administrative
structure of sorne countries lends itself
to local community involvement. Many
cou~ntries,--especiallythose with large
rural populations, have long-standing
traditions of community participation
in aH local development activities. The
support of a variety of local
mechanisms, often reinforcing
traditional systems, has contributed to
progress in local prirnary health care
development. Conversely, low levels of
education, differing customs or beliefs
concerning the causes and nature of
ill-health, and long dependence on
central government for all action and
resources breed passivism and forestalI
successful cornmunity involvement. The
emphasis of cornmunity support in
most developing countries has been on
providing resources, either financial or

material and human, for the
establishment or improvement of health
and sanitation infrastructures - health
centres, latrines, drug cooperatives,
feeding centres, or for the payment of
cornrnunity-based health workers.
Important contributions have been
made by communities in the form of
volunteer services. Sustained
cornmunity involvement, however, has
rernained difficult in most countries.

A clear division of responsibilities
between the community and the health
system, and effective mechanisms for
mutual support and communication as
well as administrative decentralization,
are of critical importance in mobilizing
full partnership for health promotion
from tbe local communities.

Nongovernmental
organizations

Many nongovernrnental organizations.
(NGOs) have grown into national
bodies, such as associations, clubs, and
1:rade unions;~and sorne have becorne
transnational, principally through the
rapid development of communications.
They differ widely from each other and
represent the most varied activities and
interests. They are independent of
governments and possess their own
funds. Generally their aim, in the
context of health care, is to assist
people in the lower-income segments of
the population of countries in which
they operate to organize and utilize
better their own resources, both human
and material, with special emphasis on
the local community leve!.

While it is difficult to arrive at accurate
estimates of the financial contributions
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by NGOs, health financing in 1982 by
these agencies accounted for eighteen
per cent of all health contributions and
equalled the total input by the United
Nations health-related specialized
agencies.

Many NGOs deal with problems that
are intersectoral in nature, growing out
of such basic causes as poor education,
poor health and nutrition, inadequate
cornmunity infrastructure, high
population growth rates, low
productivity, insufficient
income-earning opportunities, lack of
effective community organization, and
attitudes of over-dependence and
apathy that frustrateproblem-solving
competence at the local level. Since
their motives are general1y not suspect,
NGOs can deal with these problems
witheffective, timely and flexible inputs
of relevant resources.

The growing awareness and wider
acceptance of the role NGOs play in
health care have resulted in a number
of successful initiatives and projects
'wfíiCll aemonstrate"the=value of~he--
partnership approach., Such initiatives
include small-scale local voluntary
organizations which may focus on
socially deprived or under-privileged
groups in a given geographical area,
providing essential medical care,
nutrition, community education
services and promoting self-reliance. Or
they may be large-scale national-Ievel
organizations to whom the government
has assigned almost full responsibility
for a specific health prograrnme.
National family-planning associations
provide excellent examples of such
cooperation in several countries.
Organizations' for the care of the
disabled also playa critical role in an
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aspect of health care which is generalIy
very difficult for government health "
services to cope with in many
developing countries.

The Technical Discussions on the Rolr
of Nongovernmental Organizations in
the Strategy ror Health for All, held in
1985, suggested many practical
measures for enhancing partnership
relationships between governments ane
nongovernmental organizations.
Nongovernmental organizations as
operational partners can make a crucia:
contribution to the national
health-for-all strategy and to
international cooperation.

International cooperation

Many external agencies pro vide SUpPOl
to health prograrnmes. These include
bilateral agencies, multilateral agencies.
including those of the United Nations
system, lénding agencies such as the
World Bank, or intemational
nongovernmental organizations and
- ri va te--fe\mdationsrJn-..--some-o£Jhe
developing countries, such support can
be very significant.

Each agency works within its specific
policy framework and operational
procedures. These may not always be
in concordance with each other and
sometimes may even be in apparent
conflicto When these efforts have not
been well coordinated, recipient
countries have been confronted by
contradictory requirements and
approaches. Sometimes, the national
priorities are inftuenced by the level of
external inputs which are intended for
a specific health problem or
programme.



Box 5.3 Planning for equity in health - Zimbabwe

As part of the process for developing a health policy consistent with the
economic policy embedded in "Growth with Equity", and thus based on
achieving equity in health, the Government of Zimbabwe undertook a
review of the health sector. The following is a summary of sorne of its
findings on the overall structure of the health sector and some of the
policy directions.

Overall structure of the health care sector
The Government of Zimbabwe inherited a fragmented health care
system. Five sub-sectors predominated in the provision of "modern"
health care: the Ministry of Health, local governments, missions,
industrial medical services, and the private medical sub-sector. Various
voluntary organizations, also, were making contributions to health care,
most in specific problem areas. Each provider had its own character,
structure and system of financing, and there has been little coordination
among them. The most marked characteristics of the health care sector
of Zimbabwe were the inequitable distribution of facilities geographically,
and the discriminatory access to care on the basis of race and the ability
to pay. The system had ensured excellent standards of care for the few,
while seriously neglecting the mass of the people, especially in the rural
areas. The style of practice stressed curative interventions by doctors,
while the preventive and community aspects of health care had been
weak, despite the broad scope for action to eliminate avoidable disease.

~_---:-=-Thepr:imaryh~al!h_~~rea~proach
The Government adopted a p'olicy to acllleve éQUilV in héamr:---Thepottcy
emphasized the primary health care approach, broadening the social
base of health activities and restructuring the health service from the
base upwards. The policy also stressed the need for a coherence
betwee~ development and health policies and included as a priority for
the government the strengthening of its institutional mechanisms for
integrating development and health planning and for coordinating the
work of the agencies responsible for health-related sectors, notably:
health care, water supply and sanitation, local government and housing,
rural development, agriculture, community development and women's
affairs, and education.

Political decision-making and interministerial coordination for health
Given the close dependen ce of health promotion on socioeconomic
conditions the Government has proposed institutional mechanisms for
coordinating health with development policíes action. It is recognized
that the díscussion and decision-making on broad policy lines on (Cant.)
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Box5.3 (Cont.)
health-related issues takes place at high governmentlevel. To provide a
supporting technical mechanism to thislevel, the formation of a small
intersectoral group of health and development planners is proposed .
.This planning group would call on the country' s available expertise on
hea,lth-related issues, drawinginto a collaborative network the
appropriate departments of othergovernment agencies (e.g., Finance,
local Government.and Housing, Material Resources.and Water
Oevelopment, Women's Affairs. and Education), resources of unversity
~nd popular organizations such as trade unions, women's and.youth
groups.
Source: UPlanningforequityin health, A sector review andpolicy statementU, Govemment of the
Republic of Zimbabwe, Ministryof Health. . ,

There is a need for effective
coordination between .extemal agencies
andcountries to develop realistic and
effective national health strategies.
Somecountries haveestablished
coordinatingmechanisms under one
single agency, such as the planning
agency, which serve to harm'onize
national health practiceand external
agency inputs and to coordinate
international cooperation. Such
mechanisms are needed in aH countries.

local organization for health.care is one
that was established for other reasons.
These may be agricultural cooperatives,
women's clubs, labour unions or local
units of apolitical party. Because
marketing cooperatives are organized
to promote local interests and have
achieved acceptance, tbey have been
successful. In somecountries,
administrative responsibility for local
or district services does not rest with
the ministryofhealth, but rather, with
the ministry oflocal government or the
terri torialadministration.

Institutional relationships

Health care activities are supported and
directed by bothformal and informal
organizations.In developing countries
formal organizations usually. com prise
the ministry ofhealth and itsaffiliated
agencies, although organized
professional groups may also have an
important role in health carea Informal
organizations are,~roups of people who
organize themselves inorder to
establish health care'priorities and to

'mobilize local resources. Frequently, the

A lack of information precludes a
thorough analysis of the respective
share of the responsibilityand
contribution of differententities
involved in health ma'ters. However,
it is clear that in many developed and
developing countries thepublic sector
controls only a portion of the overall
resources available for health
programmes. What strategies, therefore,
can be pro'posed for a coordin'ated and
coherent approach to the provision of
health care to the population which
respects the principies, of equity and
primary health care?
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Collaboration between various institutions and agencies that
comprise the health sector is essential and should be based
on clear allocation of responsibilities in order to make the
most efficient use of resources. Countries should examine
whether such coordination would' be valuable, feasible and
acceptable and determine the most effective mechanisms for
achieving ¡t.

No universal blueprint can be
applicable for organizing institutional
relationships of different subsystems or
entities involved in health matters.
This, no doubt, will vary with the
socio-political organization and policies
of the countries. What is clear is that
more coherence should be achieved
among the various subsystems and a11
subsystems should reflect primary
health care as their major goal.

The successful pursuit of the strategy in
countries win depend on one authority
being responsible for directing and
coordinating national health matters. In
most countries, this will be the

-ministries of heahh. This .does not
necessarily imply direct administration
of aH health resources and facilities. It
does imply the responsibility for
channelling activities into the national
strategy for health for al1 and
coordinating them on behalf of the
government, both within the health
sector as well as within other sectors
through the appropriate channels.

Experience is already emerging from
several countries which have
undertaken administrative and
legislative reforms in order to pursue
the integrated development of a health
system based on primary health caree
The short-term and long-term

implications of these reforms and
measures need to be examined in detail.
But this goes beyond the scope of this
paper. It would be sufficient to suggest
that a careful review of the institutional
responsibilities and mechanisms to
bring about a coherent relationship
among them would be an important
ingredient of success in mobilizing
economic support for the goal of Health
for AH.

Strengthening national
capability

In earlier chapters it has been suggested
that countries need to strengthen their
financial planning and management by
establishing programme budgeting,
introducing management by costed
objectives, developíng unít costs for a
whole range of objectives, improving
their capability in cost-effectiveness
analysis and for estimating costs of
their plan s for health for all with
identified sources of finance which are
realistic and administratively feasible.
This will require major extensions in
the information needed for health
planning and management, a
development of capacity for processing
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and anal'ysing financial and econornlc
data and the acceptance by senior
managers and planners of the
importance ofthese new inputs to the
process of decision making.

Many ministries of health in developing
countries lack the skills for this type of
work, whether it is in devising new
costing systems, using macro-economic
data, applying systems of national
.accounts to the health sector, or making
economic projections. Such skilIs may
be concentrated in government
departments concemed with economic
affairs whose staff lack a knowledge of
health concerns and who are reluctant
lo see the significance of health in
socioeconomic development. Training
in public health throughout the world,
with few exceptions, has neglected the
study of financial management and
health economics, and particularly their
application to the public sector. Where
both economic planners and health
planners tend to be particularly
inadequately prepared is in the search
for altemative sources of financing.
Little may be known about ways of
financing health services which have
come to be widely used in other
countries, and their effects.

Exchanging and sharing experiences and
information are clearly needed among
the nationa) policy-makers and health
administrators in this important aspeet
of their work. Training is also needed
for administrative and technical staff
who will work in this area. Skills are
needed in the establishment and
handling offinancial statistics, in health
econ~mics, in nationa) accounting and
pubhc finance and in social security
planning .

Research and development efforts on
resource issues need to be intensified
particularly in developing countries.
Such issues can be related to the
allocation and use of health resource
the financing of health programmes '
especially through new types of options,
and cost-effective and economic
analysis of health programmes. Results
of sueh pragmatic research can then be
applied to formulating or modifying
policies related to economic support for
health careo

Technicalcapability in these.areas will
require considerable strengthening in
most developing countries. Research
and health poliey analysis will require
close coordination in order to provide

As countries reorient their health systems to primary health
care, the need for change is evidente These changes 90
beyond physical design and may it;1volve the redefinition of the
objectives of the principal health institutions. the reallocation
01 responsibilities, and even the revision 01 the power
structure. This presents important political andmanagerial
challenges to the national leadership. Carefully yet .
courageously pursued, they would serve to expand the
economic support for national strategies for health for all.
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intelligent and sound information to the
health policy-makers. Innovative
approaches are needed to strengthen
national capability in these aspects.

Conclusions

The strategy for health for all calls for
organization and strengthening of health
infrastructure based on primary health
care, beginning with the individual and
reaching to top government levels.
Together with the mobilization,
coordination, and rationalization of

national and international resources, the
commitment and involvement of
people in shaping their future is a key
factor. Where a mix of private and
public agencies controls health care,
clase coordination and balanced
decision-making must be assured.

Policy and institutional frameworks are
needed in countries to provide a
coherent strategy for full and active as
well as mutually reinforcing,
participation of all potential partners in
health care. National capability for
dealing with economic aspects of health
strategies will require considerable
strengthening.
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Key issues for discussion
,
"

Economic issues influencing health development are varied and
complex. They are closely interlinked to polítical, social and
economic structures and environment 01 cou'ntries.No attempt has
been made to cover the entire spectrum of issues. The following
issues have beenselected to focus discussion on what appears to
be critical to the attainment of economic support for national
strategies for health for all for a majority of countries. They are
based on the analysis offered in the relevant sections of the
background documente
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Economic policies for equity in health

Ten years ago~when the Member States
of the World Health Organization
unaninl0usly adoptcd the goal of Health
for AH by the Year 2000, they endorsed
the principIe of equit.v in health, that is,
shrinking the gap in the health status of
lhe people and countries and ensuring
equilable distribution of health
resources. This caBed for a concerted
polítical will and response.

The past seven years have been the
most turbulent for the world economy
in over half a cen,tury, seriously
affecting domestic priorities and
programmes in both the developed and
developing countries. The adverse
economic situation, which still prevails,
challenges policy-makers seeking to
achieve a balance between economic
and social goals.

To protect the poor and vulnerable
during the process of adjustment,
policies and strategies of
adjustment-with-equity are even more
strongly required. The causes of
disparities in h~alth ._stat.~s__~an only be
removed through intersectoral actions
involving the health-related sectors as
well as resource allocation policies
which give preference to the poor and
vulnerable groups of populations.

Policy-makers in health need to be
strong advocates for promoting social
priorities in economic adjustment
policies. They must mobilize
commitment and support from other
sectors and they must enhance their
capability in defining equitable schemes
of financing and of allocation of
resources.

/1 is hoped that this discussion group
u'ill be able lo share e"tperiences in

forl11u/aling and lnaintaining po/icies
"ail11edal achiel'ing equilJ' in heallh. 11
u'ill be llse.ful 10 disCllSSlhe process 0.(
arril'ing al sllch polic.vlneasures.
inclllding an.v d~lficllllies encounrered
and.hou' these \t'ere overcOlne.

1. In the review of national
experience, the following issues
may be addressed:

a) What has been the impact of the
economic recession on public
health policies in general (i) in
terms of priorities; (ii) in terms
of availability and allocation of
resources?

b) Are there examples where
evidence of progress towards
equity in health (in terms of
coverage, target groups and
provision of essential health
services) can be given?
- -

e) How has economic support been
given to make such progress:

- by shifting resource allocation?
- by changing the financing

system?
- by targeting resources at specific

groups or health problems?
- by other means?

11. Where the public s~ctor controls
only a portion of the overall
resources available for health, what
policies and strategies can be
proposed for a coordinated and
coherent approach to the provision
of health care to the population,
which respects the principies of
equity and primary health care?
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111. What specific actions would be
required to improve the capacity
of ministries of health in the
analysis and evaluation of
economic aspects of their national
health policy objectives and in the
formulation of policy options?
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Issues péJfJer I~O. L

Financial planning

Financial planning for health for all is
an integral part of the managerial
process for national health
development. Policy formulation,
programming and implementation
should occur interactively, supported
by technical information, programme
budgeting and evaluative feedback. But
ministries of health are often poorly
equipped to plan, allocate, budget and
control their own resources. To a large
extent these difficulties derive from
government budgeting procedures
which are more coneerned with internal
audit than with poliey objeetives, such
as equity and effieiency. Certain other
sectors share these problems, while
sorne such as water supply - which may
be health related - have better
rnanagement information systems in
which financial and eeonomic data are
important.

Where expenditure data are exclusively
linked to budget line-item's~' it is
difficult for health .agencies to describe
what they are doing in a clear way,
consistent with stated policy objeetives.
U nit eosts~ even of major facilities, are
often lacking, inhibiting analysis of the
recurrent cost eonsequences of
investrnent decisions. In tum, forward
planning, the appraisal of sustainable
capital projects, the identifieation of
wastage or efficiency, and the
monitoring of progress to greater equity,
are aH frustrated. A centralized tradition
of expenditure responsibility
compounds these information
weaknesses. National health
development plans, whieh may outline
a strategy for health for all, sometimes
omit cost eonsiderations, or build on
unrealistic resource assumptions.

lRut.u••••..• u••~IR8fIl~J~.~~~.~.,,: .•.... '

To sustain a credible dialogue \vith
ministries of finance and planning ..and
even more importantly to improve the
value obtained fron1 limited domestic
resources for health" ministries of health
should incorporate considerations of
existing resource use" and of likely
resource availability in their planning.

/1 is hoped that Ihis discussion grollp
~vi//be ab/e lo share e.xperiences in
financia/ p/anning ..for naliona!
health-for-a// slrategics. /t \1'i/1be use.ful
lo discuss the process o/ deve/oping such
p/ans, the measures taken 10 e/ose the
resource gap, the dijficu/lies encountered
and how these were orercolne.

The following issues may be specificalIy
addressed:

l. Have countries been able to
estimate the financial requirements

-- for their national plans of action to
achieve health for aH? How have
these been estimated? What period

- do these-generally correspond to (5
years? up to the year 2000?).

11. If a gap between the requirements
and resources likely to be available
is detected, what options have been
considered andowhat measures have
been applied for closing the
resource gap? What have been the
positive or negative consequences
of these measures? Have these led
to further readjustments of
policies?

111. How have countries planned for
the recurrent cost implications of
their national plans of action to
achieve health for aH?
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IV. What measures have been utilized
bycountries to improve their
financial management? What
specific actions would be required
to strengthen the national capacity
in this area?
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Resources mobilization

In a period of declining health budgets,
n1eeting the cost of health services is
for many countries becoming
increasingly difficult. This is true as it
applies to extending primary health care
coverage to a1l segments of a
population, but it is also true for
sustaining the existing infrastructure of
the health services. This situation has
led many countries to explore ways of
mobilizing additional resources to
assure a financing base foc the capital
and recurrent public health budget and
to permit" more effective use of the
services and resources in the family,
community and prívate sector.

In the rnobilization of domestic
resources many financing mechanisms
have been tried such as: government
financing directly froro public revenues,
or through compulsory health insurance
schemes (social security); prívate health
¡nsurance prograrnmes, including those
related to employment, cooperatives
and benevolent societies; prepaid
medical coverage, health maintenance
organizations; direct user charges for

-Servíces; c()mtT1UnitY1'Trticípation--in
cash and in kind, self-help.

Mobilizing resources in new ways will
have its effects - sorne positive and
sorne negative - on the range of
services which can be provided, and on
their availability, quality and cost.
Moving into this area will therefore call
for careful examination of financing
policies and strategies, as well as an
assessment of the impact of the
financing rnechanisms themselves on
health status and on utilization pattems,
especially among the poor.

JI is hoped that this discussion group
u'ill be able to review the positive and

negali\'e lessons learned.fronl lhe
c.\JJcrience 0.( counlríes in 111obili=ing
I1(,U' r('sources b.v appl.ring d~lJ'erenl

.tinancing InechanisnlS. /1 u'ill be llse.ful
lo stlldv lile Ineasures coulltries Izare
taken io correct O" arerl lile i//-e.trecls o.f
cerlain financing scllenles. The
applicable e.:\:perience o.f
nongo\'ernlnental organizations 111a.v
a/so shed light on fi nanci ng and revenue
general ion.

The following issues may be specifically
addressed:

1. What has been the positive impaCl.,
and what have been the weaknesses
or defects of each financing system
with regard tó:

a) equity in availability and
accessibility of care, social costs~

b) impact on providers and the
quality of care?

c) efficiency and effectiveness of
service, reliability?

-==-: d) a6eQ.uacy o~cing avaiJable?----=--==--_

11. Which financing methods have
been preferred, by type of service,
e.g., disease prevention and
treatment, water supply, sanitation,
maternal and child health care,
family planning, referral and
secondary medical care?

111.Which organizational,
administrative and institutional
arrangements have been required
for changes in financing
mechanisms? What problems have
been encountered ..and what has
been required to correct them?
Where are the hidden costs in each
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financing method? Do the
financing mechanisms actually
¡ncrease resources available?

IV. What hasbeen the impact of
external financing on the national
capacity for mobilizingdom-estic
resources? When external resources
have been used for capital
investment., what have been the
recurrent cost and debt service
implications, the consequences in
terms of sustainability, the
demands for mobilizing new
domestic resources, maintaining
prograrnmes after the phasing out
of external support?
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Making better use of health resources

In addition 10 issucs cOllcerning lhe
l'cononlic inlplications of various health
policics and strategic options'l and the
problcnls oC rcsourcc nlobilization,
allocatioll .. planning and budgcting, the
1l1anagcnlcnt of cxisting rcsourccs and
scrviccs can be inlprovcd wilh bcnetlt
in tcrnlS of social rclcvancc .. cquity ..
ctlicicncy and efTcctivcncss. 1n
particular .. improved managcmcnt of
cxisting resources will lead lo higher
efficiency (greater coverage with critical
scrvices) and high quality, both of
which will result in greater health
improvement for a given level of public
and prívate investment.

This discussion on the Inanage111cnt 0.(
health resources can be (ocused on the
three issues o.f ejficiencJ;,
cost-e.ffectiveness, and resources
accountabili/.v and cost-containI11cnt.

Among the points that might be
discussed under these issues are:

1. AH health service administrators
have at--One time or-another -.
expressed concero that more
services and health benefit could
be derived from existing resources
if only they could be organized and
managed better.

a) How have those areas of the
service with least efficiency been
identified?

b) What steps can be taken to raise
efficiency? Is there a conftict
between efforts to improve
efficiency and the desire to
increase equity in the
accessibility of services? How
have problems of coordination,

ovcr-specialization and
integration of scrvices bcc.o
tacklcd?

11. Ensuring that those scrvices and
tcchnologics \vhich are givcn high
priority during planning and
rcsourcc allocation actually rcccivc
priority attention in the delivery of
scrvices is a continuing
management responsibility.

a) What methods have been used
for choosing the most
cost-effective and appropriate
technologies and strategies for
use within health services?

b) How have programme managers
been able to ensure that their
service providers continue to
emphasize priority services?

e) How have the most
cost-effective mixes and uses of
health manpower been arrived
at and implemented?

d) How has the qua/ity of
government health services been
monitored, and what means
have been employed for
improving quality?

111. Contemporary health
administrations in most countries
are forced to deal with increasing
responsibility in the face of
escalating inftation and more
stringent government budgetary
practices. A waste of existing
resources is an over-riding problem
which aH responsible
administrators are seeking to
reduce.
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a) Do we have examples in which
governrncnts have .successful1y
idcntificd causes ofwaste ..in
rcsourcc usc.and implcrncntcd
corrccti ve actions?

b ) Are thcrc particular
cost-containmcnt strategies
~hichcan be recommended?

c) What has been theeffectof
decentralizing managerial and
financial autonorny to peripheral
leveIs of the health services? .
Does the authority to utilize the
[ees collected improve efficiency'
and cost-control al these levels?
What examples are there of
cornmunity control over health
resources?
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Annex 1

Glossary of terms

Accounting
The rccording of incorne and cxpenditurc ..
and of lhe balance bctwccn thenl~ over a
period of tinlc.

Benefits
(iaíns .. whcthcr nlaterial or not, accruing 10
an individual or a cornmunity.

Budget
A plan in financial tcrms for the carrying
out of a programme of activities during a
spccified period of time.

Capital costs
Expenditure on physical assets, such as land
or buildings, that provide benefits over a
period of years.

Capitation
A tax or fee levied per head of a given
population, or a grant per head of a given
population entitled to a certain benefit.

Cost-benefit analysis
A form of economic analysis in which all
the costs and benefits of an activity are

...expressJ~djn common m.onetary terrns. This .._
analysis aims at assessing the activity's ratio
of benefits to costs against those of other
alternatives or against established criteria.

Cost containment
Measures taken to reduce the rate of growth
of expenditure.

Cost-effectiveness analysis
A form of economic evaluation in which
this analysis seeks to determine the costs
and the effcctiveness of an activity, or to
compare similar altemative activities, in
order to determine the relative degree to
which they will achieve the desired
objectives. The preferred action or
alternative is that which requires the least
cost to produce a given level of

cfTcctiveness or providcs the grcatcst
etlectivencss for a given level of cos1. The
costs are cxprcssed in nlonetary terms but
sonlC of the consequenccs are cxpresscd in
physical units (c.g., Jife ycars gained or
cases of d iscase dClccted).

Deductible
A fixed sunl'l spccificd in an insurance
policy .. that is deducted from any claim
made undcr that policy (and that is
therefore paid by the beneficiary of the
policy), the remainder of the claim, or a
portion thereof, being paid by the insurer.

Demand
The type and quantity of service or
cornmodity that consumers wish and are
able to buy in a given period of time.

Economic evaluation
A process whereby the costs of
prograrnmes, alternatives or options are
compared with their consequences in terms
of improved health or savings in resources.

Effectiveness
The extent to which an activitv achieves its

._objectives (e.g., the adequacy óf delivery of
a lreatmerii to the members of a population
that could benefit from it).

Efficiency
The extent to which implementation of an
activity produces the greatest product at a
given cost or a specified level of production
al the lowest cost. Efficiency is therefore a
measure of how well inputs are con verted
into outputs.

Fee-for-service
A payrnent per item of service.

Fixed costs
Production costs which tend to be
unaffected by variations in the volume of
output.
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Goods
Tangiblcconllllodities such as cars ..coats,
or food.

Gross national product
Thc value of goods and scrviccs produccd
within a natíon plus nel income fronl
abroad (lhe value of exports minus that of
inlports) during a spccified period of time.

Incremental cost
The additional cost of one programme,
altemative, or option over and aboye
another.

Inputs
Goods, services, personnel, and other
resources provided for an activity with the
expectation of producing outputs and
achieving the activity~s objectives.

Investments
Strictly, in economics, expenditure on real
capital goods (e.g., equipment, buildings, or
roads) ~ in, everyday use, the term applies
arso to expenditure on other assets from
which a returo is expected (e.g., stocks and
shares ).

Marginal cost
The additional cost of producing each
successive ¡ncrement oC output.

Monitoring
Continuous oversight (in the' sense oC
supervision) of the implementation oC an
activity, with the objective of ensuring that
input deliveries, work schedules, and other
required actions are proceeding, and that
targeted outputs are being achieved,
according to plan.

National income
A measure of the monetarv value of the
goods and services becom¡"'ng available to a
nation from economic activity during a
prescribed periodo
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Nominal fee
Afee considerably below the fee normalJ\"
charged on the open 111arkct (by analogy t(")

.. nonlinal \'alue~~ is lhe valuc givcn to
sharcs in conlpanics whcn the)' are crcatcd

Output
Thc producl(S) that an activity is cxpectcd
10 produce from its inputs in order to
achicve its objectives; the quantity of good
or services produced in a given tinle period

Prepayment
Payment made in advance giving a
guarantee of eligibility to receive a service
when needed at reduced or zero additional
COSl at time of use (e.g. insurance
premiums, membership dues, crop share
contributions ).

Programme budgeting
Making a budget for a prograrnme.

Real terms
Taking account of, or adjusting for, the
changing value of money.

Recurrent costs
(or operating costs)
Expenditure that recurs i.e. the costs of
running an activity such as salar)' and ra\\'
material costs. That is not devoted to the
acquisition of capital assets.

Revenue planning
Plotting future ¡ncome.

Social cost
Costs to society and not merely to the
individual or agency carrying out t~e
activity that do not appear in financial
accounts (e.g., the costs of air pollution ..
noise, congestion).



(

Subsidy
t\ grant 01' nlOnr)' lo an organisation or an
individual fronl a govcrnnlcnt or othcr
agcnc)'.

Unitcost
Cost per unít .of production

User charges
A payrncnt made by thc uscr of a scrvicc; it
may or may not be related to cost..

, ••••• ~ '". 'lI ••••••••• " •• '" ' ••• " • .: ••• ' •••• : \ o" " •• ~.' ••: •••: \o.' ",' •• ' ,.'~; .¡.•'.-, .
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Evaluation of the strategy for health for
all by the year 2000

Global indicators
on resource allocation

'1¡

T\\'o global cconomic indicators 00
rcsourcc allocation have been selected
for the monitoring and evaluation of
lhe Global Stratcgy for Health for AH:
the proportion of GNP spent on health
and the proportion of national health
expcnditures devoted to primary health
careo In the first evaluation of the
Strategy, the use of these indicators
raised sorne problems relating to
definition, data availability and
interpretation. Thus, the information
that has been collected is not as
valuable as expected, and in any event,
changes in resource allocation in
quantitative terms cannot be rneasured
at this stage. There is still a need to
develop additional and more sensitive
and appropriate indicators for
monitoring and evaluating resource
allocation and utilization.

Thc following tablc sho\vs the number
ofcountrics in which at least 5% ofthe
GNP is spent on health, but the
number of countries achieving the 5%
target is certainly over-stated. Indeed,
sorne countries have given ministry of
health expenditures as a proportion of
the national budget rather than public
and private health expenditures as a
proportion of the GNP.

The data provided for the second global
economic indicator is summarized in
the following tablee This shows the
number of countries in which a
percentage of the national health
expenditures is devoted to primary
healthcare. Because of the great
variations in the interpretation of Hlocal
health services", no valid conclusions
can be drawn from the tablee

I Proportion of GNP spent on health, by WHO regions

Percentage of
Number of countries

GNP spent on
Africa

S.E. Eastern Western
health Americas Asia

Europe Medit. Pacific
TOTAL

Less than 5% 21 13 9 9 15 5 72
and more 3 14 1 26 5 7 56

Sub-total 24 27 10 35 20 12 128
No Information 20 7 1 2 8 38

Total 44 34 11 35 22 20 166
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Proportion ofnational healthexpenditures devoted
to primaryhealthcare, by WHO regions

~Number of countries

S.E. Eastern Western
Percentage Africa Americas Asia Europe Medit. Pacific TOTAL

léss than 20% 4 6 '3 2 4 19

20.0%-29.9% 4 1 5 4- 3 17
30.0%-39.9% 3 3 2 3 1 12

40.0%-49.9% 5 1 3 3 1 13

50.0% ..•59.9 % 3 1 1 1 5 12

60.0%---69.9% 2 2 1 5
70.0%-79.9%
80% and more 4

Sub-total 21 8 9 15 15 14 82
No information 23 26 2 20 7 6 84

Total 44 34 11 35 22 20 166

-Source:.-WHO. Evaluation ofthe Strategy for Health fa! AUby the Year 2000. Seventh report on the world
....::..-healih situation 1986,"ocicumerl"t A3913~"pp1)O~51.
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